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FOREWORD V1.5
The Parish Plan sets out a vision for the future and identifies the challenges that we, as a
community, face over the next 10 to 15 years. The Plan, which has been drawn up by a steering
group of dedicated volunteers following an extensive, 5-year, public consultation process,
endeavours to achieve this by presenting a vision in the form of an Action Plan. It does not look
at design criteria; that is covered in the 2004 Village Design Statement, nor does it allocate
housing as this remit rests solely with the forthcoming Neighbourhood Plan. What it looks at are
the social, economic and infrastructure issues that arise when trying to absorb large housing
developments within a rural community.
How the Plan was tackled and its key findings are highlighted in the Executive Summary. The
community’s main concerns are the crossroads at the heart of the village causing traffic
congestion, its poor infrastructure, particularly sewers,
and the shortage of sports and social care facilities. The
Plan presents potential solutions and brings these to the
attention of the relevant agencies and authorities. It
identifies likely shortcomings, particularly on funding,
and proposes the formation of two new bodies – a
Business Group and a Development Trust – that could
help address some of these issues. The solutions rely on The Square at midday on a Sunday
working in partnership with the appropriate agencies and authorities. Every effort has been made
to agree workable solutions with lead partners within the current economic environment.
As a live document the Plan will continue to evolve with its steering group monitoring each
partners’ performance. In addition, it is anticipated that some actions will be taken forward by
the Neighbourhood Plan’s steering group, others will rely on community self-help schemes led
either by the Parish Council or the Development Trust. It is desirable that the vision is driven by
community interests rather than commercial developments. To achieve this it is essential that
the Parish Plan has the continued support of the community. After all the Plan is a distillation of
their collective wish to remain a village and yet achieve a more vibrant and sustainable
community.

Trevor Maroney
Chairman
18 Stonehouse Road
Liphook
GU30 7DD
Email: tmaroney17@gmail.com
Tel: 01428 725193
17th August 2016
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction – Research and Reports
1.1.

Background. The Plan was produced by a group consisting solely of volunteers from a cross
section of the community. The group initially used the guidance given in the Community Led
Planning Toolkit, but due to Liphook’s designation as a major district service centre it has
presented a report in a similar format to the Market Town Surveys.

1.2.

Research. The research was conducted through numerous working groups, a sports panel,
attendance at local fetes and community gatherings, and steering group meetings. Views have
also been obtained through publishing each version of the draft Plan on the group’s website
and placing regularly updated copies of the draft in the Parish Office and Library. In early 2014
a separate audit team was formed and invited to independently scrutinise the latest version of
the Plan. Appropriate changes were then adopted. Following its disbandment some of the
team joined the steering group.

1.3.

Reports. The Parish Plan report is laid out in 23 Sections covering different subject areas. Each
Section draws conclusions and makes recommendations. Four section were not completed
due to the lack of time and volunteers. It is anticipated that these sections will be considered
in the Neighbourhood Plan.

1.4.

Public Exhibition and Consultation. The Parish Plan’s completed sections were consolidated
in Section 22 under the heading of Combined Recommendations. These were presented to
and voted on at the public exhibition in November 2014. Votes were cast and due weighting
placed against each recommendation. Based upon these findings an Action Plan was drawn
up and put out to public consultation. At the same time discussions took place with and general
agreement reached with local authorities and other organisations, and the Action Plan was
updated accordingly.

Objectives - A Vibrant and Sustainable Community
1.5.

Action Plan. The Action Plan, in Section 23, highlights essential changes that residents and
enterprises would like to see addressed and which will make our village and community more
vibrant and sustainable. It identifies the lead agencies or organisations along with partners
responsible for delivering these essential improvements, particularly to infrastructure. It looks
at the resource implications following consultations with the relevant authorities and proposes
workable timescales in which these improvements should be delivered. During its analysis the
Steering Group felt the need to establish two new bodies to push this project forward: a
Business Group to stimulate business investment and share best practices, and a Development
Trust to design and raise funds for essential community infrastructure projects. The key areas
requiring improvements are summarised below.

1.6.

Improve Infrastructure. It is essential, to meet the rising
demand for more housing, to ensure that our village - at
its heart an ancient cross roads - retains its roots and
remains sustainable. It can only do this if its
infrastructure such as roads, drainage, utilities,
communications networks and facilities are able to
support the corresponding growth in population. It is
clear that the current infrastructure is unable to sustain Liphook Square in rush hour
its present population with traffic congestion, power cuts and sewage pollution becoming
more frequent. In addition, the limited sports, medical and social care facilities create
frustration and often real hardship. Therefore it is essential that the key infrastructure failings
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are rectified before the imposition of yet more housing. The Action Plan aims to address these
issues.
1.7.

Develop Businesses. If local businesses are ever to flourish and compete with the surrounding
towns, they need bigger and better premises with good access to the A3. Retailers, in
particular, need to offer a wider range of goods
and services if they are to encourage more
customers to shop locally. Furthermore, there
needs to be a clear marketing strategy that
entices new business investment. More land is
also required near the A3 for a modern business
park that will offer, hopefully, more technically
skilled, employment opportunities. This will only
Passfield Business Park
be achieved if businesses unite and form their
own body such as a Business Group that will work in harmony with the Parish Council to
promote business growth in the village.

1.8.

Resolve Transport Issues. It is anticipated that with the planned growth in housing, both in
the village and in nearby Whitehill and Bordon, the volume of traffic will increase quite
considerably over the next few years. The current lack of adequate public transport,
particularly for shopping and hospital appointments, along with congestion in the Square and
around the schools is affecting the community. These combined with the lack of parking and
disabled access at the station are some of the main
issues. These must be addressed through a
comprehensive traffic management plan that
includes an origin/destination survey.
The
conclusions from which should be followed by the
design and implementation of an appropriate
scheme. The Action Plan also proposes studies into
parking, particularly around Liphook Station, and Liphook Station
into public transport which has a poor daytime and no evening or weekend bus services. HCC
have provided funding for a parking study and delegated the project to EHDC. The Action Plan
also proposes a feasibility study into a two-storey parking facility at Liphook Station with a lift
for the disabled. The Plan’s aim is to ensure that access and through routes can sustain current
and future traffic volumes along with adequate parking. In this respect traffic signage should
be modified to direct through traffic away from the village centre.

1.9.

Support Young People. The growth in school population, set to expand with the introduction
of Bohunt’s Sixth Form, needs to be addressed from a village perspective. The village has a
limited range of shops, cafes and facilities suitable for
young people with few evening activities available to
them. The Youth Club, for example, which has been
running for last 6 years using the Millennium Centre and
only closed when HCC removed funding for youth work,
is a long term need for its own dedicated clubhouse.
Sports facilities, especially football pitches, are limited
and there are no dedicated activities that would
Longmoor Road during school rush hour
stimulate young peoples interest in life skills such things
as cooking, baking, photography, web design, motor mechanics etc. The Plan’s aim is to
encourage the community to support personal development schemes alongside those
proposed by Bohunt School.
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1.10. Promote Healthy Living. The Plan recognises the need to provide facilities and activities for
the young and old alike that stimulate the mind and body, and help to promote healthy living.
These include sports pitches, indoor courts, welfare and social care facilities. The Plan looks at
the current lack of such resources and takes steps to address them. It considers the specific
needs of the various age groups and how these could be fulfilled. Proposals include studies
into community facilities for the elderly, disabled, carers, youth, a sports centre, swimming
pool to name but a few. Such facilities will need careful planning and substantial investment.
It will therefore need a group of influential people and organisations with the inspirational
ability to develop and deliver projects including raising the necessary funds.
Means - Partnership
1.11. Closer Cooperation. Although the Plan has identified lead agencies it is quite clear that support
and cooperation from others organisations will be required. This is particularly noticeable in
the county boundary demarcation line on medical provision and bus services. On face value
this appears to be a funding and service issues that can only be addressed through negotiations
at county level. At local level the Plan recognises the need for collaboration between different
agencies and organisations and sets out to achieve this. The proposed Business Group and
Liphook Development Trust are just two proposed collaborative projects that should help meet
the needs of our community.
1.12. Business Group. A Business Group should be formed and seek help from other organisations
such as the Hampshire Chamber of Commerce and Business East Hants to develop a business
plan for the village. All local business and retired business people should be encouraged to
join and help run the group. Given the clear aim of helping businesses thrive and develop as
well as sharing best practice the Group should help stimulate the local economy and encourage
further investment and thus career opportunities for young people. This professional body
would help grow the local economy and develop a more sustainable community.
1.13. Liphook Development Trust. The Steering Group are well aware of the need to deliver the
findings from the Parish Plan. The Plan itself recognises the need for partners to deliver crossboundary support. It also acknowledges that its aspirations, particularly on the provision of
local sports and social care facilities, cannot be provided from developers’ contributions alone.
What will be needed is a design and fund raising body to generate investment in sustainable,
community projects. It will need business acumen, marketing and fund raising skills. We
believe that these skills are in abundance amongst our many residents. The intention is to set
up a voluntary trust to deliver specific projects as funds become available. It would be a
partnership with other organisations and agencies, but operate under the title of Liphook
Development Trust. Since it would be a voluntary organisation there will be some benefit in
obtaining charitable status. Its ultimate objective would be to ensure that the sport and social
infrastructure keeps pace with the growth in housing, thereby sustaining our vibrant
community.
1.14. Neighbourhood Plan. The Parish Plan should form
a solid foundation in the preparation of the
Neighbourhood Plan. Its findings will help the
Parish Council and other organisations to develop
and justify future projects, The Neighbourhood Plan
would form part of the statutory development plan.
This means that it will have the weight of being a
legal document under the 2011 Localism Act and as
such will be highly influential in local planning
decisions within the neighbourhood plan area.
Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.
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Postscript - Future Plans
1.15. Living Document. Parish plans are considered living documents. Our Plan will be monitored,
amended and adapted over time as circumstances change or
as new ideas emerge to meet changing needs. In this respect
your Steering Group will monitor delivery of the present
Action Plan and conduct further research. If you like to put
something back into your community and you have an
enquiring mind we would like to hear from you. The
commitment would initially be only a few hours every
Postal Sorting Office
quarter.
1.16. Further Information. If you would like to get involved or want further information please
access the Parish Plan website www.liphookplan.co.uk or contact our chairman at:
tmaroney17@gmail.com.
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BRAMSHOTT AND LIPHOOK PARISH PLAN (V2.2)

The Square, the heart of the Parish
INTRODUCTION
Parish Plans
2.1.

Community Led Initiatives. Parish Plans are a statement of how the local community sees
itself growing and developing over the next 10 to 15 years. Successful plans can potentially
influence policies and decisions of other bodies on education, environment, housing,
infrastructure, planning, transport and social services. This influence can extend over a wide
range of organisations including local authorities, businesses, vested interests, charities and
voluntary groups that, in turn, can help by funding projects. In principle, the Plan is a
community led, independent initiative designed to improve the lives of the whole
community.

2.2.

Our Plan. The Bramshott and Liphook Parish Plan is one such scheme. From the findings of
the Parish Survey in 2008 it was concluded that residents should be consulted on the future
of the parish and what improvements they would like to see. At the Parish Council
instigation a group of volunteers banded together to form a Steering Group using the
Governments guidance notes contained in the Community Led Planning Toolkit. They drew
up a Constitution, nominated officials and were formally endorsed at a public meeting in the
Millennium Centre on 13th January 2011.

2.3.

Funding. Financial support, in the form of grants, was kindly provided at parish, district and
county level and from Community First Hampshire. Although independent of the Parish, the
Steering Group included three parish councillors, permitted under the Constitution.

Aim
2.4.

The aim of the Bramshott and Liphook Parish Plan is to collate the wishes of the community,
prepare a report on what changes the community would like to see and what aspects they
would like to retain, draw conclusions, make recommendations, and from these formulate a
coherent strategy for the future growth and development of the Parish over the next 10 to
15 years.
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Organisation
2.5.

Steering Group. In line with the guidance notes the Steering Group allocated responsibilities
for the different areas of research to members who, in turn, formed their own Working
Groups of volunteers. These were given specific areas to study such as business and
employment; development; education and youth; elderly, disabled and medical etc.

2.6.

Working Groups. In order to complete the necessary work the Steering Group formed
Working Groups, each to address a particular subject with co-ordination between subjects
maintained by wider regular Group meetings. Minutes are retained. Subject reports were
prepared and published in draft on the Group web-site for continued refinement and update
as associated findings emerged.

2.7.

Additional Tasks. Some members, having completed their initial project, kindly found time
to assist with or undertake another. A Youth Survey was one such project, another was a
public consultation on Sports and Leisure to which all local sportsmen and women were
invited. The former involved entering data from 914 questionnaires completed by
youngsters aged 5 to 19, and with key ‘players’ in the sporting fraternity attending the latter.

2.8.

Auditing. In early 2014 a group of volunteers with professional backgrounds were invited to
audit the initial draft sections. They made several recommendations which were adopted.
These included sections requiring further information or clarification, removal of duplication
and adjustment to the tone and tenor in certain areas. The Audit Team were then invited to
join the Steering Group in debating and formulating the final Parish Plan.

2.9.

Editing. In the latter stages the Group reviewed each other’s work in order to draw the
author’s attention to any additional conclusions and, ultimately, recommendations that
could be included; recommendations representing the community’s wishes irrespective of
any practicalities. The Group then drew up the Parish Plan basing it on workable solutions
and, at the same time offering explanations as to why some ‘wishes’ were not included. This
process will enable future planners to revisit such recommendations.

Report Format
2.10. Layout. For ease of reading this paper is laid out as follows:
2.10.1.

Executive Summary – The Parish Plan, a coherent strategy drawn from practical
recommendations contained in the report.

2.10.2.

Introduction – The background to our Parish Plans, its aim, the organisation and
the processes involved, report format, certain funding constraints and caveats
covering the implementation of the plan.

2.10.3.

History of the Parish – Tracing the roots of the village community from the
Norman period, through trading routes, coach travel, the introduction of the
railways, Canadian links through two world wars to today.

2.10.4.

Demographics and Infrastructure – Looking at today’s community, its current
population, infrastructure and economy, anticipating likely trends in future
growth and balancing this with foreseeable changes in technology, life styles and
consumer demands.

2.10.5.

Main Sections. Areas of research covering the community’s views on various
activities and functional areas from business, elderly, environment, hamlets
through to the views of our younger generation.
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2.10.6.

Recommendations – These are drawn from the conclusions reached in each
section and are based upon what changes the community would like to see
irrespective of any impracticalities. Only those recommendations that can be
turned into workable solutions have then been incorporated into the Executive
Summary.

Other Considerations
2.11. Joint Core Strategy (JCS). The Steering Group has taken full cognisance of East Hampshire
District Council’s (EHDC’s) JCS, which sets the Council’s framework for delivering housing and
economic growth, balanced against the need to protect the environment. The JCS was
produced in partnership with the South Downs National Park. It contains proposals to meet
the anticipated housing demand within the district. It initially committed the Parish to
building 600 new homes over the next 15 years. However, a government inspector
questioned the balance between environmental concerns and housing need, pointing out
the Government’s recently published National Policy Planning Framework (NPPF), a new
planning guideline which strongly encourages sustainable development. A key requirement
of this is providing a supply of housing to meet the needs of present and future generations.
The JCS has therefore been suspended pending further work. The changes to the strategy
were considered by the inspector in October 2013 who proposed that an additional 175
houses be included rounding the total up to 800. Subsequently the inspector proposed that
the 175 should be set as a minimum. This change in wording, which towns and parishes
strongly object to, is currently under review.
2.12. Neighbourhood Plans (NP). The government is actively encouraging communities to
become more involved in housing and planning decisions. Under the Localism Act 2011 it
has devolved powers to councils to draw up ‘neighbourhood development and growth
plans.’ These neighbourhood plans will be subject to a referendum before being adopted,
which the government will fund. The Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council are currently
investigating the benefits of this option. Parish plans and village design statements will help
districts in developing planning policies and communities in formulating their
neighbourhood plans.
2.13. Opinion. Bearing in mind the inspector’s main criticism - insufficient district housing overall;
and overly optimistic housing figures for the Bordon Eco-Town – it is likely that the planned
housing figure for the Parish will increase. It is also noted that with the opening of the
Hindhead tunnel, making Guildford now only 20 minutes away, the demand for housing and,
hopefully, light industry along the A3 corridor may increase still further.
Constraints and Caveats
2.14. Consultation. As one of the largest geographic parish areas in the country with a population
currently in excess of 8,500 it was anticipated that the consultation process would be difficult
and very time consuming; unlike those conducted amongst other, much smaller
communities. Conversely, as it turned out, the hamlets consisting of small, close-knit
communities were able to reach a consensus quite quickly. In the village where the majority
are commuters it was difficult to drum up the same degree of interest and enthusiasm.
2.15. Evolving Process. The Group was also well aware that the Plan itself is an evolving process,
a live document that will be adapted over time as new technology develops and as consumer
demands and life styles change. In addition, a shortage of volunteers meant that certain
sections could not be completed in time for the initial publication. The paragraph numbering
has therefore been left vacant, where appropriate, pending completion of this research.
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2.16. Funding Constraints. All grants were conditional upon the Group not becoming involved in
party politics; this was adhered to. In addition, the Group did not become involved in
questions relating to the daily management or administration of the Parish; this was left to
the Parish Council. However, where short practical solutions to pressing problems arose such as large vehicles being directed by misleading signposts and Satellite Navigation
through the dead end lane in Conford - these issues were raised with the appropriate
authorities and resolved.
2.17. Caveats. Whilst the focus has been on planning, steps were taken through public
consultation to convert the community’s wishes into practical workable solutions in the Plan.
That said, it must be remembered that this is a planning project and, as such, does not
include delivery. It is hoped that by considering all practical options other organisations such
as local authorities, public bodies, businesses, vested interests, charities and volunteer
groups will assume responsibility for implementation of the Parish Plan in whole or in part.
It is therefore essential that the Parish Plan is approved by East Hampshire District Council
(EHDC) before its recommendations can be incorporated into planning policy.
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HISTORY OF THE PARISH1 (V2.2)
The Past
3.1.

Norman Period. Although the large forested area around Liphook was known to have been
occupied by the Romans and later the Saxons, the earliest recordings stem from the
Domesday Book. Written in 1086 it recorded the occupancy of land, buildings and all
resources in surrounding manors. At this time these included Brembreste (Bramshott),
Lidesette (Ludshott), Ciltelelie (Chiltlee) and the Royal Woolmer Forest; a significant
settlement covering 2,000 acres.

3.2.

Medieval Times. During the medieval period the movement of goods with wagons carrying
grain from the manors to nearby mills in Ciltelelie was quite common. This led to the very
significant growth of the cross roads in Liphook. The building of St Marys Church 1225 is the
earliest evidence for the Parish of Bramshott. Bramshott
Manor house was built and has remained largely
unaltered since the fifteenth century.

3.3.

Tudor Period. By 1405 there were six brewers by name,
two victuallers and one butcher in Chiltlee. At the time,
Bailiff’s accounts show freestone coming from Selborne,
chalk, tiles and lime from Liss, malt from Odiham and
nails from Reading. Indeed, Radford Bridge was built across the River Wey to ease the
passage of the many pack horses, wagons and horse riders passing through. Long distance
travellers may have been by-passing Bramshott and going straight down the hill from
Hindhead to Liphook.

3.4.

Sixteenth Century. The development of Bramshott and Liphook became intertwined from
the sixteenth century onwards. The earliest map, drawn in 1527 by the cartographer
Christopher Saxton for the ‘First English Country Atlas,’ shows ‘Bramshot’ and ‘Lippocke’ are
marked in ‘Hantshire’. The subsequent growth of Liphook is related to the rise of the
coaching age, which originated in London early in the 17 century.

3.5.

Coach Travel. By 1784 London-Portsmouth coaches carried mail through Liphook. Originally,
Liphook catered for travellers' needs by using stalls,
eventually being replaced by the half-timbered houses
that exist around The Square. Growth accelerated with
wagons being replaced by coaches, and coaching in
Liphook was firmly established by 1660. By 1819
turnpiking reduced this journey from two days to 10
hours.

3.6.

Arrival of the Railways. In 1859, with the coming of the London and South Western
Railways, Liphook grew and with it Newtown, the area adjacent to the railway station. The
railway line bisected the estate of Chiltlee Manor. The northern part remained as fields and
the village cricket pitch, until its requisition to become the British Army's Ordnance Supply
Unit (OSU) in 1939. Liphook's population grew modestly, from 1,367 in 1861 to 1,614 in
1891. The railway did not cause a more substantial increase, since many could not afford to
pay the fare for more than an occasional excursion; a similar problem experienced by today’s
commuters.

1

With grateful thanks to: Dr Alan Wilson, The Liphook Community Magazine, The Laurence Giles Archive and Joan
Finney, with edits by The Liphook Heritage Centre.
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3.7.

World Wars. During the First and Second World Wars many Canadian troops were based in
Bramshott and Liphook. The cemetery of St Mary's church in
Bramshott holds the graves of 318 Canadian soldiers
stationed nearby. Another sad loss was the King George’s
sanatorium for sailors at Bramshott. After decommissioning
part of the OSU site was sold to Sainsbury's to form the site
of their store and the Millennium Centre, with the remaining
land being used for housing and light industry.

Present Day
3.8.

Today. The present day Parish of Bramshott and Liphook nestles on the borders of
Hampshire, Surrey and West Sussex in the pleasant and picturesque South Downs National
Park (SDNP).
It
comprises the village
and the surrounding
hamlets
of
Bramshott,
Bramshott
Chase,
Conford,
Griggs
Green,
Hewshott,
Hammer Vale, and
Passfield. Sited in the
Wey Valley it has the
shallow river Wey
meandering
northwest through
water meadows and
lakes to Passfield.

3.9.

A3 Corridor.
The
village is located
alongside the main A3
by-pass and is served
by its own railway
station which has
links between London
and Portsmouth. The recent opening of the Hindhead tunnel has transformed car travel
north with the journey to Guildford taking less than 20 minutes. Early indications are that
the A3 corridor is opening up the village to yet more housing and with it the potential for
more investment and commercial opportunities.

3.10. Attractions. In addition to be surrounded by beautiful countryside, particularly the SDNP,
the local area has lots of attractions to offer including two outstanding golf courses; historic
pubs and hotel; Hollycombe Steam Collection; Forest Mere Health Spa; an equine hospital
at Forest Mere; the Bird World near Farnham; many country walks including around the lakes
at Waggoner’s Wells and the annual Liphook Carnival, a procession of floats through the
village followed by a bonfire which has taken place since 1903.
3.11. Schools. Liphook is the location of two private schools: Churchers Junior School, and
Highfield and Brookham Preparatory. It is also home to Liphook Junior and Infants School,
and Bohunt School, a top fifty secondary state school educating pupils from a wide area, and
now an academy.
Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.
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3.12. Crossroads. The Parish has clearly evolved from tracks through the forest; carts carrying
grain to the mills; the introduction of coaches along turnpikes
followed by the development of steam power and the
introduction of the railways. Transport and, indeed, now the
motor car, have transformed Liphook to a busy hub of six main
roads: Portsmouth, Longmoor, Headley, London, Haslemere
and Midhurst all meeting at the Square - the heart of the
Parish.
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DEMOGRAPHICS (V2.2)
Population

Elderly. The population over 65 has grown by 25% in the last 20 years, with the number over
85 increasing by 42.6% in the last 10 years. It is interesting to note that numbers over 75
declined in 2001. This might have been due to elderly residents in the late 1990’s taking
advantage of booming house prices and retiring elsewhere.

80+

4.5.

79-79

Working Population. Despite the 7.5% increase in total population the 20 – 64, ‘working’
age group has only grown by less than half this
figure: up 3%. As the graph opposite shows, the
1,500
adult population has also dropped between the
1,000
ages of 30 and 39. This might be caused by
residents in this age group moving nearer to their
500
place of work to take advance of more affordable
0
housing and, at the same time, to save of the cost
of commuting. Conversely, the population over 40
has risen with more people settling in the Parish,
1991 2001 2011
perhaps seeking a more peaceful and tranquil
Population by Age Group
rural environment.
60-69

4.4.

50-59

Teenagers. Conversely, the older age groups: 10 – 14 and 15 to 19 have grown in numbers
to 631 and 573, up 14.5% and 29.2% respectively. It is noted that the group of children born
between 1996 and 2001 (467 in the 2001 census) now numbers 631, a 35.3% increase. This
growth is perhaps indicative of the number of families seeking a good education for their
teenagers at Bohunt School. By the same token there are 242 children living outside the
parish during term time, presumably attending boarding school.

40-49

4.3.

30-39

Young Children. It is interesting to note reductions of 10% and 20% in the number of
children aged between 0 – 4 and 5 – 9 respectively since 2001. This decline when the housing
stock is increasing is surprising. When combined with the rise in the number of teenagers
(see below) this suggests that families move between areas as children grow up. This places
pressure on house prices which, in turn, makes it more difficult for families with younger
children to afford to move into the parish.

20-29

4.2.

10-19

Censuses. The evolutionary process continues today with the increasing housing coupled
with a higher proportion of residents commuting to work as local employment opportunities
decline. These statistics have been collated from the census returns for 1991, 2001 and 2011
extracts relating to the parish are at Annex B. What is clear is that the village has grown in
size during the last 20 years. Indeed the population has risen by over 1,100 (15%) since 1991
to 8,477 in 2011. With the current approved housing developments this is likely to exceed
10,000 by 2021.

0-9

4.1.

Households
4.6.

With Dependent Children. There is a 7%
increase in the number of families in
households; however the number of
dependent children in each household is in
decline, particularly in the under 11 age group.
It would seem that families may be choosing
to have fewer children or, as noted above,
those with young children may not be moving
into the parish.
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4.7.

Lone Parent Families. Within the above figures there is a notable increase in the number of
lone parent families. In 1991 there were 99 by 2001 the number had increased to 652 and
by 2011 it had reached 816, a 25% increase. The biggest rise occurred in families with one
dependent child, up 34%; those with 2 or more increased by 15%. This rise would indicate a
potential demand for more low cost housing and possible support in the future.

4.8.

Type of Accommodation. Over the last 10 years the growth in housing has focused on semidetached, linked houses and bungalows, and purpose built blocks of flats rather than
detached houses. The growth in flats, up 44%, might indicate a demand for single
accommodation. In the same period the number of flats and apartments above commercial
premises has fallen from 48 to 32.

4.9.

Tenure. It can been seen, from Annex B, that the growth in households, as opposed to
buildings, has been relatively constant over the last 20 years with 376 added by 2001 and a
further 364 in the last decade. However, with mortgages being tight the growth in the rental
sector is now on a par with private
3,532
4,000
ownership. However as the chart clearly
2,683
indicates 76% are owned with the rental
3,000
sector accounting for 11%. Social housing
2,000
has also increased from 14 households in
420
380
1,000
2001 to 56 by 2011.
0

4.10. People. The increase in housing stock, up
Total Owned Social Private
362, is only accommodating another 547
1991
2001
2011
people: roughly 1.5 per household, perhaps Tenure by Households
indicating a growth in single ownerships.
This is more obvious in the owned sector where 169 more properties housed only 123 extra
people, which could also be indicative in the falling birth rate. This may well mean the need
for more one or two bedroom dwellings to meet the change in demand.
4.11. Occupancy Ratio. The data in 4.10 (above) has resulted in the overall average trend in
occupancy of owned properties being down from 2.68 per house in 1991 to 2.41, whilst the
private rental sector has remained relatively stable between 2.31 and now 2.24; it is lower
for social housing.
Commuting
4.12. Car Ownership. The number of cars and vans owned by residents has grown by 2050 or 55%
since 1991. It is therefore hardly surprising then that in certain areas of the village, such as
Newtown and the Square, built well before cars were invented, parking has become a major
This is particularly
1991 2001 2011 problem.
Car ownership:
noticeable around the station when
Total car and vans
3,715
4,916
5,765
drivers
from
Bordon
and
Households with car
2,301
2,767
3,132 surrounding areas commute by rail
Households with no car
491
404
400 to London and elsewhere. At the
Cars per Household (Ratio)
1.61
1.78
1.84 same time the number of cars per
household is also on the increase.
Conversely, the number of households without a car has dropped. It is quite clear that the
car is the preferred mode of transport in a rural community.
4.13. Working Hours. The recent census clearly shows the growth in part-time at the expense, no
doubt, of full-time working. In 1991 nearly 60% were in full-time employment; this has now
dropped to under 53%.
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4.14. Travel to Work. There are now 6,044 residents aged between 16 and 74. Of these 1,873
were not currently working in 2011, most of whom are retired, students or looking after the
family. The number working from home seems to be in decline: down 25.7% since 2001.
This seems unusual bearing in mind the increasing national trend for home working. The
growth in rail travel is on a par with the car: up 16.5% compared with 15.4%. However the
overall number of rail commuters, 389 is dwarfed by the 2,805 that still use the car for
commuting, whilst the number of bus users remains low at 26. The train really only serves
London, Guildford and Woking to the north and Petersfield and Portsmouth to the South. All
other locations have to be accessed by car. However driving to nearer towns, Guildford and
Woking, is probably more convenient and perhaps cheaper by car. Car verses train probably
relates to distance/journey time and perhaps parking costs. Time and costs are the
important factors that influence the modal split. Parking charges in Liphook for day long
parking would be part of this equation. The opening of the Hindhead Tunnel, by reducing
journey times, has made car commuting easier and probably offers resident’s employment
opportunities further afield. What is clear is that people are prepared to travel long distances
to earn a living.
Economic Activity
4.15. Economically Active. Whilst the growth in employees – part and full-time – has increased
marginally by 97 to 3117 the most noticeable change
2011: Economically Active
is the reduction, from 237 to 190, in the number of
172 167
730
self-employed with employees. However, this is
190
more than compensated by the growth in the number
of self-employed start-ups, up 233. The number
3,117
unemployed has, sadly, also increased with a further
Employee - Part & full-time
46 claiming benefit. Conversely, the introduction of
Self employed with employees
university tuition fees seems to have encouraged
Self employed without employees
Unemployed
more full-time students to seek gainful employment
Full-time students
to fund their studies.
4.16. Economically Inactive. It is interesting to note that of the 1,675 residents over 64 only 934
declared themselves retired and economically inactive i.e. 741 were in employment. This
compares favourably with 1991 when 246 were still working out of 1,336 in the same age
group. There is, however, a large decrease in people looking after the home: 14.1% in 1991;
only 5.6% in 2011, no doubt confirming an increase in the number of working women. The
increase in permanently sick and disabled, now 2.7%, reflects the growing elderly
population.
General Health
4.17. Overall the census statistics reveal a more healthy population with 85.6% in very or good
health compared with 75.1% in 2001. The number declaring that they are fairly healthy has
dropped by 38.3% and those in bad or very bad health by almost 37%. This bodes well for
the future provided the level of medical and social care is maintained and, indeed, further
enhanced.
Future Housing Needs
4.18. Joint Core Strategy (JCS). Bearing in mind EHDC’s JCS, which included plans for a further 600
houses in Liphook over the next 15 years, the growth in housing is set to continue. That said
the JCS was rejected in part by the government inspector last November as it was based
upon the South East Plan, which has now been superseded by the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). The inspector felt it should be higher, possibly as much as 25% to 30%
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and asked EHDC to conduct a Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SMHA) along with other
evidential tests to more accurately identify the housing need and the supply required to fill
it. Therefore several other factors need to be taken into consideration in arriving at
Liphook’s likely future housing target:
4.18.1. Land has already been identified to meet the current JCS requirement some of which,
Silent Gardens and Lowsley Farm, already have outline planning permission, whilst
other sites are also available.
4.18.2. The new Whitehill and Bordon Eco-Town housing number of 4,000 has also been
rejected by the inspector, he feels a figure of 2,275 more appropriate; the planned
site lies on top of significant reserves of soft sand which offer an economic
opportunity.
4.18.3. The inspectors also advised EHDC to liaise with Waverley Borough Council and other
neighbouring councils over helping them fill any shortfall in their housing needs;
Waverley was looking to the Eco-Town to fill theirs.
4.18.4. With the opening of the Hindhead Tunnel Waverley may look to the communities
lining the A3 corridor to fulfil their housing shortfall; indeed indications are that the
growing demand for housing locally is already pushing up prices.
4.18.5. The final number of houses required will be set by EHDC in an updated JCS. If the
community votes for a Neighbourhood Plan the Parish Council will have will have an
opportunity to decide where they should be built but little say in the number of
houses required.
4.19. Current Planning Position. In the absence of the SMHA, which should be available this
summer, the housing demand is unknown. It is clear, however, that EHDC is committed to
meeting the demand for building more houses in
the parish over the next 15 years. Despite the
dearth of mortgages house prices still remain
high and out of reach of first time buyers, hence
the growth in private rental accommodation.
The inspector’s intervention would therefore
appear warranted. The likely reduction in the
Eco-Town housing numbers, Waverley’s
shortfall and speedier access north along the A3
following the opening of the Hindhead Tunnel
would indicate that Liphook and other
communities along the A3 corridor may be required to take more housing than local
employment opportunities can justify.
4.20. Next 10 Years. Using the original 600 approved increase in housing as a guide on the number
of future households along with the current ratio of population and occupancy ratios it is
likely that by 2021 the population will be somewhere between 9,800 and 10,500 on current
trends. Of this number over 2,250 are likely to be children. At the same time the number of
cars and vans may be in excess of 6,800 unless drastic steps are taken to improve the public
transport system. Since the population of the planned Eco-town at Whitehill and Bordon
will grow considerably, it is likely that rail commuters will place even more pressure on
parking at the station. Similarly there will be a need to improve the infrastructure and
provide more local employment opportunities if sustainable growth is to be maintained.
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Conclusions
4.21. Population. The growth in population, caused primarily by longevity and in-migration, is set
to increase to over 10,000 within the next 8 years.
4.22. Households. Single households and lone parent families, already on the increase, are likely
to accelerate the demand for more affordable housing.
4.23. Commuting. The growth in car ownership for commuting, almost two per family, is set to
rise as the number and quality of job opportunities locally decline.
4.24. Economic Activity. The marginal growth in job opportunities is, with the raising of
retirement age, favouring the elderly with over 44% of those over 64 still in gainful
employment and with part-time working on the increase.
4.25. Health. Overall the census reveals a more healthy population reflecting well on the medical
and care support being provided.
4.26. Future Housing Needs. The improved road network following the opening of the Hindhead
Tunnel, the quality of education offered by Bohunt School and the in-migration of elderly
seeking quality care are the drivers of demand for local housing. To overcome these and
achieve sustainable growth there is a need to address;
4.26.1.

Traffic Issues. Ease of access to Waverley and the surrounding towns along with
insufficient public transport means that car ownership will continue grow along
with the inherent parking and congestion problems. These problems need to be
addressed through a traffic management plan.

4.26.2.

School Population. The trend in population growth, which is clearly set to
accelerate, will place a strain on school places and demand for more local job
opportunities.

4.26.3.

Elderly In-migration. The in-migration of the elderly is creating an imbalance in
the population mix and placing a strain on existing medical resources. To enable
the community to absorb and sustain the present population level there should
be no further enlargement of the Bramshott Place complex.

Recommendations
4.27. Population. All local authorities and agencies must ensure that the village infrastructure
is capable of absorbing and sustaining a population in excess of 10,000 by 2021.
4.28. Households. Developers should provide more affordable housing.
4.29. Commuting. HCC Highways Department should develop a sustainable traffic management
plan and road network to ease congestion and parking problems that is also capable of
accommodating the growth in the number of cars that will occur as the level of housing
stock increases.
4.30. Economic Activity. EHDC should allocate more employment land and encourage business
to invest in the parish thereby creating more quality job opportunities locally.
4.31. Health. NHS to ensure that the improvements in medical care, which has already resulted
in a more healthy population, is maintained and enhanced to cope with the anticipated
growth in the number of parishioners particularly the elderly.
4.32. Future Housing Needs. All local authorities need to be aware that primary housing growth
drivers are: the Hindhead Tunnel with its ease of access to work for commuters; the high
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quality of education offered by local schools attracting parents to move into the
catchment area and the in-migration of elderly people into Bramshott Place Village. Whilst
the former is advantageous to current residents the latter two need to be addressed by:


Schools. Local authority to restrict new entries to pupils living in the catchment area
thereby limiting growth in pupil numbers to sustainable levels.



Elderly In-migration. EHDC stopping any further housing development for the elderly
at Bramshott Place to prevent an imbalance in the population of the parish.
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INFRASTRUCTURE (V2.1)
Introduction
5.1.

Research. This section draws together all aspects of infrastructure and resources without
which our community would become unsustainable. Lists of the primary resources are
included under Annex C, Appendices 1 to 8, and are discussed in greater depth in the
relevant sections.

5.2.

Aim. The aim of this section is to highlight the existing infrastructure, examine weaknesses,
consider likely increases in demand, identify potential improvements, draw conclusions and
make recommendations on those topic not covered in other sections of the Plan.

Sports & Recreation Facilities
5.3.

Existing Sports. A list of all existing community facilities is included at Appendix 1. These
range from bequeathed land controlled in trust by the Parish Council to private facilities
requiring membership. Currently these meet the
community’s needs with the exception of sports pitches,
particularly football, cricket and space for table tennis.
However, with the exception of Old Thorns and Highfield
School there is no local community swimming pool, a
resource that has been sought since the early 1980’s. The
benefits and short-falls are considered in Section 17 War Memorial Recreation Ground
which covers Sports and Recreation in greater detail, and is supported by the findings of the
Youth Survey in Section 20.

5.4.

Other Facilities. The list of other facilities used by the public is included in Appendix 2. These
include allotments, village halls, parks, recreation grounds, the Millennium Centre and other
buildings which are available to the community. In
addition to the main halls the community also has
access to the sports facilities at Bohunt School, which
includes its fully equipped and refurbished drama and
music studios. The benefits they bring are highlighted
in the Elderly, Disabled and Medical in Section 11, the
Millennium Centre
Sports and Recreation as well as in the Youth Survey,
both noted above. These facilities are also used by groups, clubs and societies as noted in
Paragraph 5.7 below.

Businesses
5.5.

Local Commerce. There are, in essence, two main shopping centres - the Square and Station
Road – plus four business parks – Beaver Industrial
Centre, Bleach’s Yard, Passfield Business Centre and
Passfield Mill Business Park. A detailed Business
Directory is included in Appendix 3 and considered in
Business & Employment, Section 7. In addition there
are about 150 self-employed who work from home.
This latter category needs to be supported and Beaver Industrial Estate Board
encouraged to develop for the long-term benefit and sustainability of the whole community.

5.6.

Empty Business Premises. A list of empty premises is included in Appendix 4. Most are
grouped around Station Road which appears to be an area that could either remain a small
service hub or be redeveloped into a thriving shopping centre. The limiting factors on such
a development are space, parking and landowner co-operation.
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Groups, Clubs & Societies
5.7.

Youth. The youth within the community is well catered for by the strong, highly successful
and very popular Scouts and Guides and an equally popular weekly Youth Club. Although
there is an ongoing need for adult volunteers and leaders. Bohunt School also includes the
Duke of Edinburgh’s scheme within its extra curriculum activities, and many youngsters play
an active role in social events such as performing in plays as well as the annual carnival and
charity bike ride to name but a few. It is perceived that these organisations will be able to
adapt and absorb the likely increase in the youth population by making more use of existing
facilities. That said, there are currently no dedicated facilities for older teenagers as most
attend colleges in the surrounding towns. This may change if Bohunt School’s plans to set
up a sixth form colleges locally in collaboration with Petersfield School.

5.8.

Clubs & Societies. The Workers Educational Association (WEA) is one of many voluntary
clubs and societies that are self-sustaining and run for the benefit of members and the whole
community. This is one of the reasons why they have not been included in the Plan in any
detail; the contact details of each one are included in the Community Magazine, which is
circulated quarterly.

5.9.

Charities. There are many charitable organisations and groups based locally, one of the
biggest being Dreams Come True, a charity providing help to terminally ill children., another
is the Bramshott Educational Trust set up with the proceeds from the sale of Bramshott
School and used to assist with the educational needs of local children.

5.10. Groups. By far the biggest voluntary group is the University of the Third Age (U3A). This
provides a whole range of very interesting and varied activities that help stimulate the minds
and bodies of senior residents in retirement. Once again this august body is well organised,
and the contact details of the relevant organiser can be obtained from the Community
Magazine.
Elderly Facilities
5.11. Accommodation. The needs of the elderly and disabled appear to be well catered for
through allocated retirement accommodation, nursing homes and healthcare provision
enabling people to remain in their own homes. However, the success in healthcare provision
overlooks the social needs of the housebound elderly and infirm: there is nowhere big
enough for them to socialise on a regular basis. A list of the accommodation available within
the community is at Appendix 6 and their needs are considered in depth under Elderly,
Disabled and Medical, Section 11.
5.12. Medical Resources. The parish has two doctors’ surgeries located close to both shopping
centres. They serve the community well, however increased patient demand from a growing
population, particularly elderly, is stretching their resources. One, if not both, require larger
premises. A list of their current resources is included at Appendix 7.
Road Network
5.13. Location. Liphook’s evolutionary growth – the intersection of 6 arterial roads – in a rural
environment has been, and still is, dependent upon well-worn trading routes. Some,
particularly the narrow country lanes, are of historical significance and should be preserved.
None, and especially the village centre around the Square, were designed for the growth in
volume of traffic, especially heavy goods vehicles. Whilst the train did take the strain in
carrying goods for over 100 years the primary supply route today is still the road from
London to Portsmouth, the A3. The opening of the Hindhead Tunnel has accelerated both
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the volume and pace of growth without, sadly accommodating all of it – there is still only
one route from north to south and that is through the scenic Square, the heart of the village.
5.14. Primary Routes. Greater employment prospects in the direction of London, Haslemere,
Waverly and the Blackwater Valley results in a cross flow of traffic along the Longmoor,
Headley, London, Haslemere, Midhurst and Portsmouth Roads. Existing traffic from
Whitehill and Bordon utilising the Square to access the mainline station and the A3
northbound is set to increase significantly once the Eco-town development is completed.
When combined with the popularity of high achieving local schools it is clear that the route
through the village centre, the Square cannot at times cope. However, how it will manage
the anticipated increase in the number of local cars that the 800 new houses will bring, let
alone those belonging to future commuters from the Bordon eco-town, is anyone’s guess.
It would therefore be prudent to identify and set aside sufficient space for a north south
route in any future housing development. The potential impact of the growth in traffic on
the existing road network is considered in greater detail in Traffic and Transport, Section 18.
Public Transport
5.15. Current. Regular constraints on public funding, the predominance of the car in a rural
community and an ageing population undermine the viability of providing a more regular,
efficient and effective public transport system. This may change as the population grows,
however at present it is difficult for the young, elderly, disabled and those without their own
transport to travel. To give some idea of the current provision, a list of the services provided
by bus and rail is included in Appendix 8 and discussed in greater detail in Traffic & Transport
at Section 18. Inadequate provision and the cost of limited services are just two of the
frequent complaints raised by old and young alike.
Utilities & Services
5.16. Communications. The poor mobile signal and slow broadband speeds are just two of the
issues discussed under Communications in Section 9. HCC have contracted BT to provide
superfast broadband but action still needs to be taken to provide 3G and/or 4G mobile signal.
Although villagers in Liphook will have access to superfast broadband this year it is unlikely
to reach those in rural areas, particularly the business parks in Passfield. This issue clearly
stifles growth and therefore needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency.
5.17. Electricity. It is clear from the frequent power cuts that Liphook is poorly served by the
national grid for a variety of unknown reasons. Indeed it is understood that the parish is
split between several grids leaving some residents in certain areas powerless; on one
occasion for several days over Christmas. Residents frequently demand explanations but
rarely get them and the assurance from providers that the faults will not reoccur is often
distrusted. It is little wonder that the planned growth of an additional 800 houses to an
already, clearly stretched grid is causing immense concern. Residents need categorical
assurance from all energy suppliers that the national grid will be able to cope with the
anticipated increase in demand. Scottish & Southern Electric are currently working on a
major tree clear project to minimize the risk of future power cuts through storm damage.
5.18. Mains Gas. The village appears to be well served by mains gas providers. The rural areas,
however, rely on calor (LPG) gas, oil and solid fuel burners for heating and cooking.
5.19. Green Energy. Several homes have installed solar panels on roofs, and there is at least one
set of solar panels on a sloping, south facing farmer’s field. However, there are currently no
wind farms in the parish.
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5.20. Fracking. Currently there is no fracking for shale gas in the parish; the nearest drilling site is
in Fernhurst. The general feeling is that such gas extraction techniques are risky and that
drilling locally would be most unwelcomed.
5.21. Storm Drainage. With the exception of some early 1900s combined drainage systems the
majority of buildings in the parish discharge rainwater into soakaways, streams, lakes and
rivers. Ground water flooding does occur in low lying areas and is generally a combination
of run-off and blockages. This causes serious concern when combined with foul sewage.
The areas affected by flooding are considered in more depth under Emergency Services, in
Section 12.
5.22. Foul Drainage. The majority of properties in the parish are connected to Thames Water’s
foul drainage system which flows north to a Sewage Treatment Plant in Bordon. The various
systems consists of a series of drains connected by small pumping stations enabling effluent
to ‘flow’ uphill. However properties In Hewshott and Hammer Vale and in some outlying
areas are not connected and rely on cesspits and septic tanks. Consideration should
therefore be given to bringing these hamlets onto the main system to reduce the potential
risk of ground contamination. The other main concerns are:
5.22.1.

Contamination during flooding. The existing sewage system was not designed to
accommodate the rapid growth in housing. In some cases, particularly the early
20th century combined drainage system, it is reaching the end of its service life
with root penetration and accumulated grease causing frequent blockages. As a
consequence when ground water flooding occurs it is often accompanied by raw
sewage resulting in contamination. Since the parish is expected to accommodate
a further 800 houses, and perhaps many more after 2028, there is a need for
these combined drains to be replaced by separate systems with larger capacities.

5.22.2.

Future Capacity. Developers normally connect to the existing drainage system.
In the case of Lowsley Farm development for example (155 houses in Phase 1)
they would like to connect their planned 9 inch diameter outlet to the existing 6
inch combined drain along Longmoor Road. Unfortunately Thames Water have
already acknowledged that the existing 6 inch drain cannot cope with the current
flow and often floods much to the dismay of residents downstream. What is
needed is a thorough study into the existing drainage system before work on any
future housing development is approved.

5.22.3.

Current Incapacity. The locations of likely housing numbers from the various
proposed developments was put to Thames Water. They acknowledged that the
current 6 and 9 inch main pipework were unable to cope with the waste water
from the existing houses, the Longmoor Road issue being a case in point. This
point was put to EHDC. They confirmed that planning applications are approved
without first establishing if the drainage system can cope; they fully expect
Thames Water and or the developers to resolve the ‘technical issues’ before work
can proceed. It is therefore likely that despite planning permission some
developments may not proceed as overcoming such technical issues may prove
too expensive. This calls into question EHDC’s ability to provide housing in
Liphook which is sustainable.

5.23. Water. Apart from the occasional hosepipe ban and incidents of coloured water
contamination, the water supplied to existing properties throughout the parish is reasonably
reliable.
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Education
5.24. Current Provision. The parish is extremely well served by three state schools: Bohunt,
Liphook Primary and Liphook Junior, and by three private schools: Churchers Junior,
Highfield and Brookham within Liphook and many other surrounding schools. Apart from
Bohunt School, which is currently adding 12 new classrooms, the other schools have the
capacity to expand and cope with the anticipated increase in pupil population. The state
schools are, however, in a central location which, over time will constrict their growth unless
either more land is provided or they re-locate. The latter solution may not initially be
economically sound. That said it was considered when Bohunt was built in the seventies;
the surplus land for a new junior school was sold back to the vendor with, it is understood,
a conditional clause that it could be repurchased at agricultural rates. The time may now be
right to reconsider this option.
5.25. Housing Growth Driver. The academic successes achieved by pupils at Bohunt School and
its academy status means that neither the local education authority nor local government
have any control over its pupil growth, which is increasing by over 10% per annum. As such
it is the primary driver of housing growth as more parents with teenagers move into the
area. Its academy status enables it to ignore the
designated catchment area and be selective on the pupils
it accepts from outside the area. Whilst the School’s
enhanced reputation makes it more popular, the rapidly
increasing pupil population also impacts dramatically on
traffic congestion. The community must either accept
this growth, in which case Liphook would no longer be
Bohunt School
considered a village, or endeavour to restrain it. To
embrace this success the community needs to redevelop its infrastructure to cope with the
increased demand on the road network, traffic, housing and facilities. More information on
the schools’ development plans is contained in Education and Training, Section 10.
Land
5.26. Developers. As a rural community Liphook is surrounded by beautiful landscapes most of
which is in the National Park, which is protected by robust planning constraints. For more
information see Environment in Section 13. However with a growing population the
community needs more housing. The government’s National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) – further information on this is contained in Planning and Development, Section 15 –
opens up communities to accepting yet more housing. Indeed EHDC and SDNPA were
obliged to re-write their Joint Core Strategy to include such an increase in supply. As a result
EHDC has allocated a minimum of another 175 houses by 2028 on top of the 624 already
with permission or currently being built. This has left a gap in planning policy which local
Landowners are keen to exploit, hence the current spate of consultations and speculative
planning applications. In short designated Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) sites have sprung up in all four quadrants of Liphook.
5.27. Land Availability. As can clearly be seen from Annex E the number of SHLAA sites are
capable of accommodating considerably more houses than the designated 800 in the JCS.
This is discussed in great detail in Planning & Development, Section 15. Suffice to say that
five sites are in the SDNP and a third, Lowsley Farm, suffers from ground contamination
following landfill along with natural springs. Furthermore, the fact that the existing foul
drainage system along Longmoor Road is too small to take the additional waste present
further problems.
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5.28. Parish Council’s Response. In the absence of a local Neighbourhood Plan and confronted by
a spate of competing housing proposals the Council has, quite rightly, sought advice from
EHDC and the SDNP Authority. Whilst it must be remembered that the Parish Council has
no powers over planning applications, although it is a consultee, it has formed a committee,
which includes district councillors and a planning officer, to consider the relevant merits of
each planning application or outline proposal. This might give the local authorities some
idea of the best, practical solution. However, unlike a Neighbourhood Plan, the solution may
be unacceptable to a many residents.
Joint Core Strategy
5.29. Parish Council’s Comments of JCS. It would be prudent, at this stage, to include the Parish
Council’s views of the JCS which related to deep concerns over infrastructure. An extract, is
at Annex K. This along with the Council’s comments were submitted, via EHDC, to the
Government Inspector on 12th September 2013. The key points included in the submission
were:
CP2. There is no land provision in the Plan for employment in Bramshott & Liphook as the
original OSU site has been granted planning permission for housing.
CP8. There is no evidence in the SHMA of the likely impact the new Hindhead Tunnel will
have on settlements bordering the A3 corridor south of the tunnel.
CP30 & IDP. There is no evidence that Liphook’s current infrastructure particularly its
sewage system and local road network (the only route north to south through the village
is via the historic Square) can sustain an additional 800 houses.
CP30 &IDP. There is no provision in the Plan for land to accommodate urgently needed
additional football and cricket pitches and a swimming pool.
These statements are supported by the enclosed BLPC Comments paper V1.5,
Paragraphs 47 to 52, which includes references to the various JCS papers.
5.30. EHDC’s Response. EHDC submitted a response to the town and parish comments in Hearing
Session 16.2 In summary:

2



They justified the loss of the OSU site to housing provided a percentage of the
employment land could be sustained. (CP24)



They state that Thames Water as the statutory sewage authority raised no comments to
further growth at Liphook. (CP24)



Phasing development will ensure that upgrades are in place ahead of occupation in
relation to waste water infrastructure. (CP24 & IDP)



That all developments will be required to ensure that there is no net increase in surface
water runoff and priority will be given to Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDs). (CP23)



As the JCS has not allocated specific sites for development specific traffic patterns cannot
be predicted at this stage.



The [JCS] policy allows for the allocation of sports and leisure facilities. (CP16)

EHSD/044 - Response to Hearing Session 16 Parish Councils
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5.31. Summary. In summary the EHDC offers Liphook:


Eight hundred houses but no further employment land, which will make the housing
unsustainable in the long-term.



Assurance that the sewage system will be upgraded ahead of occupation.



The traffic network may be studied when the additional housing locations are known.



Assurance that allocation of sports and leisure facilities is included.

5.32. Opinion. The underlying problem with the updated JCS is that the studies by the consultants,
such as the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA), took a district wide view of future
demands. It would have been much more beneficial had that research also been conducted
at town and parish level to establish more practical and sustainable solutions.
Conclusions
5.33. Caveat. These conclusion relate to those infrastructure topics not covered in the main
sections of the Plan.
5.34. Groups, Clubs & Societies. Existing groups, clubs and societies provide an excellent range of
social interests and activities for all ages. Currently they have adequate resources and
facilities to meet their perceived future needs.
5.35. Utilities & Services. There needs to be studies into:


The reasons behind the spate of sudden power cuts to establish if the present resources
can meet current needs and the likely future demand from 800 more homes.



The existing drainage systems within Liphook, particularly where the drains also take
storm water, to establish which need upgrading to meet current and all likely future
demands.

5.36. Land.


The parish is currently being inundated with planning applications for several landowners
keen to impose their housing solutions upon the community by exploiting the loophole
created by the lack of an approved JCS.



Regrettably two of the sites are within the National Park and a third has ground
contamination problems. None of the proposals presents a workable solution to the
traffic congestion problems such as providing an access road that could also serve as a
relief road.



The local authorities will not fund a relief road.



If developers provide a relief road it could result in an unacceptable level of additional
housing, above the 175 set in the JCS.



The Parish Council, in the absence of a Neighbourhood Plan, is wisely seeking
professional advice from EHDC on the best solution for providing the planned additional
houses.

5.37. Joint Core Strategy.


The Parish Council has submitted a full and frank view, on behalf of the community, on
the updated JCS along with sound recommendations to EHDC. Regrettably not all of
these have be adopted.
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There is a danger that the lack of designated employment land to complement the
additional 800 houses could turn the village into a dormitory town thereby making it
unsustainable.

Recommendations
5.38. Utilities & Services. Conduct studies into:


Energy Supply with Scottish & Southern Electric to ensure that the national grid can
cope with the existing and future level of housing without disruption.



Sewage System with Thames Water to ensure that the current foul sewers are
capable of taking waste water from the existing properties and able to accommodate
the planned growth in housing.

5.39. Housing Development Land. Ensure that all developers:


Provide housing solutions that meet the community’s needs which is backed by
robust evidence.



Incorporate traffic mitigation schemes within their housing proposals that will help
to ease traffic congestion in the Square.



Provide sufficient car parking spaces for visitors as well as residents.

5.40. Neighbourhood Plan. Develop a neighbourhood plan.
5.41. Planning Applications. Ensure EHDC and the ADNPA considers the full impact that all
planning applications will have on existing infrastructure before granting permission in
order to ensure the community’s long term sustainability.
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ECONOMICS (V2.2)
Introduction
6.1.

The Parish. The location of Bramshott & Liphook, adjacent to the A3 and with rail links to
London and Portsmouth makes it an ideal, rural setting for commuters, particularly
professionals with young families. It has excellent schools both state and private that are
constantly achieving high standards. Centred on Liphook, the parish abuts the stunning
South Downs National Park and is surrounded by woods and open land giving magnificent
views over beautiful countryside, primarily owned by the National Trust and MoD. It is little
wonder that the village’s popularity increased with the opening of the Hindhead Tunnel.

6.2.

Research. In an attempt to see what makes the community ‘tick’ research has been
conducted into business, retail shops, employment, education, transport, tourism and the
housing market to see what makes it sustainable. In the latter case this included a short
property market survey by three of the main estate agents in Liphook in 2013. As most
sections are covered in greater depth elsewhere in the Plan this paper will endeavour to
focus on the economic impact each aspect has on the long term sustainability of the
community.

Aim
6.3.

The aim of this paper is to look at economic factors, identify the likely affect change will have
on them, draw conclusions and make recommendations that will enhance the future
sustainability of this thriving community.

Overview
6.4.

Service Centre. Liphook is classified as a district service centre as it has everyday shopping
facilities with good road and rail links, on a par with Petersfield and Alton but without the
similar facilities 3 . The surrounding countryside is rural with, in most cases, equestrian
facilities, and light and cottage industries generally replacing farming.

6.5.

Sustainability. The village is currently considered self-sustaining although over the last few
years the population has grown changing its character, some residents feel, to more of a
dormitory town with many commuters working elsewhere. This has resulted in the growth
in cars and traffic congestion on a limited road network. The housing stock is set to expand
still further as the number of local jobs decline and designated employment land is
converted to residential sites. This decline, the balance between new housing and local
employment, needs to be addressed if the community is to continue to remain vibrant and
sustainable.

6.6.

Economy. The paper will consider areas in which the local economy will effect or be affected
by any proposed changes:






3

Commerce.
Economic Activity.
Education.
Property Market.
Transport.







Population
Tourism.
Growth Drivers.
Local Authority Funding.
Agency Support.

See Other Topics – Paragraph 21.3 onwards in Section 21.
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Commerce
6.7.

Industry. There are 4 business parks: Bleaches Yard offering over 24 jobs, Beaver Industrial
Estate over 57 jobs (both by the Station), Passfield Mill Business Park and Passfield Business
Centre, together providing employment for over 870 people. These parks contain small
start-ups, services, prefabrication and light engineering with a few consultancies in IT and
telecommunications. In general:
6.7.1. Most provide goods and services in national and international markets; a few service
the local community. Major employers include: Alliance Insurance plc; Runfold
Plastics Ltd; Old Thorns; AMK Chauffeur Drive Ltd. A full list of businesses is included
in Appendix 3 to Annex C.
6.7.2. Apart from the older properties at Passfield Mill these buildings are generally in
sound condition although those in the Passfield Business Centre need renovating.
Although there are occasionally a few empty properties the demand is high with
landlords willing and able to invest elsewhere.
6.7.3. Unfortunately, EHDC’s current policy is to encourage businesses to set up in the
planned new eco-town in Bordon, which undoubtedly will impact on any potential
business investment in Liphook. For more information see Business and
Employment, Section 7.
6.7.4. Employment sites are now limited to the old Fairfield Graphics factory in Bleaches
Yard and the Taylor Wimpey site on Canada Way. There is a need for a new
employment site close to the A3 offering between 500 to 800 jobs, preferably high
technical manufacturing and/or technology companies. This would improve local
employment opportunities and reduce the need for residents to commute. Without
this provision the current range of low skilled jobs are likely to decline. One growing
local industry, in a community with an aging population, is health care.

6.8.

Home working. Rapid advances in technology, the imminent arrival of superfast broadband
and the rise in home working means that Bramshott & Liphook has its own hidden, cottage
industry. This ‘home’ market needs to be encouraged and developed through the provision
of start-up facilities in prominent, central locations. At present, the size, range of services
and benefits to the community are unknown. To ensure long-term sustainability it would be
advisable to conduct a study into the size and composition of the home working market.
This should be followed by, if necessary, the provision of suitable facilities for start-ups to
enable growing concerns to expand.

6.9.

Retail. Sainsbury’s and the two central shopping centres - The Square and Station Road –
provide the main retail sector which helps to make the community almost self-sustainable.
These offer over 1100 local jobs. The weakness lies in the shortage of clothing and footwear
shops; at present residents travel to nearby towns when purchasing such items. Whilst there
this often results, through the wider choice on offer, in money being spent elsewhere. At
present one of the biggest complaints from commercial retailers is the lack of footfall and
the resultant decline in income. The establishment of more fashion retailers would help
stimulate the local economy. This will need the full support of the business community and
local government. Two steps, already proposed, are the establishment of a local Chamber
of Commerce and a representative for businesses on the parish and/or district councils along
with adequate funding to market Liphook’s business community and pass on best practices.
This could be done by revamping and redeveloping the existing shopping centres before
looking at new convenience store sites closer to the proposed housing developments. A
more extensive range of shops will result in increased footfall and make existing businesses
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more viable which, in turn, will lead to growth and long-term sustainability for the whole
community.
6.10. Weekly Market. Apart from a small indoor market and the very occasional French market
the village does not offer an outdoor weekly market. Such markets generally provide a wider
range of unique goods and services not on general offer in the high street drawing in
customers from nearby towns and villages. The Business & Employment section highlights
the benefits to local business that such a market would offer. That said, there is a parking
problem in the village, which would need to be addressed first.
6.11. Internet Sales. Many residents now purchase goods and services on-line leading to a growth
in parcel deliveries. Some businesses have embraced the advantages that this brings by, in
some cases, offering price matching thereby bringing prices down locally. The relocation of
a medium sized fashion and footwear outlet with a mail order catalogue to Liphook would
certainly encourage residents to spend locally and provide additional job opportunities.
Economic Activity
6.12. Active v Inactive. It can be seen from the analysis on Economic Activity in Paragraph 4.15 of
the Demographic section that in 2011 the number of residents in active employment was
4,376 (172 of whom were currently between jobs and 741 were over 64). The number who
were inactive was 1,668. This ratio 2.6:1 is high compared with the national average. This
appears to reinforce the view that the parish is a retirement centre as well as a commuter
village.
6.13. Self Employed. Interestingly the number of those self-employed working on their own had
risen by 233 to 730 indicating, perhaps, a healthy market, however it is not known how many
of these were working part-time. Conversely, the number of those with employees had
fallen by 47, or 20% since 2001. It would appear that the majority of new jobs were created
by the self-employed. If this growth in new start-ups can be supported and encouraged it
can only benefit the local economy.
6.14. Occupations. 4 In the 2011 Census the number of residents age between 16 and 74 in
employment included:
Group
Corporate Managers & Directors
Other Managers & Proprietors
Science, Research, Engineering &
Technology Professionals
Health Professionals
Teaching & Educational
Professionals
Business, Media & Public Service
Science, Engineering & Technology
Associate Professionals
Health & Social Care Associate
Protective Service Occupations

4

No
Group
454 Skilled Agricultural & Related Trades
229 Skilled Metal, Electrical & Electronic
Trades
235 Skilled Construction & Building
Trades
123 Textiles, Printing & Other Skilled
Trades
204 Caring Personal Service Occupations
279 Leisure, Travel & Related
Occupations
58 Sales Occupations
36 Customer Service Occupations
53 Process, Plant & Machine Operatives

No
97
136
177
108
249
113
201
27
82

NOMIS 2011 Census – Occupations (Minor Groups) (QS606EW).
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Culture, Media & Sport Occupations
Professionals
Business & Public Service Associate
Professionals
Administrative Occupations
Secretarial & Related Occupations

91 Transport & Mobile Machine
88
Operatives
322 Elementary Trades & Related
41
Occupations
322 Elementary Administration & Service 268
Occupations
178
TOTAL 4171

6.15. Household Incomes. As may clearly be seen from the above, over 50% of the occupations
are in senior managerial or the professions. It is therefore not surprising that household
income averages £860 per week; in the whole of South East the average is £800 pw. The
parish can therefore be considered a relatively affluent area.
Education
6.16. State Schools. As the Education and Training section makes clear, rising standards in Bohunt
Academy and Liphook Junior and Infants Schools has resulted in their increased popularity
and rising pupil population, currently running at over 10% per annum. Indeed the education
authority predicts that within 4 years the growth will exceed current capacity, leading to
either a new school or further extensions to the existing, cramped sites. Bohunt is currently
adding another 12 classrooms and a sports hall. The problem, particularly with the Junior
Schools, is traffic congestion. Whilst the high academic standards are laudable the influx of
over 2000 pupils and 250 staff daily places a burden on the community’s limited
infrastructure. Furthermore Bohunt’s high reputation along with ease of access, now that
it’s an academy, combined with the opening of the Hindhead tunnel means that more
families with teenagers are wanting to move to Liphook pushing up the housing demand.
6.17. Private Schools. The parish is surrounded by many private schools. Whilst these have
adapted to change over the years their pupil populations has remained relatively static.
Most are located in surrounding countryside and have little impact on the community. Only
pupils from Churchers Junior, Highfield and Brookham Schools, which are located on the
south side of the village, require access through the Square. These schools appear to have
sufficient grounds in which to accommodate further growth without impacting greatly on
the community. These village schools contribute almost 200 local jobs to the local economy.
6.18. Sixth Form Colleges. Currently the majority of teenagers attend sixth form colleges in Alton,
Godalming and other surrounding towns. This can be expensive in travel costs alone,
however some youngsters find the travelling and costs disheartening and drop out. Others
chose not to study further for various reasons placing them at an economic disadvantage in
the jobs market. These issues need to be examined in more detail and steps taken to ensure
all school leavers are well prepared for the working environment. The proposal to provide
a trade skills training centre in Bordon is therefore welcomed; as are Bohunt’s plans to open
a Sixth Form College in partnership with Petersfield School. This will mean that more
students will remain in the village rather than, at present, migrating to the towns. These
educational changes will impact on the community, which will need to expand and/or adapt
its facilities and infrastructure to meet the new challenges it will now face.
Property Market
6.19. Overview. Following government’s policy on increased housing and the adoption by their
inspector of EHDC’s JCS Liphook needs to increase its stock by a further 800 houses by 2028.
In order to establish what impact this would have on the local community and its
infrastructure a property market survey was completed by 3 local estate agents. The
findings are at Annex L. It is based on the questions raised by consultants during the recent
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EHDC JCS studies. Although not as comprehensive it will at least give residents some idea of
what effect these changes will have on the community.
6.20. Private Housing. The survey revealed that for:
6.20.1.

Owner-Occupied. Currently the parish has an oversupply of smaller, retirement
properties and a shortage of middle sized family homes. Consequently the
demand for 3 to 5 bedroom family homes valued up to £500k was high. The main
buyers were couples and families over half of whom are young professionals with
careers in sales, IT, telecommunications, customer care and the military,
primarily officers. Most enquiries were from people working in Guildford,
Haslemere and London which, with the opening of the Hindhead tunnel, isn’t
surprising. The general attraction was good road and rail links, schools’
reputations, decent shopping facilities and affordability, although many were
struggling to raise finance. On average current sales were 71%, 14% and 15% for
houses, flats and bungalows respectively.

6.20.2.

Private-Rented. The minimal rentals on one bedroom flats and houses was £550
pcm with the average rental on all properties being about £850 pcm. The
availability was low for all types whilst demand was moderate to high. The
current tenants were primarily couples and families. Over the past 5 years
demand had increased, particularly for smaller homes, one to 3 bedroom,
although one agent reported that it was good for 4 to 5 bedroom properties. The
agents also reported that demand was relatively constant with a rise in buy-tolet, although landlords were being more selective. At the time of the survey there
were no long-term vacancies. Experience revealed that turnover was high on one
to 2 bedroom houses with the 1990’s built 2 bedroom flats and 3 bedroom houses
proving less so.

6.20.3.

Commercial. Only one agency dealt with commercial properties. They felt that
the economy and the lack of lenders was deterring business investment and that
this could be overcome by easier access to finance. The best sellers were those
properties that could be converted to residential or restaurant use. The general
demand was for shops in a central location with good footfall. Their buyers,
domestic and commercial, felt there was not enough facilities such as fashion,
footwear, convenience stores and fast food venues.

6.21. Affordable Housing. EHDC Housing Department has confirmed the numbers registered with
two organisations providing housing assistance:
6.21.1

Hampshire Home Choice 5 is a choice based letting system for rented
accommodation through registered providers (housing associations). As at 2 nd
September 2014 there were a 1406 applicants registered with EHDC and stating
a local connection to Bramshott & Liphook and 515 with connections to the parish
and other parishes in East Hampshire. A breakdown of the numbers and
requirement were as follows:
Registration/Size
Bramshott & Liphook
East Hampshire (Both)

5
6

1 Bed
91
294

2 Bed
30
151

3 Bed
15
53

4 Bed
4
17

Total
140
515

www.hampshirehomechoice.org.uk.
Please note that the local connection is not verified at this stage, but does give some idea of the need.
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With the number of houses with planning permission but not started: Silent
Garden (128), Lowsley Farm (Phase 1 - 155); under construction: Maple Park (64);
and the outstanding requirement for another 175, totalling 522 it would appear
that the 40% target for social/affordable housing is achievable.
6.21.2.

Help to Buy South7 registers applicants who wish to consider a property (such as
shared ownership). This scheme is managed by Radian. There are also schemes
on rent to buy and intermediate rent. As at 2nd September 2014 there were 4
applicants registered for property in Bramshott and 28 selected both Bramshott
& Liphook. Their requirements were as follows:

Registration/Size
1 Bed
2 Bed
3 Bed
Total
Bramshott
3
1
4
Bramshott & Liphook
5
17
6
28
6.22. Additional Funds for Social Housing. It must not be forgotten that the developers of
Bramshott Place Village contributed £1.75 million to avoid having to build affordable/social
housing. This is held by EHDC and has not been used for that purpose. It is understood that
if this sum is not spend for the intended purpose within 8 years it has to be returned to the
developer. Action must therefore be taken to ensure that suitable affordable housing is built
with these funds within that time limit.
Transport
6.23. Public. The requirement to provide an economical public transport system is stifling growth
and confining less fortunate sections of the community to the village. The problem stems
from its rural location and lack of facilities. The provision of public swimming pools in towns
and in schools without incorporating an evening or weekend transport system is one prime
example. On the medical front this has been partially offset by the provision of a voluntary
car service for hospital visits, but this is not ideal. Subsidised public transport is therefore
essential in a rural community.
6.24. Road Network. The village layout and road network, the junction of six roads, was not
designed for the car nor to accommodate large schools near its centre. Industries and the
narrow streets and bridges leading to them, particularly around Liphook Station are not ideal
for today’s juggernauts that carry essential goods and supplies. These vehicles damage the
road surface and their size in the narrow lanes intimidates pedestrians. What is needed is
the relocation of industry or the provision of a separate route through the village designed
to accommodate modern transport. The need to repair road surfaces is expensive, and
having to replace the cobbled stone surface in the Square, a conservation area, with tarmac,
although practical as it saves on regular maintenance, undermines and diminishes the feel
of an ancient and valued thoroughfare.
6.25. Car Parking. Apart from congestion the biggest bugbear is parking, the lack of which
discourages visitors and therefore inhibits growth in the economy. It is therefore essential
that where new public facilities, shops and businesses are developed additional parking
should be included. This is particularly important around the existing schools. It is well
known that traffic congestion has an indirect effect on the economy by delaying essential
deliveries and increasing fuel consumption along with pollution.

7

www.helptobuysouth.co.uk.
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Population
6.26. Growth. The population growth has been analysed in depth under Demographic, Section 4
and extracted from the relative censuses included in Annex B. The addition of another 800
homes, as envisaged in the JCS will increase the population from under 8,500 in 2011 to well
over 10,000 by 2021 with the main growth areas being the elderly and teenagers. The
former induced by the in-migration by specialist companies providing new accommodation
for the elderly and the latter through the high educational standard set by local schools as
described above.
6.27. Impact. This growth will impact on existing medical and care resources and on the demand
for housing, particularly prices in the short term due to supply shortages and infrastructures.
In the latter case the schools, local jobs, commerce, road network, transport, drainage,
sports, recreational and social facilities etc. It will also impact on the economy and
environment if these issues are not addressed wisely, which this Plan aims to do. Most
residents travel to nearby towns to purchase certain commodities along with the use of online shopping. For the local economy to grow these commodities need to be made available
locally, which means encouraging more businesses to set up shop in the village. There is also
a need for more cultural and recreation facilities to attract visitors, and more parking to
enable them to stay for a while. These need to be planned for; it cannot happen overnight.
In turn, the parish council needs to create the right facilities and resources to meet the
communities perceived needs and provide an ideal environment that residents can enjoy.
What is needed is a pro-active, cultural change requiring an investment in both funding and
time.
Tourism
6.28. Development. Liphook’s history, location, (next to the SDNP), and artefacts found locally
indicate that it has a unique opportunity to develop a new market – tourism. The thriving
Liphook Heritage Centre now has a large collection of memorabilia and artefacts stretching
back many centuries. The village’s position astride the A3 makes it an ideal gateway to the
National Park. From a business perspective it’s perhaps an uncommercial proposition.
However, the spin off for local businesses of the added footfall presents an opportunity too
good to miss. Tourism would certainly stimulate the local economy if effectively marketed.
The organisation for doing this is the parish council supported and funded by local business
organisations. The whole aspect needs studying, which should include a review of local
tourist accommodation.
6.29. Accommodation. Within the parish and surrounding area there is a range of
accommodation suitable for tourists. These include Old Thorns Golf and Country Club,
Champneys Forest Mere, Metro Hotel on the A3 and the Black Fox, Portsmouth Road.
However, smaller and less expensive Bed & Breakfast venues, which walking and cycling
tourists prefer, are currently in short supply. The development of a local tourism may, in
itself, address these issues and in turn help fund the industry.
Growth Drivers
6.30. Assessment. Whilst the burning issues amongst residents has been the lack of infrastructure
to support the impact more housing will have, little consideration has been paid the
community’s main concerns: retaining its identity as a village, albeit one of the biggest in the
County. As statistics in the Annex B to Demographics and other sections have shown, the
village will have well over 4,300 houses, 7,700 cars and vans and a population in excess of
10,500 by 2028. The main causes behind this growth are:


Government policy for housing a rising population.
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Rapid growth in the school population.
In-migration of the elderly to retirement villages.
Opening of the Hindhead Tunnel giving commuters ease of access north on the A3.

6.31. Impact. The most notable impact on residents, particularly those living near schools, are:
6.31.1.

Housing growth is already beginning to undermine the village feel and culture
creating, in all but name, a town without the right infrastructure in place or
planned to sustain it.

6.31.2.

Without additional employment land the village will become just a dormitory
town with its economy sustaining other surrounding communities rather than its
own.

6.31.3.

The existing, antiquated, main sewage drainage system needs to be replaced
before any additional housing is built; the cost of which is likely to exceed any
single developer’s contribution.

6.31.4.

In-migration is creating an imbalance in the population and thereby placing
further strain on the emergency services as well as local medical and healthcare
resources.

6.31.5.

Traffic congestion is likely to get much worse unless an alternative north south
route from Headley and London Roads to Haslemere and the south is provided.

6.31.6.

Inadequate, infrequent and expensive public transport means that some
residents feel trapped in an environment where not all essential goods and
services are readily available.

Despite these issues the residents enjoy and wish to maintain the rural environment in which
they live for the benefit of future generations. The imposition of excessive housing is
therefore hard to accept despite the pressing demand. Clearly something has to give.
6.32. Considerations. The community needs to consider several options:
6.32.1.

Retirement and/or commuter village. Is becoming known as either a retirement
and/or a commuter village acceptable? This would mean a demand for improved
and new facilities and less need for employment land.

6.32.2.

Relief Road. There is an agreed need to ease traffic congestion in the Square by
providing an alternative north south traffic route. However there is little
agreement within the community on how this could be achieved. Those pressing
for a relief road running from Headley Road via Longmoor to Station Road need
to bear in mind that it would be very expensive and, as such, not be funded by
central or local government. The only option, in this case, would be to accept
that such an access road would run through the SDNP and de facto be built along
with a considerable amount of extra housing. It would seem that the majority of
residents are strongly against any further housing in the National Park.
Conversely, if planning permission is granted to some of the current housing
proposals without consideration or the provision of an alternate route through
the village then the current traffic congestion may turn to gridlock during peak
periods.

6.32.3.

Expansion of Schools. Should the schools be permitted to expand beyond the
capacity of the village to sustain such pupil growth or should another school(s) be
built elsewhere in the district?
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6.32.4.

Employment Land. Does the community wish to accept 800 houses without an
increase in local employment opportunities? At present no additional land has
been designated an employment site.

Local Authorities
6.33. Overview. Community services and facilities are maintained and enhanced by local
authorities. The various levels of local government responsibilities are highlighted in Annex
I and at parish council level the assets that it manages are listed in Appendices 1 and 2 of
Annex C. In addition to central government grants, the main sources of local authority
funding is through business rates, council tax, local charges for services such as car parking,
hire charges, and developers’ contributions. The figures on this income, shown below, was
provided by EHDC Council Tax Department and is based upon local taxation as at 18th August
2014. They added that the totals may change by the end of the year as new houses are built
and businesses expand.
6.34. Business Rates. Local businesses within the parish currently generate £1.947 million in rates,
which is used to support a wide range of services within the district. It is not known if any
of this funding is used to directly support businesses within Bramshott & Liphook. The
income is not used when assessing the Parish Council’s precept – the annual funding of local
services.
6.35. Council Tax. This local taxation, which is currently £5.834 million, is used in calculating the
parish precept. As can be seen from the adjacent table this income is derived from 3,817
households. The amount paid is based upon the Number by band (2014/15)
respective band, which is based on the property
values and, unlike income tax, not the occupier’s A - 204
D - 892
G - 500
earnings; in essence it’s a wealth tax. Those on low
incomes receive financial assistance with B - 363
E - 708
H - 51
payment. In the financial year 2014/15 the Parish
F - 519
Total - 3817
Council received a portion of the tax gathered C - 580
called a Precept. This amounted to £0.262 million,
or 4.49% of the overall total, which may only be used for running local services as listed in
Annex I.
6.36. Local Charges. At parish level additional income is generated from hiring out sports pitches
and halls to defray the cost of maintaining such assets. At present the EHDC owned car parks
are free, although there is a time limit on occupancy of up to 5 hours.
6.37. Grants. For specific projects the parish council may apply for grants from EHDC, HCC,
government and other local or national bodies.
6.38. Developers’ Contributions. The JCS, CP32 sets out the requirement for developers’ to
contribute for the provision of improvements to infrastructure, to meet community or
environmental needs. This will be known as the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and
used to meet the growth proposals set out in EHDC’s JCS Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP).
These include:








Public open space, built recreational facilities and green infrastructure.
Affordable Housing.
Community facilities and public services (includes education).
Landscape, biodiversity and built environment.
Transport improvements.
Flood protection, drainage and water.
Local employment and training.
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The CIL contribution is based upon the floor area of each eligible dwelling (draft figure for
the parish is £180 per square metre) and is apportioned to meet each infrastructure
requirement. In the absence of a Neighbourhood Plan (NP) 15% of the CIL will be available
to town and parish councils to allocate. Where a NP exists the allocation increases to 25%
on new planning applications although it is known that some communities have received
considerably more. Despite this, districts are obliged to use the levy for the benefit of the
respective communities. On a more practical note, 15% of a CIL contribution on 175 will not
amount to a great deal. Therefore for maximum community benefit it is essential, in the
absence of a NP, that both parish and district councillors strongly support an agreed policy
on what infrastructure projects should take priority. It is hoped that this Parish Plan may
help inform and influence such decision making.
Agency Support
6.39. Outline. Some services, such as utilities, are provided by private companies or national
agencies that raise bills to pay for the consumption of gas, water, electricity etc. They are
also responsible for ensuring that the infrastructure is maintained and, where necessary,
enhanced through further investment.
6.40. Utilities. The main providers of utilities are:
6.40.1.

Thames Water. They are responsible for all water supply and waste water. This
includes the foul drainage system and sewage treatment plant in Bordon. For all
new housing developments it would appear that whilst EHDC grant outline
planning permission it is based on the assumption that Thames Water along with
the developer is expected to resolve all technical issues at the latter’s expense.
The problems arise when the existing sewage system has reached capacity, as it
has in Liphook, which EHDC acknowledge. It would, perhaps, be much more
practical if outline planning permission was only granted once workable and
affordable drainage solutions are confirmed. A point which should be made clear
in a Neighbourhood Plan.

6.40.2.

Scottish & Southern Electric. SSE supply power to the village from the national
grid. The infrastructure is based upon using overhead cables to what is, in
essence, a rural community surrounded by woods. Consequently, during high
winds, there are frequent power cuts affecting different parts of the village.
Christmas 2013 resulted in many residents without power for several days. To
reduce these cuts SSE are working on a major project felling adjacent trees. It
would perhaps be more cost effective in the long term if the cables were laid
underground.

6.40.3.

British Telecommunications. In addition to landlines, BT are currently providing
superfast broadband to the Liphook Exchange. This will clearly benefit local
businesses and the wider community.

6.40.4.

British Gas. BG are responsible for maintaining gas mains, which only covers the
village and a few hamlets. Some outlying properties rely on liquid gas, oil or solid
fuel for heating and cooking.

6.41. Agencies. The local road network and incidents of flooding are handled by HCC Highways
Department at no extra charge to the community other than Council Tax and Business Rates.
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6.42. National Bodies. There are numerous national bodies that provide advice, help and support
to communities by funding worthwhile local projects. These include Sports England,
National Arts Council, Lottery, Planning Aid England, Department of Health to name but a
few.
6.43. Charities. There are many charities that support good causes. Provided the project benefits
the community and are in line with the charity’s aims and objectives they are only too willing
to help with expert advice, support and funding.
Conclusions
6.44. Sustainability. Local authorities need to address the decline in the number of local jobs and
stop converting designated employment land to residential use if the community is to
continue to remain vibrant and sustainable.
6.45. Commerce. For economic growth and long-term sustainability to match the proposed
housing growth there is a need for:


A new business site close to the A3 offering between 500 and 800 jobs, preferably high
technical manufacturing and/or technology companies.



A study into the size and composition of the home working market including the
provision of start-up facilities.



A local Chamber of Commerce, to include a representative on the parish and/or district
councils, along with adequate funding to market Liphook’s business community and pass
on best practices.



A more extensive range of shops particularly medium sized fashion and footwear outlets
to increase footfall and economic activity.



A monthly farmers’ market to encourage visitors and broaden the range of products and
services on offer to the community.

6.46. Economic Activity. Although a majority of residents are in active employment most are
obliged to commute. However it would appear that:


The majority of new jobs were created by the self-employed.



Over 50% of those in employment are in senior managerial or the professions.

6.47. Education.
The high reputation of local schools, particularly Bohunt now that it’s an
academy, combined with the opening of the Hindhead tunnel means that more families with
teenage children are moving to Liphook. This may increase still further following plans to
open a Trade Skills Training Centre in Bordon and Bohunt’s plans to form a Sixth Form College
in partnership with Petersfield School. The community will need to expand and/or adapt its
facilities and infrastructure to meet these new challenges.
6.48. Property Market. Our surveys revealed that:


The parish has an oversupply of smaller retirement owner-occupied properties and a
shortage of middle sized family homes.



The general attraction for buyers are good road and rail links, schools’ reputations,
decent shopping facilities and affordability, although many were struggling to raise
finance.



In the private rental sector demand was moderate to high with a greater turnover on
one to 2 bedroom houses.
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The demand for commercial properties was relatively low due, in part, to the lack of
lenders.



The current demand for affordable homes, identified in the Hampshire Home Choice
scheme, matched the designated 40% target for the parish set out in the JCS.



The Radian run Help to Buy South scheme hold rent to buy and intermediate rent
registrations from families with local connections.



EHDC holds a contribution £1.75 million from Bramshott Place Village which needs to be
spend on affordable housing, preferably within the parish, within the next 2 years.

6.49. Transport. There is a need provide:


More subsidised public transport in a rural community.



Either a new business site close to the A3 or a separate route through the village designed
to accommodate modern transport.



More car parking spaces to encourage visitors and, thereby, stimulate the economy.

6.50. Population. To accommodate the population growth, particularly elderly, disabled and
teenagers, there is a need to:


Enhance medical and health care resources.



Review infrastructure, particularly educational and social care facilities.



Provide a broader range of shopping facilities locally as both categories are limited in
their ability to travel far.



Create more cultural and recreational facilities.

6.51. Tourism. It would be prudent to conduct a feasibility study into tourism, particularly with
regard to the provision of local tourist accommodation.
6.52. Housing Growth Drivers. It is clear that the growth drivers are:


Government policy on housing laid down in the National Planning Policy Framework.



High educational achievements resulting in the rapid growth in pupil numbers.



In-migration of the elderly to retirement homes.



Opening of the Hindhead Tunnel giving commuters ease of access north on the A3.

These will adversely impact on sustainability unless steps are taken to adapt to this growth
by providing an improved infrastructure to support it.
6.53. Implications of Change. The economic implications can only be addressed once the
community agrees on how it wishes to adapt to change. The impact on village life,
infrastructure, population imbalance, emergency services, traffic congestion, parking and
the environment has been clearly defined; tackling these issues with a collective open mind
has not. The community needs to decide if:


Being a major district service centre catering for a retired and commuter population with
declining local employment opportunities is acceptable.



It would like more local job opportunities.



Traffic congestion could be eased through the building of a relief road.



New housing should be sited in the SDNP.
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The expansion of local schools is acceptable, how can the village infrastructure and
facilities be adapted to cope.

6.54. Local Authorities. Local authority services are:


Funded from Council Tax and Business Rates supplemented by rental income from the
running of community facilities. The parish council receives only 4.9% of Council Tax.



Grants from EHDC, HCC, government and other local or national bodies.



Developers’ contributions, now known as the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), which
are used to fund essential projects. At parish level this amounts to 25% of the CIL if a
Neighbourhood Plan has been adopted and only 15% if it has not.

6.55. Agency Support. A range of utilities and services are provided by various agencies who are
also responsible for maintaining and upgrading the existing infrastructure as and when
necessary, normally on a commercial basis.
Recommendations
6.56. Local Employment. EHDC should stop converting designated employment land to residential
use and identify new employment sites to match the planned growth in housing.
6.57. Commerce. For economic growth and long-term sustainability there should be:


A new business site close to the A3 offering preferably high technical manufacturing
and/or technology companies.



A study into the size and composition of the home working market including the provision
of start-up facilities.



A local Chamber of Commerce with representation from parish and/or district councils to
market Liphook’s business community and pass on best practices.



A more extensive range of shops particularly medium sized fashion and footwear outlets
to increase footfall and economic activity.



A weekly farmers’ market to encourage visitors and broaden the range of products and
services on offer to the community.

6.58. Education. The village infrastructure and facilities should be expanded and/or adapted to
support the growth in pupil numbers.
6.59. Property Market. To meet housing demand EHDC should ensure that:


More middle sized family houses are built.



All developments provide 40% affordable housing particularly one and 2-bedroom
houses.



The £1.75 million in CIL earmarked for affordable housing is spent in the parish for that
purpose within the next 2 years.

6.60. Transport. HCC and/or EHDC should provide:


More, subsidised if necessary, public transport in rural communities.



A separate route through the village designed to accommodate large modern vehicles.
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Provide more car parking space.

6.61. Population. To accommodate the population growth EHDC should:


Enhance medical and health care resources.



Review infrastructure, particularly educational and social care facilities.



Provide a broader range of shopping facilities locally as both categories are limited in their
ability to travel far.



Create more cultural and recreational facilities.

6.62. Tourism. Conduct a feasibility study into tourism including suitable accommodation.
6.63. Housing Growth Driver. Consider the implications that growth drivers will have on housing
and ensure that all proposed solutions do not exacerbate their impact.
6.64. Implication of Change. The community should decide, democratically, how it should adapt
to the changes that will take place over the next 10 to 15 years.
6.65. Local Services. Local authorities and service companies should ensure that funding levels are
sufficient to maintain and enhance the existing infrastructure to meet the whole community
rather than, as it currently appears, just new housing developments.
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BUSINESS & EMPLOYMENT (V3)
Introduction
7.1.

Scope. The section covers existing businesses within the parish and the majority of selfemployed people some of whom work from home. Research is based on findings from
previous surveys, canvassing at public meetings, discussions at regular working group
meetings and a survey of all local commercial organisations.

7.2.

Aim. The aim of this section is to record the number and types of businesses, empty
properties, self-employed working from home, and local employment opportunities within
the parish and to make recommendations.

7.3.

Layout. This section will consider:






All Commercial Centres.
An analysis of existing businesses.
Empty properties.
Self-employed working from home.
Employment opportunities.

7.4.

Business Support. The Liphook Business Initiative (LBI), set up in 2009 to help promote
awareness of local businesses, formed the Working Group. The Group held numerous
network meetings, training seminars and a Christmas window dressing competition.
Although it no longer meets there is some residual funding and a website should a similar
organisation representing business interests be formed.

7.5.

Chamber of Commerce. Some businesses are considering forming a Chamber of
Commerce/Trade. There is a Hampshire Chamber of Commerce but it is not represented at
a local level.

Commercial Centres
7.6.

Trading Locations. A directory of over 250 registered businesses is included at Appendix 3
to Annex C. It is based upon those paying business rates to EHDC. Additionally there are
estimated to be 150 businesses which do not pay business rates because they work from
home. This includes people working for several employers,
tradesmen and other self-employed. Registered businesses
are spread throughout the parish concentrated in certain
areas. Within Liphook, shops are generally sited along the
six arterial routes. The main shopping areas being around
the Square and Station Road, Newtown. There are four
Entrance to Beaver Industrial Estate
industrial areas, long established business parks, smaller
organisations and shops dotted around the hamlets. These are considered under the
following heading: Liphook, Hamlets and Business Parks.

Liphook
7.7.

The Square. The centre of the village is designated a conservation area. It contains many
long established pubs, shops and businesses. Despite their age, many of the buildings are
well maintained. Premises in and around the Square rarely stay empty for long. Currently
there are a variety of large and small shops, businesses and personal services catering
directly for the community’s needs. The most notable loss has been the provision of banking
facilities following the departure of Barclays and Nationwide some years ago and now HSBC
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leaving only Lloyds to service the local community. Some
businesses report that they are adapting to change by
offering an on-line sales and price matching in competition
with major suppliers. The general complaints from traders
are the decline in footfall, congestion during school days,
and the shortage of parking. Whilst they strongly support
community by sponsoring activities and events, there is a The Square
feeling that parishioners could and, perhaps, should reciprocate by buying more locally.
7.8.

London Road. The conservation area extends up the London Road as far as the Library. The
row of properties immediately on the right consist of old farm buildings converted into shops
with offices above. There are some catering venues but in the main the premises are used
by small start-up firms. Those seeking growth are
looking for bigger or more prominent premises. The
conservation area limits their ability to expand.
However, there is some land to the rear on the western
side of both London Road and the Square that could be
used to provide parking and some small retail outlets.
Similar land further north behind PRC Digital has already
London Road
been used for housing. Generally, businesses suggest
there is a need for a new serviced building to support start-ups and/or small, prominent
premises, such as a shopping arcade.

7.9.

Haslemere Road. Here there are hairdressers, chemist and estate agent. Several small and
growing businesses tucked away in Chiltlee Manor.
Haslemere Road also accommodates two large employers:
Allianz insurance opposite Chiltlee Manor and Graduate
Landscapes at Lake House. Companies say the serviced
offices in Chiltlee Manor are ideal, but some tenants with
growing companies are seeking larger premises. Their main
concerns are congestion, parking and potholes.
Start of Haslemere Road

7.10. Midhurst Road. Businesses along Midhurst Road stretch from Lloyds Chemist south to the
junction with Highfield Lane. Three private schools, Churchers College Junior, Highfield and
Brookham, lie south of the railway bridge. The road has two
short stretches of shops; near the Square – estate agents,
financial advisors, IT support and restaurants/takeaways –
and opposite the entrance to Beaver’s Industrial Estate are
two accountancy firms, a pet food shop and printers.
Behind Sainsbury’s and the Parish Office is the Peak Centre.
This building houses several small businesses, which include
Midhurst Road
a solicitors, a charity and laundry service on the ground floor
and serviced offices on the first. The premises suit them all. However the office lettings
company is looking to expand.
7.11. Newtown. Newtown Road and Station Road contain older premises dating from the late
19th century mixed with 1960’s shopping blocks. Although the area has character it appears
slightly run down with some shops often left empty for some time. The range of businesses
and services include:
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7.11.1.

On Station Road are shops with offices or flats

above offering a comprehensive range of goods
and services including financial advice, plumbing,
hardware, clock repairs, laundry, hairdressers,
opticians and dentists to bakers, food outlets,
wines, gifts and florists. The larger employers are
General Wines, Plumbase and Countrywide; with
Station Road (north side)
large warehousing in Beaver’s Industrial Estate
and the latter’s in Bleach’s Yard. All three trade in national and/or international
markets, enabling them to offer on-line sales and competitive pricing.
7.11.2.

Liphook Station has a large commuter car park for about 100 cars. It is rarely full.
On the day of the survey it had 30 empty bays.
Southwest Trains parking fee is £4 per day;
discounted for regular users. So commuters park
where there are no charges elsewhere in the
village, despite a time limit of 5 hours in council
owned car parks. There are no limits for onStation Road Car Park
street parking. Parishioners complain that cars
are left on nearby streets causing access and parking problems.

7.11.3.

Exchange House is a modern office block with
its own parking and occupied by companies
that appear to be thriving.

7.11.4.

At present there is adequate free parking on
both sides of Station Road and in the nearby car
park. Parking is, however, restricted but rarely
policed and close to the station some spaces
are used by commuters.

7.11.5.

Exchange House

The Liphook & Liss Surgery needs room to expand to meet the increase in
demand. It is studying the proposed medical centre on Bohunt Manor land,
which currently has outline planning permission.

Businesses would like to see more parking space, increased footfall, cash point machine at
the station and the demolition of the derelict Fairfield Graphics factory. Most business
owners agree that the area is in need of redevelopment. Being close to the station, they feel
that redevelopment would increase footfall and attract tourism as the gateway to the SDNP.
In addition, hosting a weekly street market may help revitalise the area without greatly
affecting traffic flow.
7.12. Portsmouth Road. The only business along Portsmouth Road are the Royal Mail sorting
office and the Links Tavern. In Bohunt Manor, just to the west, is IML Ltd, an interactive
solutions company. The owners of this private estate,
which is in the SDNP, have obtained outline planning
permission for a football pitch, club house and medical
centre. However they would also like to build an
additional 210 new homes on what is designated
farming land. They are currently at the pre-application
consultation phase with the SDNP Authority. They
have already held public exhibitions of their proposals
which, in addition to housing, include some shopping
Views across SDNP
facilities and space for a small cottage industry. The latter would be known as the ‘hub’ and
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act as a gateway to the national park. Just outside the village, in West Sussex is the Liphook
Golf Club, Champneys Spa Hotel and Liphook Equine Hospital.
7.13. Longmoor Road. There are no shops near the schools, just small car repair and joinery shops,
book seller and plastic card manufacturer tucked in small culde-sacs. The close proximity of the highly successful and very
popular Bohunt School means that Longmoor Road is
frequently congested during school days. Understandably
this situation creates unrest with local residents and business
Longmoor Road
owners. It is hardly surprising therefore that some traders,
and indeed some parents, would like to see a relief road between Longmoor and Portsmouth
Roads giving access to the rear of Bohunt School.
7.14. Headley Road. There are isolated shops and businesses grouped along Headley Road:
7.14.1.

The first group is located near the Square and
houses a private dental surgery with graphic and
website designers above. They are opposite the
Bramshott Parish Social Club and Village Hall.
The next group of premises house a carpet shop,
veterinary surgery and a travel agents.

Headley Road

7.14.2.

Further out of the village is the Co-operative Store and Post Office, in easy walking
distance of local housing. Almost diagonally opposite is a building housing an
arts, craft and framing business and an adjacent fish and chip shop.

7.14.3.

The two Liphook Federated Schools are just off Headley Road on the Avenue.
These highly rated schools are very popular and are capable of expanding to
absorb more pupils as the village grows provided rules on only taking pupils from
the designated catchment area are strictly enforced by the local education
authority. Significant traffic congestion is caused during drop-off and pick-up,
which aggravates residents. This has been under review for some years. There
are now plans for releasing some of the schools’ sports ground to provide safe
additional parking and on-site drop off points.

Overall local businesses demand more local policing, a Chamber of Commerce, reduced
traffic congestion by installing a pelican to replace the zebra crossing in the Square. They
request street signage in the Square indicating where businesses are located. All take great
pride in providing a personal and inexpensive service but feel that Sainsbury’s is crushing
small businesses.
Hamlets
7.15. Griggs Green. The Deer’s Hut pub and Old Thorns Golf Hotel & Country Estate are in Griggs
Green, both with outstanding reputations. The former recently fully refurbished and the
latter expanding to ultimately provide a 350 bed hotel. There is also Argolin, a design and
packaging manufacturer, and AWB a local recycling yard. Since these business have good
access to the A3 they see little that needs changing or improving.
7.16. Conford. Conford has only a village hall, used as a music and entertainment venue. The
general store in Passfield provides essentials such as groceries. There is a small computer
hardware supplier by the bend on Hill House Hill, Conford Park Gate, which is just outside
Liphook’s settlement boundary.
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7.17. Passfield. Passfield has a variety of small manufacturing and services businesses. These
include joinery shops, farm workshops, an accountancy firm, a
small general store and a National Trust warden’s base. The
biggest employer is Transition Networks housed in the old
Passfield Oak, a former public house which closed some years
ago. Hidden from view in the riverside hollow on Hollywater
Common is an 11.5 acre building material reclamation yard.
Passfield General Store
Apart from Transition Networks, which is looking to expand, no changes were proposed by
any of these businesses. (See Paragraph 7.23 for Passfield Business Centre)
7.18. Bramshott. The businesses listed under Bramshott include:
7.18.1.

Two Shell service stations alongside the A3 both of which also contain modern
grocery stores (delicatessens) selling ready meals and snacks. On the north
bound side there is also Starbucks café and Metro hotel, formerly the Travelodge.

7.18.2.

Bramshott Place Village on the south side of the A3 has on-site support
administration and security team along with a swimming pool, restaurant and
shop. However Helical (Bramshott Place) Ltd the owners would like to add a care
home and 40 cottages on the adjacent land at Penally Farm. Their initial proposal
was strongly opposed by residents and the Parish Council, and was refused by
EHDC in 2013 as the farm is 500 metres outside the settlement boundary.

7.18.3.

There is also a Mercedes Benz garage at Bramshott Chase.

7.19. Hewshott & Hammer Vale. There are several rural businesses in Hewshott Lane. These
include a riding school, caravan park, furniture and joinery workshop and fishing site,
formerly the Trout Farm & Smokery. In Hammer Vale there is the Prince of Wales public
house. There is a wish for increased publicity to improve business. All would like to see
potholes repaired.
Business Parks
7.20. Beaver’s Industrial Estate. The buildings on this industrial estate and Bleach’s Yard are, in
the main, relatively modern. They were constructed just over 25 years ago. Although both
trading sites grew up in the age of steam, goods no longer travel by rail. Lorries have to
negotiate narrow bridge and bends or pass through the often congested Square. The
building are in good condition and suitable for light engineering. They vary in size from 1000
to 6000 square feet. Currently there are 2 vehicle repair
businesses, a car parts business, a bed manufacturer, IT
support outlet, graphic design and printing business, a rail
engineering company and warehousing for a wine
merchant and a plumbing business. Two adjacent large
units which are unoccupied are currently being
refurbished by the landlord. Although land adjacent to Beaver Industrial Estate - factories
the Beaver Industrial site, part of the former OSU site, was set aside for employment Taylor
Wimpey are now building 63 more homes on part of the site with the remaining 23,681
square feet reserved for mixed business use. They state that there is little interest from
commercial investors in this adjacent site. Similarly, commercial land to the rear of Beaver’s
and alongside the railway line, which has been used for heavy plant storage, has now been
granted outline planning permission for yet more housing.
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7.21. Bleach’s Yard. This small trading estate alongside the station consists of relatively modern
tall storage structure in good condition with the exception of the old Fairfield Graphics site,
recently damaged by fire, which is an eye-sore. Although
Bleach’s Yard is classified an employment site, the owners
of the Fairfield site wish to replace the factory with houses.
They have had one planning application for housing refused
by EHDC, and again on appeal. It is understood that a
similar, but smaller, application is in the pipeline. The
Bleach's Yard
modern buildings house a plastic tile manufacturer, an outside catering contractor,
prefabricator of wooden buildings, a carpet warehouse
and a car repair company. Countrywide is seeking to take
over the remaining empty unit for warehousing. The
Fairfield’s site could also be used for warehousing.
However, local interest is for more serviced office
accommodation and space for start-up businesses. A new Fairfield Graphics
small, three-storey shopping arcade with offices, similar to Exchange House, has been put
forward to attract people to shop locally, attract shoppers from outside the village and
potentially reinvigorate other local businesses. The sort of shops that the community would
like to see are clothing, shoes, furniture and furnishing shops along with a butchers or local
farm produce shop. The main drawback to local residents is that access to the site by large
vehicles is primarily via the Square.
7.22. Passfield Mill. The business park at Passfield Mill grew up around the old mill and local farm.
The old buildings, probably built in the late 19 th century,
seem quite solid and have been altered and adapted over
the years to cater for changes in technology and
manufacturing processes. The businesses vary from AMK
the large coach operator, property developers, haulage
contractors, windows and cake manufacturers to car
sales, repairs, tyres and exhausts. There is a gymnasium Passfield Mill - new units
offering body building and fitness training. Alongside them is a row of modern factories.
These appear to be purpose built and in good condition.
They house manufacturers and distributors of industrial
plastic fittings and dipped moulding specialists as well as a
disabled access automotive parts manufacturer. Most
companies supply national and international markets and
do not depend on the local economy. Only a couple had
plans to expand: AMK wanted more space for parking
Passfield Mill - old units
locally and Kings are seeking new premises elsewhere within the district.
7.23. Passfield Business Centre. This condensed business centre lies in 6 acres of land on the
north side of Lynchborough Road facing a housing estate all within the settlement boundary.
Although relatively modern, compared with the old factories at Passfield Mill, they were built
in the 1960s. Because of their flat roof construction and
the materials used in their construction they are becoming
too expensive to maintain. They house a variety of
businesses operating in local, national and international
markets from pharmaceuticals, IT consultants, shipping,
property development, language training, catering,
cleaning services to fostering. They would like faster Passfield Business Park
broadband and improved mobile signal. The letting agent expressed conditional interest in
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investing in similar facilities elsewhere within the parish. Both the Business Park and Centre
suffer from the same access problems: their heavy vehicles wishing to travel north of Liphook
generally access the A3 through the Square adding to the frequent congestion in the village.
Empty Properties
7.24. Current Vacant Premises. A list of empty commercial properties as at April 2014 is at
Appendix 4 to Annex C. These are in:
7.24.1.

The Square. There is one in the Square and another, ‘Time for you’ which has
been closed for quite some time.

7.24.2.

London Road. Although No 3 is empty the site is being redeveloped and No 4 has
recently been vacated by HSBC.

7.24.3.

Haslemere Road. The old builder’s yard at 28a is empty.

7.24.4.

Beaver Industrial Estate. There are 3 units at the rear of the estate which appear
empty although it is understood that the tenant is still paying business rates.

7.24.5.

Station Road. There are seven empty shops and offices along Station Road and 2
units in Exchange House. The old Carpetbaggers shop, which has been empty for
several years is currently being converted into a veterinary surgery.

7.24.6.

Passfield Mill Business Park. There are 4 units, all older building, that are available
to let.

7.25. Suitability. The list of empty premises at Appendix 4 needs to be completed and analysed to
highlight what range of commercial activities they could accommodate and for marketing
purposes.
Analysis of Existing Businesses
7.26. General Description. Most local businesses can be described as small to medium enterprises
(SMEs). The service sector in Liphook forms a large source of employment including the
doctors and dentists surgeries, home care services and local care homes. Public sector
employment is found within the local schools including Bohunt School, Liphook Infant and
Junior Schools as well as private schools.
7.27. Numerous Businesses. The more numerous businesses within the parish are cafés,
restaurants and takeaways (16). When pubs (5) and food outlets (6) – supermarket to the
general store in Passfield - are added the village appears well provisioned, although two of
the outlet are delicatessens alongside the A3. The construction industry (14) has several
small joinery shops producing bespoke furniture. There are 12 motor related garages and
suppliers. The manufacturing industry (11) is significant but relatively small scale. It include
chemicals, industrial plastics, beds, automotive parts, prefabricated wooden buildings to
cottage industries such as manufacturing horse harnesses and saddle pads. There are 10
small firms providing computer hardware, services and website design, and there are 6
schools in the village, state and private, plus 3 educational training organisation; one
providing international training to overseas businesses. Other professions well represented
are: accountancy, charities, and consultants including finance, hairdressing, healthcare and
letting agencies.
7.28. Less Numerous. Some retail and service businesses are few in number which indicate a weak
demand resulting in the lack of footfall. Empty shops, particularly in Newtown, may also do
that. Liphook has one remaining bank, a chemist, clothing, cycle, veterinary, hardware,
opticians, taxi firm and betting shop. This may be due to competition from Sainsbury’s
encourage people to shop elsewhere. Competition also comes from on-line stores and some
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local businesses have embraced on-line marketing. Business leaders and parish councillors
should be encouraged to support local business initiatives and act to promote the area as an
entrepreneurial attraction.
7.29. Growth Limitations. Neither the centre of the village nor Newtown were designed to
accommodate the car nor the growth in housing around these centres. In addition, the
existence of conservation areas combined with the lack of space for expansion or even
parking limits growth. Piecemeal development has taken place over the years with little
thought for the future. Space must either be created or limited space used more
imaginatively.
7.30. Sainsbury’s. One of the largest businesses in Liphook is Sainsbury’s. It provides convenient
everyday shopping for many residents and is now the primary
fuel outlet in the village. It is also a large employer. On the
downside, their heavy vehicles, using the narrow roads
around the Square, are contributing to significant road
damage. The volume of traffic has increased to such an extent
that their car park is often overcrowded.
Sainsbury's
7.31. Car Parking. EHDC owns several car parks around the village. The number of bays freely
available for up to 5 hours are: Haslemere Road (9), Midhurst Road (49 plus 2 disabled and
11 long term bays) and Station Road (52 including 2 disabled bays). In addition Liphook
Station car park has a capacity for 99 cars, 5 bays of which, including one disabled, are free
for 20 minute stays and the rest are for long term parking at £4 per day. Given the choice of
paying or parking free in nearby streets it is hardly surprising that many commuters opt for
the latter; much to the annoyance of residents. Sainsbury’s also provide free parking for the
village. At peak times and especially when there are public events in the Millennium Centre
this can become full leading to shoppers parking in nearby streets. The parking issues,
particularly around the station, need to be addressed.
7.32. Concerns Raised by Businesses. During the research owners and employees raised several
issues affecting their businesses which they would like to see addressed. The main areas
appear to be the decline in footfall with residents spending their money elsewhere, shortage
of car parking in the main shopping areas and around the Station, slow broadband and weak
mobile signal, traffic congestion and the lack of publicity, particularly signage. A fuller
summary is included in Appendix 1 to Annex J.
7.33. SWOT Analysis. The following analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats,
drawn from the above, provides the basis for future business planning within the parish:
7.33.1.

Strengths:
 Rents/rates are reasonably favourable.
 There is a wide range of demographics in the parish.
 Good communication routes.
 Free parking.
 Old Thorns, Forest Mere, Sainsbury’s.
 Close proximity of mainline railway links.
 SDNP.

7.33.2.

Weaknesses:
 The size of the parish and the population are restricted.
 There is little effective marketing of the parish.
 Accessibility for HGVs (especially Passfield) is poor.
 Traffic congestion.
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Insufficient parking.
Slow Broadband and mobile (no 3G).

7.33.3.

Opportunities:
 Establishment of the South Downs National Park.
 Wide range of suppliers of local produce.
 Development of more employment sites.
 Encouragement of more retail customers.
 EHDC’s use of developers’ funds to support apprenticeships.
 Passing traffic.

7.33.4.

Threats:
 Competition from Sainsbury’s.
 Parking restrictions.
 Commuter based population.
 On-line shopping.
 Poor signage.
 Loss of employment land to housing.

Self-Employed Working from Home
7.34. Further work is required to identify the different types of professional, trade or other skills that the
self-employed working from home bring to the market and what, if anything, the community can
do to help these businesses to grow and develop.

Employment Opportunities
7.35. Growth in Working Population. Census figures in Annex B, Page 4, show that the working
population in 2011 stood at 4,171. This figure is likely to have increased since then. More
than half commute to work outside the parish. The remainder either work from home or
are employed by local businesses. The Business Directory, at Appendix 3 to Annex C, clearly
shows that there are at least 2,900 local jobs. So the parish offers employment to many
people living outside it. They must also have a stake in Bramshott & Liphook’s future. Many
of these local job opportunities are in education and the service industries. However, the
village appear not to offer jobs requiring high technical knowledge and skills. In addition,
the number of employment sites has declined, making way for more housing. Plus, following
the loss of the OSU site to housing, there are no designated new employment sites allocated
locally in the Joint Core Strategy. So, given the government target for more housing
development locally and the need for more ‘affordable housing’, an increase in local job
opportunities is almost certainly necessary if this is to be sustainable.
7.36. Main Employment Areas. The biggest employer is AMK (240) then Old Thorns (190) closely
followed by Sainsbury’s (184). Education is clearly the growth area with six local schools
generating 446 employment opportunities; indeed the high quality of education they offer
is one of the main reasons behind the growth in housing demand. Allied Health Care,
formerly Greenbanks and Fitzroy are the most prominent providers with almost 200 staff
caring for the elderly and enabling the disabled to remain in the community.
7.37. Regular Recruiters. The survey also showed that several employers regularly advertised for
staff. These included Allied Health Care, Royal Anchor, Countrywide, Starbucks and Fitzroy
to name but a few. In addition Liberty Foster Care are regularly seeking couples willing to
foster, and the Elizabeth Johnson Organisation is seeking places with local families for their
foreign students learning English who are aged 8 to 14.
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7.38. Apprenticeships. Nine organisations acknowledged employing apprentices and two offered
work experience to gap year students. The latter were in education and training
organisations whilst the former offered careers in car mechanics, riding, landscaping, hotel
management, catering, audio visual technology, printing and fitness training. It total about
20 placements a year. Interestingly, EHDC is running an apprenticeship scheme where
developers’ contributions are being used to help businesses offer apprenticeships.
7.39. Business Expansions. Three companies were planning to expand and are currently looking
for larger premises. These are Artist Gallery Printing who were seeking a two-storey
premises with a shop front, Pancreatic Cancer Charity who required 2 rooms in a serviced
office block and King’s Physique and Fitness Centre who would like more central premises
closer to their clients. AMK would like more adjacent land for parking buses.
Conclusions
7.40. Chamber of Commerce. Look to businesses to establish a local Chamber of Commerce to
share best practices and help regenerate the commercial centres of the community.
7.41. Business Parks within Liphook. Apart from the commercial redevelopment of the Fairfield
Graphics site in Bleach’s Yard there is little that needs to be changed regarding the existing
structures. If any redevelopment could be done in conjunction with Station Road it might
reinvigorate local business.
7.42. Passfield Business Parks. The condition of the buildings in both business parks with 3
exceptions is poor, but fit for purpose and their locations with regard to access to the A3
north-bound is not ideal. There is little room for improvements other than redeveloping
both sites. As this is unlikely to happen, it would be more economical to develop a new site
closer to the A3. However, improved road signage giving drivers easier access to the A3
other than through the Square would benefit the whole community.
7.43. Business Mix. As the Business Directory shows there is a broad range of commercial activity
in the parish from small to medium sized. There is a distinct shortage of more fashionable
clothing and shoe shops and no local butchers. The primary cause being the arrival of
Sainsbury’s and on-line shopping. Steps need to be taken to address this decline.
7.44. Lack of Space. Commercial activity is limited by a distinct lack of space around the two
shopping centres and the business parks. Creative measures need to be taken to overcome
this perceived handicap or future housing developments needs to include a range of small
convenience shops.
7.45. Sainsbury’s. Traffic congestion, limited parking in the centre and the anticipated large
housing growth indicates the need for another medium size supermarket on the outskirts of
the village close to the A3.
7.46. Car Parking. The parking issue, particularly around Liphook Station needs to be addressed.
7.47. Empty Properties. The list of empty business premises show that Newtown is in urgent need
of redevelopment and where more marketing effort needs to be placed.
7.48. Opportunities. The survey of business has thrown up many strength and opportunities that
the community needs to exploit. This is perhaps a task more suited to the business
community through its own local Chamber of Commerce.
7.49. Self-Employed. This area has not been researched in sufficient depth to form any
conclusions at this stage.
7.50. Employment Opportunities.
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The parish provides jobs for up to 1500 people living in surrounding villages who should
be considered stakeholders in any future business development.
There is no future employment land provision in the JCS for Bramshott and Liphook
thereby making any increase in population following the construction of 800 houses
unsustainable.
The main employment fields are in transport, catering, education and healthcare with
very few in jobs to suit the high educational standards achieved by pupils at Bohunt
School. This needs to be addressed by encouraging technology companies to relocate.
Several local companies are investing in youth by offering apprenticeships.
A few companies are looking to expand but need small premises in prominent locations.
Letting agents are willing to invest in providing such facilities provided suitable sites can
be found.

7.51. Research. Further studies should be conducted into:





How existing local shops and services could be improved.
The feasibility of running a regular, weekly market.
The potential options for redeveloping empty units in Station Road and the unused unit
in Bleach’s Yard.
Creating more parking spaces around the Square and in Station Road.

7.52. Marketing. There is clearly a need to:




Actively market the parish using its proximity to the SDNP to encourage more tourism
and leisure activities.
Create opportunities for businesses to promote themselves.
Improve broadband and mobile signal locally.

Recommendations
7.53. Chamber of Commerce. Consider establishing a local Chamber of Commerce to share best
practices and help regenerate the commercial centres of the community.
7.54. Business Parks within Liphook. Retain both business parks and strongly object to the
Fairfield Graphics site in Bleach’s Yard being used for housing.
7.55. Passfield Business Parks. Despite their structural condition both the Passfield business
parks should be retained as employment land.
7.56. New Business Park. Identify a suitable employment site on the south side of the A3 and
seek appropriate business, particularly technology companies, to invest locally.
7.57. Signage. Develop new and improved signage for the business parks and shopping areas.
7.58. New Shops. Encourage more investment in the retail industry to meet the local demand
for fashionable clothing, shoes, butchers etc.
7.59. Creative use of Space. Identify creative ways of using the limited space around the two
main shopping centres – the Square and Station Road – to generate more commercial
activity and footfall.
7.60. Car Parking. Conduct a study into how the many car parking issues throughout the village
can be resolved in the long-term.
7.61. Opportunities. Use the Swot Analysis to identify how the community and businesses can
be made more sustainable in the long-term.
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7.62. Regenerating Businesses. Encourage commercial investment in Station Road and thereby
reduce the number of empty business premises. This could include some redevelopment
in conjunction with Bleach’s Yard.
7.63. Self-Employed. Conduct further research into the number, needs and aspirations of the
self-employed working from home.
7.64. Employment Opportunities.



Engage with all stakeholders on the future business needs of the community.
Support and encourage more local companies to take on apprentices.

7.65. Research. Conduct further studies into:




How existing local shops and services could be improved.
The feasibility of running a regular, weekly market.
Creating more parking spaces around the Square and in Station Road.

7.66. Marketing. Create:




A plan for actively marketing tourism and the South Downs National Park.
Opportunities for businesses to promote themselves.
Support for superfast broadband and mobile signals locally.
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CHURCH & FAITHS (V1.1)
Introduction
8.1.

Background. This section was intend be a platform for church and faith leaders to
communicate their beliefs, aims and objectives to the whole community. To highlight how
they plan to achieve these aims and how members of the community can help them to
achieve these.

8.2.

Planned research. The original intention had been for a researcher to liaise with church and
faith leaders and with the help of lay people form a working group to consider what the
community needed. It was felt that an experienced team would be able to highlight the
spiritual, social and welfare concerns of those in need and how the various bodies address
them. It would identify long term objectives and, perhaps, as they currently do, share best
practice. Unfortunately, the couple who kindly volunteered to conduct this researched left
the village within the first year.

8.3.

Current position. In the absence of other volunteers a direct approach was then made to
each church leader. They were each asked to produce a brief paper on their current work,
future plans and what changes they would like to see within our community over the next
15 or 20 years. These papers would then be consolidated into this section, conclusions
drawn and recommendations made. These papers are still awaited.

8.4.

Next Step. It was therefore concluded that a more thorough review could be conducted by
the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
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COMMUNICATIONS (V2.3)
Broadband
9.1.

Current Situation. Broadband coverage and quality of service is an issue impacting users in
the parish depending on extent, frequency and necessity of use and variable speed of
response. Hampshire County Council through their “Hampshire Broadband Programme”
(HBP) aims to ensure that by 2015 90% of all premises in the county have access to a
minimum speed of 2Mbps. County Councillor Ferris Cowper (also a district Councillor for
Grayshott) is responsible for overseeing the project.

9.2.

Future Plans. As part of HBP’s work broadband providers have already been asked what
their commercial plans are to deliver basic broadband (2-24 Mbps) and superfast (more than
24Mbps). Responses suggest that for Bramshott & Liphook Parish will be covered
commercially with basic broadband. Some areas have more than one supplier but some with
only one - normally BT. However, certain area will be outside this basic service level unless
the HBP intervenes. Responses also show that there are no current plans to enable Liphook
Exchange and the surrounding cabinets to provide superfast broadband. Consequently
entire parish is within HBP’s project.

9.3.

Liphook Exchange. Whilst commercial suppliers cannot find a business case to upgrade it is
noted that Liphook Exchange is a relatively large exchange with suppliers such as Sky and
TalkTalk; for this reason there is a good probability that many of the premises in the parish
will get superfast broadband following completion of the Hampshire Broadband
Programme. It should be appreciated however that this is an estimate based upon the
information currently available. There are many unknown factors that could influence the
final speed premises get, many of which are not clear until an engineer looks down the duct
and manhole at the end of the street. It is expected that the premises in Liphook would get
the faster speeds with those further away towards Bramshott getting progressively slower.

9.4.

Tender Process. HPB have already appointed BT as the contract supplier. They intend to
start work in 2013 with completion in 2015. Delivery in our area is likely to be in 2014 with
the system being rolled out in the easy areas first where usage is likely to be high. We are
currently on ADSL with a maximum speed of 8 mps, although it averages nearer 2 mps and
reliability in some areas is questionable. With fibre optics 40 mps is possible, however BT
Infinity generally runs between 20 and 40 mps. Speeds can be checked at:
www.broadbandspeedcheckerbt.co.uk.

9.5.

Register Demand. HPB encourages all businesses and residents to register their demands
for faster broadband as this demonstration of demand could prove important in determining
the roll out schedule and stretch the investment as far as possible. This can be done at
https://www3.hants.gov.uk/broadband/broadband-signup.htm. (We encourage you to do
so - the process is very straightforward and requires little detail)

9.6.

Further information. If you would like more information it can be found online at:
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/broadband with some specific community information at:
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/broadband/community-champions.htm.

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) Radio
9.7.

Current Service. National commercial digital radio is theoretically available to 90% of the UK
population; BBC national services are available to 93%. However reception of DAB radio
signal in the parish is patchy. When can we expect improvement?
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9.8.

DAB Action Plan. The Government confirmed commitment to a digital future for radio in
July 2010 and announced the launch of the Digital Radio Action Plan. The GovernmentIndustry Digital Radio Action Plan sets detailed tasks and a timetable for: agreeing a coverage
plan for building DAB coverage to match FM; developing a strategic marketing and
communications plan; developing a digital radio kite mark scheme; developing a program of
activity on cars and vehicles; assessing the necessity of a help scheme.

9.9.

Digital Economy Act 2010. This Act gives the Secretary of State the flexibility to set a date
for a radio switchover. The Action Plan re-states the consumer-led criteria to be met before
any decision on switchover can be made (as outlined by the previous government), namely
that: 50% of listening is to digital services; that national DAB coverage is comparable to FM,
local DAB reaches 90% of the population and all major roads. The industry’s target date for
radio switchover is 2015. Go to www.getdigitalradio.com/digital-radio for further
information.

Mobile Signal
9.10. Liphook and the surrounding area are currently covered by the 2G network giving a good
indoor and outdoor signal for voice, text and email. The best service provider is O2 whereas
Vodafone is somewhat patchy. The 3G network, which includes mobile internet and voice,
only reaches as far as the local towns such as Bordon and Haslemere; it has yet to reach
Bramshott and Liphook. To gain a clearer understanding of the O2 network coverage go to
map on their site at: www.O2.co.uk/coveragechecker. The latest 4G mobile internet
network only currently covers metropolitan areas.
Landline
9.11. Present Perspective. A recent survey of UK households revealed that two-thirds would
disconnect their landline if it wasn’t required for most internet services. The primary reason
it remains is because ADSL lines require the copper phone wire to make a connection. With
the shift from copper to cable we are already beginning to see things change. As it stands
consumers only have a few options to enjoy the internet at home without a fixed-line phone
connection.
9.12. Wireless Dongle. Some service providers such as EE offer a mobile network data plan that
with a portable wireless dongle will enable access to basic web browsing tasks such as email,
shopping on Amazon etc. Currently it can be expensive with a one off payment to cover the
cost of a Huawei E5776 dongle. However the service is dependent upon having a 3G or 4G
network coverage which, as noted above, is currently unavailable in our area.
9.13. High-Speed Cable. The only real option to get landline free is to go with Virgin Media, the
main cable provider in UK. It’s not well advertised as they prefer to offer users bigger plans
that include landline telephones. It is understood that it can be found on their broadbandonly deals. Unfortunately Virgin’s cable network does not extend to Liphook.
9.14. Satellite Broadband. The only other option for this area is satellite broadband. This has
proved popular in more remote areas. Avonline Broadband, for example, offers download
and upload speeds of 20 Mbps and 6 Mbps respectively. Prices range from £24.95 to £64.95
per month.
9.15. Fax & TV. Although the proliferation and affordability of smartphones has reduced demand
for landlines there is still a lingering requirement to connect to fax machine and television.
This requirement and the residual need for ADSL connections mean that the copper
connection will remain in service for some time to come, although as usage declines the cost
of retaining the lines is set to gradually increase.
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Postal Service
9.16. The recent privatisation of the Royal Mail, the growth in mail order goods and mailing shots
clearly indicates that, despite the decline the number of letters being posted, the delivery
service will still continue. One immediate noticeable effect in the village is the introduction
of push trolleys. These have been received with mixed views as they seem to delay the time
of delivery. Whether the introduction of increased competition, which these changes may
herald, will bring down postal costs has yet to be seen.
Conclusions
9.17. Broadband.


There is a good probability that BT will deliver superfast broadband to many premises
within the Liphook Exchange area by 2015.



Delivery will be dependent upon the level of demand registered on the HBP website at:
https://www3.hants.gov.uk/broadband/broadband-signup.htm.
All residents are
strongly recommended to register.

9.18. Digital Audio Broadcasting Radio. The DAB signal in the parish is currently patchy and needs
to be improved to meet the industry target for radio switchover by 2015.
9.19. Mobile Signal. Residents would like the 3G network extended to cover the parish rather
than just the local towns.
9.20. Landline.


There is a need to retain the landline ADSL connection for access to the internet, fax and
TV.



Other options for internet services: wireless dongle, high-speed cable and satellite
broadband are either not available in this area or expensive.

Recommendations
9.21. Broadband. Actively support the delivery of superfast broadband by BT.
9.22. Mobile Signal. Encourage mobile signal providers to extend the 3G network to cover the
whole of the parish.
9.23. Landline. Retain the ADSL landline for internet, fax and TV connections.
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EDUCATION & TRAINING (V1.4)
Introduction
10.1. Background. Education is a key section as it reflects the future potential for all children.
There is a wide choice of schools in this and adjoining parishes, and all of the local education
establishments have received either a ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’ grade from Ofsted. Bohunt
Academy now has planning permission to provide a Sixth Form college, meaning that a range
of high quality education will be available to local children from birth to 18 years.
Under Fives
10.2. Perception. The general perception of Liphook is that it is an area of low deprivation, with
the majority of homes owner-occupied, low unemployment figures and good quality of life.
Nevertheless there are low-income families within the community, two hostels for young
single mothers, families identified as needing help with parenting skills, and an increasing
number of children identified with special education needs (SEN).
10.3. OFSTED. OFSTED emphasise the importance of having a curriculum for the under-fives. This
is known as the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS). Children’s Centres, nurseries,
preschools and child-minders have to follow this curriculum and are regularly inspected by
OFSTED. Children aged 3 years and over are entitled to 15 hours free education per week,
some children aged 2 years and over are also entitled to 15 hours free education. It is also
recognised that young children and their families may benefit from socialising at toddler
groups Childcare for working families may be met by other family members, nannies or au
pairs but often the need is to have a choice of good quality, affordable childcare.
10.4. Toddlers. The Toddler Groups in Liphook are:




First Babies, held in the Church Centre on Monday mornings for parents with children
under one year, run by Sure Start outreach workers.
Little Lambs, held in the Church Centre on Tuesday mornings, and open to all parents
and children under five.
Mother and toddler group, in the Church Centre on Friday mornings.

10.5. Sure Start Children’s Centres. These centres were set up by central government initiative;
they are now run on behalf of Hampshire County Council by Action for Children. Many
centres are set to close following government cutbacks, however the nearest Sure Start
Centres currently covering the east of the region are:





Chase Children’s Centre in Bordon.
Bushey Leaze Children’s Centre in Alton.
Heath Children’s Centre in Petersfield.
Tree Tops Children’s Centre in Petersfield.

As the Centres are not within easy travelling distance for all families, access to courses and
facilities is made via outreach workers, play workers and the dedicated mobile unit DAISY
(delivering all integrated services to you). DAISY is used as a mobile antenatal unit, a toy
library, a Job Centre unit and a stay and play unit. Referrals for the Centres services are often
made by Health Visitors, rarely by GPs. The centres also work with Radian Help Support for
families in need. There is currently an identified need to provide adult learning courses,
however there is no funding available to provide a crèche for the children.
10.6. Vulnerable Families. There are two hostels for young, single mothers in Liphook. Assistance
in providing care is available for young mothers who wish to continue with full-time
education.
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10.7. Fostering and adoption. Liphook is not classified as being in an area of high deprivation;
however there is always a need for foster and adoptive parents. A small number of childminders are able to provide short term emergency placements through PACEY (Professional
Association for Childcare and Early Years) or to offer respite care for disabled children and
those with special educational needs.
10.8. Early Years Foundation Stage Education. Children aged 0-5 attending Ofsted registered
settings receive Early Years Foundation Stage education. Early years settings may be
nurseries, pre-schools or child-minders. There are 3 nurseries in Liphook opening during
term time:





Mad Hatters (adjacent to Bohunt school);
Little Cherubs (Methodist Church Hall in London Road).
The nearest full time nurseries are Caring Day Care in Haslemere, and Cygnets in Bordon.
Care for under-5s is also provided by registered child-minders.

10.9. Mad Hatters. The Mad Hatters is open during term time only, from 9.00 am to 3.00 pm,
with places for 24 children. The nursery has two separate rooms (Little Hatties and Big
Hatties), with two large outside play areas. The demand for places is high and they would
like to double their capacity.

Big Hatties

Little Hatties

Mad Hatters Play Area

10.10. Cherubs. The Cherubs is open during term time only, from 9.00 am to 3.00 pm, with places
for 26 children. The nursery has a reasonable outside play area.

Little Cherubs

Little Cherubs Play Area

10.11. Registered Child-minders. There are currently 12 registered child-minders in Liphook, but
not all offer early year’s education (some only provide before and after school care). Childminders offer the most flexible care and education provision; a limited number are able to
provide overnight care. Depending on each setting, they may have opening times between
7.30 am to 7.30 pm, and be available throughout the year, excluding annual leave. Each
child-minder can care for 6 children aged up to 8 years with a maximum of 3 children in the
early year’s age range.
10.12. Day-care Nurseries. There are two day-care nurseries within 5 miles of Liphook:


Caring Day Care is in Woolmer Hill Road, Haslemere and is open throughout the year
from 8.00 am to 6.30 pm.



Cygnets Day Nursery is in High Street, Bordon and is open throughout the year from 8.00
to 6.00 pm.
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Hampshire County Council SfYC have identified an increased need for nursery places and are
assisting in the establishment of at least one additional nursery and are actively recruiting
new childminders.
Junior Schools
10.13. Primary Schools. There are several Local Education Authority (LEA) schools in the area.
These include Liphook Infant & Junior, Greatham, Grayshott, Weyford Infant & Junior, The
Holme (Headley), Hollycombe & Rake. There are also private schools such as Churchers
Junior and Highfield and Brookham, both located in Liphook.
10.14. Liphook Federated Infant & Junior Schools. These are the two maintained primary schools
within the parish. The schools are situated within the same grounds, the entrances being in
Avenue Close. Currently Liphook
Infant School has 270 children on
register and Liphook Junior School
has 360 children on register.
Approximately two thirds of the
children entering Liphook Infants
have attended local nurseries or
Liphook Junior School
child-minders. The majority of the Liphook Infant School
children come from within the catchment area; remaining children come from Lindford,
Whitehill, Bordon, Headley, Greatham, Grayshott, Liss, Haslemere, Alton and Petersfield.
There are established links between Chase Children’s Centre in Bordon, and Hillside in Liss.
10.15. Classrooms. The 12 classrooms in Liphook Junior School are
divided into three wings (Bramshott, Chiltley and Foley named
after three of the old manorial estates in the parish).
10.16. Community Room. A community room has recently been added
to the Liphook Infants School. This is used by Koosa Kids (after
school club) during term time but is available for community use
during the school day.

Community Room

10.17. Playing Fields. Liphook Infant and Junior School has a large playing field, this is available for
use by the community during
weekends and outside school term
times. The playing area has been
improved by the addition of an allterrain pitch. There is ample space to
extend
the
schools
without
Entrance to Playing Field
compromising play space.
Playing Field
10.18. PTA.
10.19. Ofsted Ratings



Liphook Infant School – overall good; however Ofsted inspection has been deferred
because data continues to be at ‘strong’.
Liphook Junior School – overall good; however Ofsted inspection has been deferred
because data continues to be at ‘strong’.
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10.20. Special Schools / Special Education Provision. All maintained schools have an obligation to
meet the needs of SEN children and are provided with funding from the Local Authority to
do so. Hollywater School in Bordon is a dedicated special needs school. Some SEN children
will travel out of the area to other schools which meet their specific needs e.g. Morehouse,
Riverside (near Havant). Liss Junior School (Local Authority maintained) has a unit for
children with moderate learning difficulties (aged 7-11 years).
10.21. Funding for Expansion Liphook Infant and Junior School. Developers’ contributions have
been agreed between the Local Authority and local developers to enable both the Liphook
Infant and Junior School to be extended as and when required. It would not be cost-effective
to build new schools.
10.22. Independent Local Primary Schools. There is a wide choice of independent schools both in
the parish and within a short travelling distance of Liphook:






Highfield and Brookham School, Liphook – takes children from 3-13 years (prep-school
boarding and day 8-13 years; pre-prep and nursery 3-7 years).
Churchers School, Liphook – takes children from 4-11 (Churchers Secondary School is in
Petersfield).
St Edmunds, Hindhead – takes children from 3-16 years (plus boarding facilities).
The Royal School, Hindhead – takes boys from 3-18 years.
St Ives School, Haslemere – takes children from 2-11 years (co-ed nursery from 2 years;
pre-prep and prep for girls 4-11 years).

Secondary Schools
10.23. Bohunt School. Bohunt Academy takes children from 11-16 years.
Its recent proposal to set up a new primary school was refused by
the planning authorities. The Education Funding Agency funds
academies with on-going funding coming from central government
(as opposed to local government funding for LA maintained schools).
10.24. Independent Local Secondary Schools. There is a wide choice of
independent schools both in the parish and within a short travelling
distance of Liphook:




Bohunt School Entrance

St Edmunds, Hindhead – takes children from 3-16 years (plus boarding facilities).
The Royal School, Hindhead – takes boys from 3-18 years.
The Royal School, Haslemere – takes girls from 11-16 years.

10.25. Increase in Pupil Numbers. It has been estimated that development at Lowsley Farm would
generate an additional 7 children per year group. Development at Silent Gardens would
generate an additional 3 children per year group; i.e. an overall increase of 10 pupils per year
group, or 70 children across both the Infant and junior schools. If the schools were extended
by one form of entry this would provide an additional 210 places.
10.26. Academy Status. Since Bohunt is an academy there are no constraints on its growth - its
pupil catchment area is not controlled by the local Education Authority. It has recently been
granted planning permission for a Sixth Form College and could potentially provide
education to up to 2,000 pupils. Liphook Junior School has the space to accommodate the
anticipated growth in demand for junior school places. These expansions will increase the
need for high quality teachers.
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ELDERLY, DISABLED & MEDICAL (V2.3)
Introduction
11.1. Scope. This section of the Parish Plan looks at services important to the elderly and the
disabled, what improvements the community would like to see and how such changes could
be introduced. The elderly and disabled members of our community have problems and
issues in common, which principally involve housing, transport and access to shops, medical
facilities and social services. An insight into the needs of the elderly provided by the
chairman of Liphook Age Concern is at Annex H.
11.2. Research. Surveys were held at various meetings and open events to establish the
community’s medical needs and, in particular, the support required by the elderly and
disabled. The objective being to identify where current services and facilities meet those
needs, to highlight problem areas and identify workable solutions that might make life easier
for the more vulnerable members of our community.
11.3. Agencies Involved. There are several agencies and organisations involved in supporting the
elderly in the parish. These include:
 Liphook Village Surgery.
 Liphook & Liss Surgery.
 Age Concern Liphook.
 Liphook Voluntary Care.
 Peak Centre Trust.
 Radian - Fletchers House/Field.
 Hanover Court.
 Radford Court.
 Greenbanks.
 Community Support Laundry.
 Bramshott Place
11.4. Resources Utilised. These organisations and others make use of:



Two fully equipped and staffed surgeries.
The main hall and the Canada Room in the Millennium Centre, which can accommodate
200 and 60 people respectively.
 The Peak Centre is controlled by a board of 6 trustees. It consists of a main room big
enough to accommodate 40 people, and a self-contained kitchen and toilets. It primarily
accommodates the Liphook Day Centre which looks after the elderly’s needs on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday of each week, 50 weeks a year, from 10 am to 3 pm. It is run
by 2 full-time managers and 2 part-time cooks on a job share basis plus a cleaner.
 Fletchers House, which can also accommodate 58 people.
 Village Hall.
 EHDC Community Transport provides minibuses driven by volunteers.
 Voluntary drivers with own transport.
 Gated village.
11.5. Cross References. This Section refers to research data contained in:
 Section 4 and Annex B – Demographics.
 Section 13.6 – Environment.
 Section 18 and Appendix 8 to Annex C – Traffic & Transport.
Where appropriate the relevant sub sections are annotated in the foot notes at the bottom
of the page.
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Aim
11.6. The aim of this paper is to identify and protect the services already in place and to improve
other facilities to support those friends and neighbours who may be less able to cope by
themselves.
Demographics
11.7. Elderly Population. The recent census, extracts at Annex B, shows the population living in
Bramshott & Liphook in 2011 was 8,491, with almost 10% over the age of 75. Indeed, in the
last 10 years the number aged over 85 has grown by 43% to 231, many of whom are now
widowed and living alone. Unsurprisingly, in the current economic climate, 741 of those
above retirement age are still working. It is most probable that the elderly residents need
to rely on local services and, for many, local transport.
11.8. Disabled. Annex B also shows the number of permanently sick or disabled in 2011 as 163.
Principle Issues
11.9. The key issues for the elderly and disabled are:
 Accommodation.
 Transport & Infrastructure.
 Accessibility.
 Hospitals.
 Liphook Voluntary Care.
 Medical Services.
 Dentists.
 Activities for the Elderly.
 Growth in Elderly.
The life issues for this section of our community can be fully inter-connected. For example,
booking an appointment with a doctor is rarely easy in itself these days, but for those less
mobile or without private transport reaching the surgery on-time can prove difficult.
Consequently there is often a knock on effect from one problem to another.
Accommodation
11.10. Need. Based upon current trends the elderly population, particularly the over 85s, could
grow by another 43% to 325 in the next 10 years. Of these 35% are likely to be widowed and
living alone. There is therefore a need to ensure that there is sufficient, suitably equipped
housing to accommodate them.
11.11. Availability. There are currently 507 registered or designated units of accommodation for
the elderly excluding other individually owned private
homes. These are listed in Appendix 6 to Annex C. These vary
from sheltered flats to leasehold retirement bungalows.
Some include age related housing, others housing with
support and there are 4 nursing homes. There are also
several private and public nursing homes in the surrounding Fletcher's Field
villages, principally in Rake.
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Transport & Infrastructure
11.12. Need. The demographic census data in Section 4 shows that 400 households, 9% of the
total, do not own a car and are therefore dependent on public transport. The majority are
likely to be elderly, disabled or socially disadvantaged. In addition, as a rural community all
residents are dependent upon two medical practices. These generally refer patients to the
nearest hospitals which are some distance away and not, in some cases, accessible by public
transport. As a result attending hospital can be a long, tiring and frustrating experience for
those less able to take care of themselves.
11.13. Availability. Recent surveys and informal questioning show an inconsistency in the response
to the elderly’s transport needs. Those still fit, active and with their own transport or able
to afford train fares are predominantly self-sufficient. Those without depend upon public
transport, particularly the bus service, which is poor and infrequent to say the least. The
current bus and train schedules services are well highlighted under Traffic and Transport, in
Appendix 8 to Annex C. The reason there are so few buses reflects the fact that with fewer
passengers, most of whom have free bus passes, the service is commercially unviable
without increased subsidies.
11.14. Experience of Public Transport. There are no current figures for the usage of the current
bus services by elderly and disabled members of our parish. However residents tell us that:
11.14.1.

The No 13 bus to Basingstoke via Bordon and Alton does not run in the evenings
and therefore cannot be used for leisure or social purposes.

11.14.2.

The No 250 bus service, which is a most useful run-around, should be extended
throughout the day. A small number of the elderly and disabled do use this
service fairly regularly, but not in sufficient numbers for viability. It is not easily
accessible to frail people as passengers have to open the door themselves.

11.14.3.

There is no direct bus service to Haslemere only to Lynchmere as it terminates at
the county boundary. Travelling to Haslemere by bus takes well over an hour and
requires a change at Whitehill. There is a suggestion for the No 250 bus to go to
Haslemere from Liphook at around 9.45am and return at 12.45pm, this is still
under discussion.

11.14.4.

To get to Petersfield takes nearly 2 hours with a change at Alton. Buses from
Petersfield terminate at Liss Forest.

11.14.5.

The Liphook Station and the trains are inaccessible to the disabled, although
South West Trains do offer a taxi service to Haslemere Station, which is now
suitably equipped to accommodate them, provided they book in advance. The
main faults are:


Both platforms are set at least 31 cm below train level. Although there is a
ramp there is often nobody on hand to assist.
 Access to the south-bound platform is via a foot bridge.
 There is a plan to build a slope to the south-bound platform but this is
dependent on developers funding being available.
 The taxi service for the disabled is not always available when required.
Funding for disabled access at the station has been earmarked from the approved
development at Silent Garden and will be available once the housing has been
built.
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Accessibility
11.15. Wheelchair Access. Many residents, including the elderly and disabled, would like to see
safety improved and better access to some shops and pavements:
11.15.1

Currently there are over 320 residents, particularly elderly, who are infirm or
disabled and need the use walking sticks, wheeled zimmer frames and
wheelchairs to get about. This was highlighted in a 2011 survey.

11.15.2

Crossing the road at the roundabout by Lloyd’s is almost impossible. To cross the
Haslemere Road requires a walk to the nearest
crossing of some 50 metres in both directions. Also
Station Road is not accessible to the disabled due
to the high kerbs.
Similar problems are
experienced at the safe pelican crossing by the
former HSBC Bank. For able people this is not a
Courtesy crossing, Midhurst Road
problem, but for the less able it is difficult. There
is a fear that with an aging population these situations will get worse.
11.16. Disabled Access to the Countryside. On a more positive note, there are several countryside
walks that are relatively level and therefore considered suitable for the disabled and
wheelchair bound users. These include:




Hospitals

Shipwright’s Way.
Bramshott Common – Ontario Camp & Canadian Memorial Avenue.
Radford Park.
A path on Lynchmere Common leading to beautiful views over the Downs.

11.17. Accident and Emergencies. Victims of accidents and emergency cases are predominantly
taken to the Royal Surrey in Guildford, but some are taken to Queen Alexandra’s in
Portsmouth, Frimley Park Hospital, or Basingstoke, depending upon the location of the
accident and the nearest hospital.
11.18. Minor Treatment. Consultations and the treatment of minor ailments takes place at more
local hospitals in:
11.18.1.

Haslemere which caters for minor injuries, outpatient consultations, physio, x-ray
and some inpatients services.

11.18.2.

Petersfield Hospital provides treatment for minor injuries, physiotherapy, and
rapid assessment for the elderly and mental health therapy. There is also a
rehabilitation ward which provides palliative care, so important for the elderly.

11.18.3.

Chase in Bordon, the most accessible hospital, currently provides limited
consultancy services to the community. With the new organisation for medical
care being driven by General Practitioners (GPs), there is a proposal that Chase
Hospital is used for more consultations. However consultants do not appear to
want to work there. The Commissioning Care Group (CCG) is in the process of reorganising the clinics so that Chase should be used more in the future.

11.19. Access to Hospitals. All residents need to access hospitals albeit as a result of referral,
continuing treatment or therapy or even the need to visit friends or relatives. However for
residents without their own car such visits can be a nightmare and the cost of travel
expensive. The infrequency of public transport and the journey times are shown in the
Traffic and Transport (Section 18) and need not be repeated here. Suffice to say that Chase
is the nearest hospital with a reasonable bus service taking 15 minutes. Journeys to
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Petersfield and Haslemere by bus can take anything up to one and a half hours plus a 9
minute walk. Those to the Royal Surrey and the Queen Alexandra Hospitals by bus can take
anything from 2 hours to half a day making hospital visits to family and friends for the elderly
and those less fortunate nigh on impossible without some form of assistance. With taxi fares
beyond the means of most people. As a result caring members of the community banded
together to form a voluntary care group.
Liphook Voluntary Care
11.20. History. Bramshott & Liphook Voluntary Care Group was started some 30 years ago and is
now a well-established service with a good reputation in the local community. Essentially it
provides volunteer drivers to transport mostly elderly clients to and from appointments at
local hospitals and surgeries using their own cars.
11.21. Demand. This invaluable community service shows no sign of slacking and they currently
average 15 to 20 weekly trips. The Group is entirely dependent not only on voluntary drivers,
but also on a pool of co-ordinators with each one manning the telephone for a week at a
time booking calls and arranging drivers. Each client is asked to make a discretionary
donation, which is used to fund the driver’s expenses based upon 45p per mile. The system
works well.
11.22. Weekly Minibus. The Group runs a weekly minibus every Thursday to collect up to 12 elderly
people and take them to Sainsbury’s supermarket. After shopping, coffee and a chat in the
café it takes them back home. It also arranges to collect shopping lists from clients who are
no longer mobile, does the shopping for them and delivers it to their homes.
11.23. Support. Thanks to two generous legacies over the years the Group is in a healthy financial
position, but its main problem is ensuring an adequate number of drivers to meet demand.
The vast majority, currently numbering 24, are retired and as they get older find that they
are unable to continue on health grounds. The Group therefore constantly has to appeal for
more volunteers by word of mouth, advertising etc. The regular drivers derive much
satisfaction from providing this very worthwhile service and the amount of ‘feedback’
received from clients is testimony to the friendly care that they provide.
Medical Surgeries
11.24. Overview. There are two doctors’ surgeries in Liphook serving a population in and around
the parish in excess of 10,000. They are run as businesses entirely independent of each other
and own their own premises. These are:
11.24.1. Liphook Village Surgery, and
11.24.2. Liphook & Liss Surgery which has a second surgery in Liss.
A list of patient numbers and the medical resources by both surgeries to care for them are
included in Appendix 7 to Annex C.
11.25. Liphook Village Surgery. The surgery is behind Lloyds TSB. Although it has a very small,
front car park it is within easy walking distance of the Midhurst Road car park. The surgery’s
main concern is the need to refer the elderly and disabled for treatment at local hospitals.
The medical staff are aware of the poor and in some cases, non-existent, public transport
system so they are actively promoting the local voluntary care car service. They are also
concerned about patients having to travel to Haslemere Hospital for medical consultations
when such appointments could be made at the Chase Hospital, which is more accessible by
public transport, if only the consultants were prepared to cross the county boundary.
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11.26. Liphook & Liss Surgery. There are 4657 registered Liphook patients using this practice,
which is located in Station Road, Liphook; a small
detached, chalet bungalow. The practice has grown in size
and is badly in need of premises bigger than the 214 square
metres it currently occupies. However, with the demise of
the Primary Care Trust (PCT), they are unable to obtain
favourable funding for a new surgery. An application to
enlarge the existing Surgery to 700 square metres was Liphook & Liss Surgery
turned down by the authorities as the adjacent land, the old Fairfield Graphics building in
Bleacher Yard, is designated for employment. The surgery also needs car parking space for
at least 35 vehicles a day.
11.27. Appointments.
11.27.1

Liphook Village Surgery. The system has recently been changed due to the rise in
demand for appointments. Emergency appointment can be booked daily with
routine ones available within 2 days or even a week in advance. Indeed some
appointments can be booked 3 months ahead. In addition the doctors are ringing
patients at home before agreeing that they need an appointment. Whilst this
presents difficulties for the average patient, such a delay can be much more
troublesome to the elderly and the disabled. This is particularly important as
acceptance of a given time usually requires transport to be arranged first.
However emergency appointments need to be booked by 9 am. Unfortunately
for many patients have found it difficult to get through on the telephone. For
some, particularly the elderly and vulnerable, this is a little disconcerting. A
Patients’ Participation Group (PPG) has been set up and is slowly overcoming this
problem.

11.27.2

Liphook & Liss Surgery. The appointment arrangements are similar to the above.
The surgery opens at 8 am with a few emergency appointments during the day,
or the doctor will call back and discuss the illness before making an appointment.

11.28. Proposed Bohunt Manor Medical Centre. Outline planning permission has been granted for
a new medical centre on land owned by Green Village Investments (GVI), which is in the
South Down’s National Park (SDNP). The proposal is to build a roundabout at the junction
between Station and Portsmouth Roads and place the medical centre in the northeast
quadrant opposite Station Road. However the plans do not show the provision of pavements
or a suitable pedestrian crossing point, particularly for the elderly and disabled on the
Portsmouth Road. There were initial talks between the owner and both surgeries over a joint
venture however this has stalled due to the lack of funding from NHS England, preconditional requirement for more housing on SDNP and problems over parking.
Dentist
11.29. Private. The village is well served by 4 private, dental practices: P Bolton, Oak Lodge, Eagle
Surgery and Robert Heron. Unfortunately none of them accept NHS patients.
11.30. NHS. There is no NHS dentist in Liphook. The nearest are in Bordon, Haslemere and
Petersfield which, with the transport problems already highlighted above, makes it difficult
for residents to obtain regular, affordable treatment. The community would like a registered
NHS dental practice in the village.
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Activities for the Elderly
11.31. Events. There are a number of organisations in Liphook that look after and provide services
for the elderly and disabled. These events, which are supported through local funds and
grants, include:
11.31.1.

Day Centre. The Peak Centre is open between 10 am and 3 pm on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays and transport is provided when required.

11.31.2.

Senior Citizens’ Lunch Club. Transport is provided at 12.30 pm to take elderly and
disabled residents to lunch in the Millennium Centre every Wednesday turning it
into a social occasion.

11.31.3.

Over 60’s Club. Events and outings are organised every other Wednesday
between 2.30 and 4 pm with a speaker provided when required. Once again
turning it into a social occasion.

11.31.4.

Church Centre Lunch Club. This takes place every third Wednesday.

11.32. Support Services. The following services are provided by other organisations for the benefit
of residents:
11.32.1.

Hard of Hearing. These drop-in clinics take place from 11 to 12 am in the Peak
Centre on the second Tuesday and Wednesday of the month. This includes
changing batteries and servicing hearing aids. When the need arises a similar
service is provided through home visits.

11.32.2.

Lip Reading Classes. These take place every Tuesday between 2 and 4 pm.

11.32.3.

Community Support Laundry. This service, which is funded through grants and
donations plus a service charge, operates from behind the Peak Centre. It is open
from Tuesdays to Fridays, 7 to 11 am and includes a collection and delivery
service.

11.32.4.

Patient Participation Group (PPG). The PPG is managed by a committee which
meets every two months in the Liphook Village surgery. Its Carers Group meets
every first Monday of month from 7 to 9 pm in the Peak Centre and every first
Wednesday in the Millennium Centre between 10 and 12 am. This carers group
is totally funded and run by Liphook Village Surgery even though patients from
other surgeries do attend the sessions.

11.32.5.

U3A. The U3A meets every first Monday of each month in the Millennium Centre.

11.33. Other Clubs and Activities. There are currently many other clubs and activities for the
elderly and disabled. This includes a monthly cinema night in the Millennium Centre.
However a steady stream of volunteers is continuously required to staff them. One area
where there is a particular shortage is drivers.
11.34. Directory. The Age Concern Directory has been issued to all parishioners and is also available
in the Parish Office and Millennium Hall. It gives details of all the clubs, societies and
organisations that care for the elderly in the Liphook and surrounding areas.
11.35. Proposed Drop-in Centre. The elderly would like a bigger venue where they could socialise
more frequently, such as a ‘Drop-in Centre’ with greater ease of access for the disabled. In
addition to social chat and refreshments they would like to receive advice on a variety of
subjects from organisations such as Age Concern, Alzheimer’s Society, Hard of Hearing, Blind
Association etc., on a more regular basis. Such drop-in mornings have been successfully held
piecemeal in the past in a variety of locations. The provision of a dedicated centre would
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regularise the support system, make it easier to access by the disabled and long term might
be more cost effective.
Growth in Elderly
11.36. Bramshott Place. Apart from people naturally living longer the growth in the number of
elderly residents has been accelerated by the establishment of a gated community on the
old King Edward’s hospital site at Bramshott Chase. This is a specifically designed and wellbuilt complex of cottages and flats that can accommodate over 250 people who are over 55.
It is almost self-contained, with its own shop, library and swimming pool and an
administrative staff who can arrange medical support and transport whenever required.
Although the accommodation is privately owned it is understood that there is a commitment
upon residents to pay a portion of the proceeds from any sale back to the freeholders of the
site. Naturally such support is costly. The properties are advertised nationally creating inmigration of elderly people, hence the sudden rise in numbers in the 2011 census. This is
set to continue as the owners of the site also own the adjacent Penally Farm, which is outside
the settlement boundary. That said, they have applied for planning permission to build an
additional 64 bed care home and an extra 40 cottages alongside the present complex. The
current residents strongly object to these proposals.
11.37. Advantages. The complex blends in nicely with the environment, and its residents provide
jobs and thereby stimulate the local economy.
11.38. Disadvantages. However this raises questions: can the village sustain a larger than expected
elderly population, and is this type of development pricing local residents out of the property
market? The developer avoided building affordable housing on the site by paying a
contribution of over £1.7 million. If the whole of Penally Farm becomes a similar gated
complex it is likely to change the character of the parish.
Conclusions
11.39. Transport Self-help Kit. One solution to the shortage of transport may be the Self-help Kit
provided by HCC as it may help to identify the community’s, particularly the elderly and
disabled, needs. It should be engaged as soon as possible.
11.40. Wider Publicity. The bus services should be promoted more, particularly to elderly and
disabled residents. A customer survey identified a need for greater flexibility on service
times; negotiations with the providers might potentially increase usage. The prominent
display of time tables and, perhaps, the provision of copies to all homes, clubs and societies
could increase passenger levels thereby making the particular service both viable and
sustainable.
11.41. Disabled Access to Train. Liphook Station and the platforms need drastically upgrading to
provide access for disabled travellers. The Community needs to apply effective lobbying of
councils at all levels, Network Rail, South West Trains and special interest groups for support
and funding so that these essential improvements are made as a matter of urgency.
Developer funding for the Midhurst Road disabled ramp was based upon the approved
housing at Silent Garden being completed, there is some doubt over whether this project
will proceed.
11.42. Studies. It is proposed that a systematic review be conducted of all pedestrian crossings and
wheelchair access points on all roads and shops could improve access and road safety for
the elderly, disabled and parents with small children.
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11.43. County Boundary Constraints. Discussions need to take place between Hampshire, Surrey
and West Sussex Health Authorities to ensure that the full range of medical services and
support are delivered in a cost effective and efficient way without imposing financial
hardship and distress on those patients who, for a variety of reasons, are unable to attend
cross boundary appointments. In essence, specialist consultants and therapists need to do
the travelling to agreed hospitals which are more convenient for the majority of patients
irrespective of county boundaries. Patients from Liphook Village Surgery choose to go to
Haslemere, Royal Surrey and Chase Hospital.
11.44. Liphook Voluntary Care. In the absence of an improved bus service steps should be taken
with the community to widely promote the essential service provided by the drivers and coordinators of Liphook Voluntary Care. Without it many of our elderly, disabled and
financially disadvantaged residents would not be able to attend hospitals for essential
medical treatment.
11.45. Enhance Local Medical Facilities. If the local medical facilities could be enlarged and the
range of treatments enhanced it may go some way to reducing the need for patients to travel
elsewhere for essential treatment. The provision of additional treatment rooms or sharing
under-utilised consulting rooms on specific days might be one answer subject to funds being
available.
11.46. NHS Dentist. The community would like a NHS dental practice in the village.
11.47. Encourage Volunteering. Steps need to be taken to highlight the important part that
volunteers play in the social fabric of our society. The benefits to those less fortunate than
themselves is enormous be they drivers, care workers or just helpers. In some cases it may
only be 2 or 3 hours a week that will make a big difference in someone’s life. Therefore steps
need to be taken to actively encourage more residents to volunteer.
11.48. Drop-In Centre. Actively promote the provision of a permanent, purpose built drop-in
centre big enough to accommodate the rapidly growing elderly and disabled population.
11.49. Bramshott Place. Whilst residents accept the gated complex they are concerned that any
further increase in its size will begin to unbalance the population mix and change the
character of the village. They would like avoid this situation arising and therefore object to
any further housing on land at Penally Farm.
Recommendations
11.50. Transport Self-help Kit. Publicise the availability of HCC’s self-help kit.
11.51. Disabled Access to Train. Expedite the provision of disabled access at Liphook Station. In
the meantime request greater publicity be given at the Station to the SWT taxi service for
the disabled.
11.52. Studies. Review all pedestrian and wheelchair access crossing points on all roads and
access to shops for the elderly, disabled and parents with small children. Parish Council
to assist with distribution of this information.
11.53. County Boundary Constraints. Encourage discussions between Hampshire, Surrey and
West Sussex Health Authorities to ensure that the full range of medical services and
support are delivered in a cost effective and efficient way without imposing financial
hardship and distress on those patients who, for a variety of reasons, are unable to attend
cross boundary appointments.
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11.54. Liphook Voluntary Care. Widely promote the essential service provided by the drivers
and co-ordinators of Liphook Voluntary Care that enables many elderly, disabled and
financially disadvantaged residents to attend hospitals for medical appointments.
11.55. Enhance Local Medical Facilities. Consider ways of enlarging the local medical facilities
and the range of treatments provided locally thereby reducing the need for patients to
travel elsewhere for essential medical care, and encourage more use of Chase Hospital.
11.56. NHS Dentist. Provide the services of a NHS dental practice in the village.
11.57. Encourage Volunteering. Promote the work of volunteers as an important part of the
fabric of the Bramshott and Liphook caring community such as driving for Liphook
Voluntary Care, Liphook-in-Bloom, Liphook Carnival, Radford Park working party etc.
11.58. Drop-In Centre. Actively promote the provision of a permanent, purpose built drop-in
centre big enough to accommodate the growing elderly and disabled population.
11.59. Bramshott Place. Limit the expansion of planned ‘in-migration’ of the elderly schemes
such as Bramshott Place as these are likely to unbalance the population mix and change
the character of the village.
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EMERGENCY SERVICES (V2.4)
Introduction
12.1. Scope. This section of the Parish Plan looks at the various organisations that provide
emergency services, the level of cover or service they currently provide, what changes the
community would like to see and these might be introduced.
12.2. Emergency Services. The primary services are:



Law & Order. Hampshire Constabulary and legal enforcement agencies within East
Hampshire District Council’s (EHDC’s).
Fire & Rescue – Hampshire Fire & Rescue Service.



Accident & Emergency - South East Coast Ambulance (SECAmb) Service. (Hospitals will
be covered under Care for the Elderly section)



Flooding - Environmental Agency & Hampshire County Council (HCC).



Emergency Planning - EHDC & HCC.



Other emergency services such as electricity, gas and water (not included in this planning
process)

12.3. Data Sources. Information on the organisation and performance of the emergency services
was obtained through direct contact with respective officials and downloads from their
websites. The views on the level of service were gleamed from attendance at various
meetings and via emails with concerned individuals. These sources have been included in
footnotes.
12.4. Public Consultation. The public’s primary concerns were extracted from the Parish surveys
published in 1998 and 2008, and from the Love, Hate, and Improvements survey conducted
by the Steering Group at numerous shows, fetes and community events over 18 months.
Law & Order
12.5. Neighbourhood Policing. Community policing within the Parish is provided by the Liphook
and Greatham Neighbourhood Policing Team stationed in Whitehill. The Longmoor Section
consists of a PC and PCSO assisted on occasions by a Special Constable. They patrol the beat
on foot, bike and by vehicle. Although stationed at Whitehill the team does have a small,
suitably equipped, operations room at the Millennium Centre which is manned very
infrequently.
12.6. Local Crime Prevention. In addition, the police may often refer issues such as noise, antisocial behaviour and litter to the local authorities and other agencies to ensure a joint
approach with the right resources. Locally this co-ordinated approach is through the East
Hampshire Community Safety Partnership which focusses on crime and social issues.
12.7. Co-ordinated Response. The primary police chain of command is Hampshire’s elected Police
Crime Commissioner who appoints the chief constable and sets budgets. At district level the
police form part of the East Hampshire Community Safety Partnership and are represented
on the Community Tasking and Co-ordination Group (CTCG), a planning committee which
meets every other month. The chairman of the Parish Council represents the Parish’s
interests on this committee.
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12.8. CTCG Composition: (Community Safety Partnership). The agencies and organisations
involved include:
East Hampshire District Council
Hampshire County Council
Hampshire Constabulary
Community First East Hampshire
Hampshire Primary Care Trust
Hampshire Fire & Rescue
Radian Housing

Federation of Small Businesses
Petersfield Hosing Association
Hampshire Youth Offending Team
Hampshire Police Authority
Hampshire Probation Trust
Street Watch

12.9. CTCG. In addition to the above, other legal enforcement agencies include:





Accredited Community Safety Officers tackling anti-social behaviour.
Noise Pollution Team investigate noise complaints of any nature.
Traffic Wardens that deal with minor parking and motoring offences.
Trading Standards Office which deals with business related offences.

12.10. Tasks in 2011/12. In addition to drugs and alcohol, which impact on many areas of crime,
the priority tasks set by CTCG for 2011/12 were:








Community empowerment.
Assault.
Repeated incidents of domestic abuse.
Arson.
First time entrants into the criminal justice system aged 10 to 17 years.
Criminal damage.
Anti-social behaviour.

12.11. Local Participation. Public perception of current policing methods has meant that the
deterrent to petty crime and anti-social behaviour posed by the bobby on the beat is in
decline. Unless the public are willing and able to pay more for policing then it’s beholden
upon the community to contribute in other ways to its own security. On a more practical
level, more involvement in police supported watch schemes would certainly help deter crime
and greatly assist the police. Currently we have:
12.11.1.

Neighbourhood Watch. A network of neighbourhood watches provide effective
additional security to local properties. Although they do not co-ordinate their
activities they do liaise regularly with the police by phone and on-line and are
kept well informed. Currently there are 14 schemes in Liphook.

12.11.2.

Street Watch. Liphook had, until recently, an effective, volunteer street watch
team that patrolled the village centre. They wore high visibility vests and had
direct communications links to the police and, as such, acted as a deterrent to
anti-social behaviour.

12.11.3.

Country Watch. The police have also formed Country Watch to tackle crime in
rural areas.

12.11.4.

Pub Watch. An online Pub Watch scheme has been set up as a very effective and
useful resource in the fight against crime and anti-social behaviour.
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12.12. Crime Statistics. Despite impressions to the contrary the Parish does suffer from crime,
which is reflected in the statistics shown below. Hampshire Police use a Crime Reporting
system8 that is updated every 24 hours. This contains information on the type of crime, the
date and time it took place, postal code of the nearest address (all but the last digit), and an
identifier, used to note solved or unsolved crimes and the Agency involved. To gain some
idea of local crime levels in the Parish a summary, extracted from these crime reports for the
6 months ending 31 March 2012, is at Annex I. The 6 month’s totals are shown below:
12.13. Analysis. The clear up rate shown
above has been taken at one
point in time and, as such, may
not be a true reflection of
performance. That said, it would
appear that more needs to be
done to improve the clear up rate
on burglary, vehicle crime and
property damage, and to reduce
anti-social behaviour within the
Parish.

Crimes:

Solved

Other Offences/Incidents:

Burglary

20

5%

Anti-Social Behaviour

101

Theft
Vehicle crime

35
12

23%
8%

Road Traffic Collisions
Fire

30
6

Damage
Robbery

36
0

8%

Drugs
Violence

9
33

100%
39%

Total

145

Total

137

12.14. Community’s Concerns. The Parish surveys revealed that the community is concerned
about:








Drinking in public areas – it is felt that there is insufficient signage or controls.
Teenagers loitering – not enough activities for young people.
More neighbourhood watches.
More visible police presence.
Petty vandalism and yob culture particularly at main events.
Speeding.
The need for traffic wardens.

Conclusions
12.15. Neighbourhood Watch. More participation in neighbourhood watch schemes working
closely with the police may help minimize the pattern of anti-social behaviour and improve
public safety.
12.16. Improved Deterrence. Increased police presence would help to deter crime and anti-social
behaviour if deployed in certain areas of the village at times when, judging from statistical
patterns, such crimes are likely to occur.
12.17. Youth Facilities. Consideration should be given to the provision of a permanent community
club house or drop in centre for the 16 to 18 year olds to be run by them under adult
guidance. This would give young people a clear focal point in the village and a place which
gives them a sense of pride and belonging.
12.18. Speed Checks. Speeding within the village could be deterred through the use of suitable
equipped teams of volunteers to monitor speeding motorists and the issuing, through the
police, of polite warning letters.

8

Source: www.crimereports.co.uk
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12.19. Traffic Wardens. The introduction of traffic wardens may help deter illegal and/or antisocial parking, although this may require the introduction of parking fees to fund such a
scheme.
Fire & Rescue
12.20. Organisation. Liphook’s retained fire station forms part of the Hampshire Fire and Rescue
Service. This group, which includes Bordon, Alton, Grayshott, Horndean and Petersfield,
covers a mainly rural area of approximately 180 square miles with a population of over
115,000 people. The Service is fully equipped with modern vehicles which are, for cost
effectiveness, switched between stations before being replaced every 15 years. It sets a
target of 8 minutes to respond to any emergency. The demand on their services is likely to
increase following the demise of the MoD fire station at Bordon.
12.21. Liphook Retained Station9. The community station in Liphook is manned on a part-time
basis by a watch manager, 2 crew managers and 12 fire fighters with one appliance. In
addition, they provide a fully equipped co-responder to assist the NHS on medical
emergencies when not deployed with the appliance. The fire fighters have a call out target
of 4 minutes to reach the station in an emergency which they regularly achieve. Whilst they
focus on their primary roles, as part of the group they are able to call on the services of
specialists who advise the police on arson cases and give free fire safety advice to vulnerable
people who are most at risk.
12.22. Hampshire Statistics. The Hampshire Fire Service produces an annual report10. Their 2010
to 2011 report is most comprehensive and contains statistical data in graphical format on
their performance over the previous 5/6 years. This show a general downward trend across
the board in the time taken to reach incidents, which is well below the national average.
12.23. Statistics for Liphook. The Liphook crews were called out to 68 incidents during 2011/12,
up 10% on the prior year. A breakdown of Fire & Recues:
10/11 11/12 Remarks
the service provided, excluding 3 calls Primary & Secondary Fires
21
21
attended outside of the Stations area, is
Chimney Fires
3
3 Included in above
shown in the table.
12.24. Concerns. The community surveys have
produced very few concerns over the level
of protection provided. The fire station
manager did suggest some areas of selfhelp:

9

Deliberate Fires

0

1

All False Alarms

22

26

Road Traffic Collisions

10

11

9

10

62

68

Special Service Calls
(Rescues)
Total

Co-Responder
calls excluded.

12.24.1.

More public awareness of the free fire prevention inspection offered by the Fire
Service to vulnerable people on request.

12.24.2.

Removal of combustible waste such as abandoned cars, furniture or rubbish to
prevent potential fire risks.

12.24.3.

All heath or grass fires of any size should be reported to the authorities to enable
them to establish their causes or if there are any patterns.

12.24.4.

The public need to be involved in helping to reduce the number of false alarms.

Source: www.hantsfire.gov.uk/stationdetail?stname=liphook&stcode=13.
Source: www.hantsfire.gov.uk/hfrsplan-yearlyreport.htm.

10
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Conclusions
12.25. Fire Station. Liphook Retained Fire Station is adequately staffed, equipped and able to
deploy to any emergency within the Parish within, on average 8 minutes, which includes the
time required the firemen to reach the station from their homes or places of work.
12.26. False Alarms. Greater community awareness and involvement may help to reduce this
disturbing trend in false alarms.
12.27. Minimize Risk. To minimize the risk of fire the community would like to see:





Increased awareness of the free fire risk assessment available to the vulnerable.
That rubbish, including abandoned cars, is not allowed to accumulate.
The public reporting all heath and grass fire to the authorities.
That the community makes every effort to help reduce the number of false alarms.

Accident & Emergency
12.28. Organisation. The Parish is situated on the border of 3 counties: East Hampshire, Surry and
West Sussex. As such it falls under the responsibility of SECAmb, a NHS Foundation Trust.
The nearest ambulance station is at Haslemere Hospital. Almost all patients from the Parish
are taken to the accident and emergency department at the Royal Surrey Hospital in
Guildford, a journey which now takes 20 minutes, following the opening of the Hindhead
tunnel.
12.29. Statistics. The service uses a call prioritisation target for category A (immediately life
threatening or serious (formally B)) and C (neither serious or life threatening). Statistical
data has been collated over many years, the analysis from which is used to predict areas
where accidents are likely to occur and when. This has proven to be quite accurate. By
deploying first responders (paramedics) and ambulances to these areas along with the use
of the air ambulance they can reduce response times and therefore save lives. These targets
and their performance against them during 2010/11, extracted from the website 11 , are
shown in the table below:
12.29.1.

Category A (& B) – The targets are: 75% of all patients must be reached within 8
minutes and 95% within 19 minutes. During 2010/11 SECAmb performance
reached 76.02% of Category A patients within 8 minutes and 97.68% within 19
minutes.

12.29.2.

Category C – It has been agreed locally that the patient should receive an
emergency response in 30 to 60 minutes depending on the clinical need.

12.29.3.

Hear & Treat – It has been agreed locally that where an ambulance service
clinician provides advice a call back should be made within 2 hours of the original
call depending on clinical requirement.

12.30. Concerns. There were no major concerns raised over the ambulance service currently being
provided. However, patients taken to hospital during the night and not admitted were
immediately discharged and left to make their own transport home arrangements. Those
without family or friends to pick them up and unable to afford a taxi found themselves
spending the night in uncomfortable waiting rooms. This particularly applied to the elderly
who were more vulnerable. This issue will be addressed in the section on transport.

11

Source: www.secamb.nhs.uk/about_us/our_performance/response_time_targets.aspx.
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Conclusions
12.31. Performance. The community is satisfied with the level of service provided by SECAmb and
the NHS Foundation Trust as the service targets of 75% for reaching Category A casualties
within 8 minutes and 95% within 19 minutes are being met.
12.32. Concerns. The concerns raised by patients wishing to return home after being taken to
hospital and discharged during the night will be addressed under the Transport section.
Flooding
12.33. Flood Warnings. The Environmental Agency Floodline 12 provides flood warnings and
produces an online flood map. This shows the risk of flooding, based on historical records,
across the UK. This risk is categorised as either low, moderate and significant. In addition
to rivers the main causes of flooding in the Parish are:




Surface water, following heavy rainfall.
Sewers, when overwhelmed by heavy rainfall.
Groundwater, when water levels in the ground rise above the surface.

12.34. Local Flood Map. There are 2
waterways running through the
Parish from southeast to northwest:
the River Wey and the River
Hollywater
running
northwest
through Conford, plus several lakes
and ponds and surrounding marshy
areas. These are highlighted on the
adjacent map.
12.35. Significant Risks. The rivers are
shown in dark blue; the areas with
significant risk of flooding, including
lakes, are shown in light blue. Local
areas of flooding, and particularly those close to
roads and housing are:







Environmental Agency Floodline Map

Midhurst Road adjacent to numbers 99 and 101 on the south side of the Liphook railway
bridge;
Primrose Cottages on Tunbridge Lane at the junction with Church Lane, Bramshott: the
steep hill becomes a river during heavy rainfall;
The junction of the stream from Waggoner’s Wells with the River Wey at Oaklea Farm,
just north of Bramshott Vale;
Either side of the road bridge along the Longmoor Road;
At the ford in Conford;
Adjacent to the Passfield Mill Business Park.
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12.36. Concerns. The following areas of flooding are causing residents considerable concern:
12.36.1.

Midhurst Road. Serious flooding took place at the lowest point during the heavy
rain storms in 2009. It reached over 60 cm
in depth with the serious damage being
caused to 99 and 101 Midhurst Road. At its
peak it reached a depth of 20 cm above the
front door step and as a result these doors
are now permanently sealed up. Following
the flood the occupants spent 10 months in
temporary accommodation whilst the
house was made habitable. The area
affected also extended as for as Tanglewood, a low lying detached house closer
to the railway line. Following discussions with HCC Highways Department it is
understood that there are no drawings of the storm drainage system in this area.
However, they did explain that this flooding was caused by 2 factors:
 A blocked storm drain running between the railway lines southwest towards
the lake on the Links golf course.


12.36.2.

At or about the same time Thames Water had to deal with flooding of the
combined storm and foul drainage system in Newtown Road.

No 1 & 2 Tunbridge Lane. Primrose Cottages lie directly at the foot of Church
Lane, Bramshott and suffer badly from flooding. During periods of heavy rainfall
the run-off from the Ontario military training area and surrounding higher ground
turns Church Lane into a river. Although there are drains at the top of Church
Lane these are frequently blocked. Similarly water flows down Tunbridge Lane
to the lowest point, directly outside Primrose Cottages. The 2 gullies opposite
block up regularly, but are now cleaned by the Highways Department HCC 4 times
a year. The drains run under the road to a manhole just to the left of driveway at
No 1. Unusually, the manhole cover
has been raised 3 brick courses to
leave a 22.5 by 15cm hole in the side
to allow flood water to enter the
manhole direct, which helps when the
gullies opposite are blocked. The
discharge then passes through a
22.5cm pipe down to the River Wey at
the foot of the garden. Unfortunately
when the river is in full flood the outlet
to the pipe gets submerged blocking the discharge and consequently flooding the
road. The raised and flooded manhole now presents a new barrier with the water
seeking another route over the sandbags through the cottages and into the back
garden before reaching the river. It is clear that urgent action needs to be taken
to resolve this drainage problem to prevent further flooding.

Conclusions
12.37. Significant Risks. The root causes of significant flooding to 99 & 101 Midhurst Road and I &
2 Tunbridge Lane, Bramshott need to be resolved as a matter of urgency.
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12.38. Health Hazards. There are serious health hazards arising along the Longmoor and Midhurst
Roads when surface water overwhelms the old combined drainage system and flooded areas
become contaminated with sewage.
12.39. Moderate Risks. There are moderate risks of flooding in Radford Park, at the bridge on
Longmoor Lane and at the ford in Conford.
12.40. Further Research Required. Further answers are required from both the Highways
Department at HCC and Network Rail before the potential risks along Midhurst Road can be
reduced.
12.41. Drainage Survey. A study should be conducted into the existing main drainage systems to
ensure that they can cope with foul and storm water separately during periods of heavy
rainfall.
Emergency Planning
12.42. Organisation. Planning for disasters in one of the functions for which HCC 13, supported by
EHDC, is responsible. They have contingency plans for incidents such as bomb threats, major
fires, flooding, heavy snowfall etc. HCC provides the resources such as blankets, bedding,
transport whilst EHDC arranges temporary accommodation such as rest centres, B&B, food
and co-ordinates transport etc. The Parish’s part in the plan is to provide the Millennium Hall
with 2 trained staff as an official rest centre for housing evacuees. In addition Parish
councillors are to be continually briefed on the situation so they in turn can keep the
community informed. The plans are tested on a regular basis - the latest took place on
Wednesday 13th February 2012 under the guise of a ‘bomb threat.’
12.43. Local Planning. There is clearly a need for the Parish Council to be aware of all EHDC’s
emergency plans and what part it should play in supporting them. It is a moot point that
perhaps the Council’s role should be more clearly defined. Consideration should be given to
incidents such as:
12.43.1.

On the disaster front, what should the Parish Council do if, say, the Millennium
Centre burnt down? Although insured, how would the same or similar facilities
or service be provided to the community whilst the Centre was being rebuilt?

12.43.2.

Provision would also be needed to support the emergency crews such as
providing rest areas, shelter and food during a prolonged incident – the use of
the military facilities at Longmoor, perhaps.

12.43.3.

There may also be a need for a communication plan in the event of a major
incident. Public reassurance should come from a recognised local leader.

Such contingency planning has, in the past, been shown to be beneficial when dealing with
major incidents at the time and in helping the community make a speedy recovery.
Conclusions
12.44. Contingency Planning: There is a need to:



13

Maintain and enhance EHDC’s community supported contingency plan which is in place
for dealing with potential disasters.
Develop a contingency plan for the temporary replacement of council facilities and
functions following a disaster.

Source: www.hants.gov.uk/emergencyplanning.htm.
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12.45. Media. There is a need for the Parish Council to incorporate procedures for managing media
interest in the event of a major incident.
Recommendations
Law & Order
12.48. Improved Deterrence. Encourage more local police presence on the streets of Liphook to
help to deter crime and anti-social behaviour in certain areas of the village at times when,
judging from statistical patterns, such crimes are likely to occur.
12.49. Self-Support. Encourage more local participation in neighbourhood watch schemes that
work closely with the police to minimize anti-social behaviour and improving public safety.
12.50. Youth Facilities. Consideration should be given to the provision of a permanent
community club house or drop in centre.
12.51. Speed Checks. Install a fully equipped and trained volunteer ‘speed watch’ team to deter
motorists from speeding through the village.
12.52. Traffic Wardens. Consider the introduction of traffic wardens to deter illegal and/or antisocial parking.
Fire & Rescue
12.53. Fire Station. Ensure the retention of the Liphook Fire Station and encourage the
recruitment of more trained volunteers who are then able to respond to any emergency
within, on average, 8 minutes.
12.54. False Alarms. Ensure greater awareness of the increase in false alarms and encourage the
public to help reduce this disturbing trend.
12.55. Minimize Risk. To minimize the risk of fire the community would like to see:




Increased awareness of the free fire risk assessment available to the vulnerable.
That rubbish, including abandoned cars, is not allowed to accumulate.
The public reporting all heath and grass fire to the authorities.

Accident & Emergency
12.56. Overnight Discharges. Consideration should be given, possibly by Liphook Voluntary Care,
to the provision of transport for patients who, for whatever reason, are discharged during
the night and need to return home.
Flooding
12.57. Significant Flood Risks. Investigate areas of significant risks of surface water flooding to:


Numbers 99 & 101 Midhurst Road from the combined drainage system and ensure
that measures are put in place to prevent such health hazards happening again.

 Numbers 1 and 2 Tunbridge Lane Replace to prevent future flooding
12.58. Drainage Survey. Conduct a study into the sewage system in Liphook, particularly the old
combined drainage system, to ensure that it can adequately cope with the existing
housing level and the planned additional 800+ houses, especially during periods of
torrential rain.
12.59. Network Rail Flooding. Conduct further research into the village storm drains running
between the rails to the lake by the Links Tavern to ensure that no further blockages are
likely to reoccur.
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Emergency Planning
12.60. Contingency Planning. Take steps to maintain and enhance EHDC’s community supported
contingency plan and develop a contingency plan for the temporary replacement of
community facilities and functions following a disaster.
12.61. Media. Bramshott & Liphook Parish Council should incorporate procedures for managing
media interest in the event of a major incident.
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ENVIRONMENT (V2.4)
Introduction
13.1. Research. Research into environmental issues was based on previous and recent public
surveys, and the findings were reviewed by a working group of volunteers familiar with the
Parish area. This group met on four occasions to share views, discuss the key issues which
emerged and shape a plan for the future.
Countryside & Amenities
13.2. Location. The Parish of Bramshott and Liphook is in the east of the County, near the
boundaries with Surrey and West Sussex. It is a comparatively large parish and about a third
is within the South Downs National Park. The parish includes significant areas of
undeveloped common land and heaths – namely parts of Woolmer Forest, Weavers Down,
Bramshott Common (some of which is Ministry of Defence firing ranges or dry training areas
and accordingly subject to byelaws), Passfield Common and Conford, and Ludshott Common.
Within this fabric are the large village of Liphook and the hamlets of Bramshott, Passfield,
Conford, Bramshott Chase, Griggs Green, Hewshott and Hammer Bottom. The River Wey
flows through the parish. The dual carriageway A3 bypasses Liphook (the former coaching
road The Portsmouth Road now downgraded) and takes east-west traffic from/to London
and Portsmouth and the UK motorways. The British Rail mainline from Waterloo to
Portsmouth has the semi-fast station at Liphook. Overall the parish is rural in character.
13.3. Statutory Protections. There are the statutory protections to the rural and historic property
in the Parish:
13.3.1

The South Downs National Park (SDNP). The SDNP is 638 square miles and
extends from Winchester to Eastbourne, and is one of the fifteen British National
Parks. A National Park is - along with Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty - the
highest statutory protection given to British countryside and scenic beauty. The
SDNP is administered by the South Downs National Park Authority which was
established in 2010 and became fully functioning as the planning authority in
April 2011. The Environment Act 1995 provides two statutory purposes for the
National Park:


To conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of
the area, and



To promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the Park’s
special qualities by the public. National policy for the management of the Park
is given by the Government’s English National Parks and the Broads Vision
and Circular 2010.

13.3.2.

Parish within the Park. About one third of the Parish is within the National Park.
Of particular interest and value for the Parish are the scenic views of Weavers
Down and beyond from the Portsmouth Road/Longmoor Road in Liphook
together with the undeveloped rural character of that part of the Parish.

13.3.3.

Special Qualities. The Park Authority has set out the Special Qualities of the SDNP
that underpin the work of the Authority, and these and more about the National
Park can be seen on its website www.southdowns.gov.uk. Liphook is considered
to be the Gateway to the National Park in this part of Hampshire.
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13.3.4.

Conservation Areas and Other Statutory Protections. The Parish has two
Conservation Areas, the River Wey and Liphook village centre. Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs) are Woolmer Forest, Weavers Down, Passfield Common
and Conford, Ludshott Common and Bramshott Common and these carry
additional EU status as Special Protection Areas or Special Areas of Conservation
with external zones of protection. Many other places in the Parish are Scheduled
Ancient Monuments, Listed Buildings and Areas of Archaeological interest;
together with a large number of trees the subject of Tree Preservation Orders
and many Sites of Important Nature Conservation (SINCs). All these important
protections need compliance. They are mapped on the EHDC website Planning
Services’ map of planning information

Countryside and Rural Amenity
13.4. Village and Hamlets. With the large village of Liphook and rural hamlets the Parish has an
overall population of 8,500 and, due to the undulating Wealden country and patchwork of
woodland, heaths, hedgerows and mature field boundaries, and rural lanes, any dominating
sprawl of residential development has been avoided; important rural gaps have been
retained with the surrounding commons (SSSIs) providing tranquillity, scenic views and high
quality opportunities for walking. Due to the BR station and other good road links Liphook
owes its growth since the last War to its convenience for modern commuting. The dual
carriageway A3 bypass, built in 1991, also disallows any notion that the Parish is a forgotten
backwater. Residents however greatly value the pleasant countryside and rural charm and
wish to retain this character of the Parish.
13.5. The River Wey Valley. An important natural feature is the River
Wey. It flows through the Parish east to west and is accessible
at many points including at Radford Park – a nature-park owned
and maintained by Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council. The
valley bottom of the river is a Conservation Area, from Hammer
to Lindford.
13.6. Rural Environment and Research Findings. It is overall rural River Wey
environment and character that most pleases all consultees.
The Parish Survey of 2008 found that a large proportion of respondents reported “beautiful
surroundings” as one of the most important attributes for living here. Scoring high on the
“Things I love about the parish” (each respondent was asked to note three) were “peace and
quiet”, “access to the countryside and open spaces”, “country walks” and “Radford Park.”
13.7. Scenic Views. Of noted importance in relation to the National Park are the views to the west
of Weavers Down and beyond from the several places in the parish but notably from the
Portsmouth Road and Longmoor Road at Liphook. This important feature is noted in EHDC’s
Landscape Capacity Study (June 2013) “... views to the west from Portsmouth Road and
Longmoor Road are a local feature.”
13.8. Conservation and Environmental Protection. It is clear that a number of both fundamental
and detailed aspects of the natural environment of the Parish deserve to be noted and
continue to be protected from damage or inappropriate or illegal development during the
period of this Plan and beyond; these are:
13.8.1.

The rural and historic character and scenic beauty of the SDNP;

13.8.2.

The overall character and the detail of the Conservation Areas;
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13.8.3.

Rigorous protection of the several Sites of Special Scientific Interest, together
with the additional protections of Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of
Conservation plus their larger zones of protection;

Bramshott & Liphook Environmental Designations

13.8.4.

Listed Buildings, Scheduled Ancient Monuments, trees the subject of Tree
Preservation Orders and Sites of Important Nature Conservation – all to be
protected from inappropriate attention or damage (i.e. without careful prior
planning permission);

13.8.5.

Public rights of way, footpaths and bridleways, including of course The
Shipwrights Way (Section 5: Liphook to Liss) to be retained, both in their physical
utility, and in their character and ambience for the enjoyment of users. The two
current local leaflets ‘Exploring Bramshott and Liphook’ should be maintained.
Any obstruction to a public right of way should be reported promptly to the
highway authority in order that corrective action may be taken. A map of the
public rights of way within the parish is shown overleaf;

13.8.6.

Public access to existing common land for responsible recreational enjoyment to
be continued including the Ontario area south of Bramshott Chase (which is
owned by the Ministry of Defence); and

13.8.7.

Noted also in other Sections of this Parish Plan is the wish to protect our often
narrow rural lanes and verges, which are generally of very ancient origin, from
damage by vehicles or drivers unsuited to these lanes: namely “Quiet Lane”
status (to prevent this sort of abuse) should be examined and implemented
where appropriate.
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Bramshott & Liphook Rights of Way

Continued Attention
13.9. Other Concerns. During research a number of particular suggestions or points came forward
and merit recording in this section as follows:
13.9.1.

Litter including by dog faeces was a subject which featured noticeably in
respondents replies; the parish overall should continue to give attention to
prevention and awareness/education against this nuisance. In the meantime and
generally the regular litter-picks by the Liphook-in-Bloom team should be
congratulated.

13.9.2.

The aim and objectives of the River Wey Trust, which is based locally, should
continue to be supported. The Trust takes forward much maintenance and small
improvements of this important natural feature. Regular work-days are organised
and new members are made welcome.

13.9.3.

The objectives and work of Liphook-in-Bloom and the Bramshott Lanes Project
should continue to be supported; with fresh volunteers encouraged to join the
respective teams in the enjoyable work programmes.

13.9.4.

Radford Park is a valuable resource and may have
scope for additional use and enjoyment. The Parish
Council should be supported in its management of
the property for optimal
use for recreation and
education including of
course disabled access, Entrance to the Park
all-weather utility and protection of the historic water
management features.
Foot Bridge
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13.9.5.

Traffic noise from the A3 dual carriageway arose in respondent replies as a
disappointing aspect for some parts of the parish: see Conclusion below.

13.9.6.

Rush hour traffic congestion also featured as a disappointing environmental
feature and remedial attention may be taken in the way recommended below.

Conclusions
13.10. Countryside Protection and Access. It is concluded that a working group of like-minded
people be formed with the aim of assisting the regular authority (often the Planning
Authority or Highway Authority) to police the statutory protection of the Parish’s historic
and ecologically valuable property, and the Parish’s public rights of way; assist with overall
public understanding of these matters and optimise public use and enjoyment including of
common land.
13.11. Litter. Review and establish a Parish-wide “litter management plan” and a standing working
group to continue to tackle the issue.
13.12. Quiet Lanes. Introduce Quiet Lanes status where appropriate throughout the hamlets and
south of Liphook.
13.13. A3 Noise Reduction. Support EHDC/HCC Highways to implement noise reduction in favour
of nearby housing.
13.14. South Downs National Park. Support the aims and objectives of the National Park Authority
and promote Liphook’s position as the Gateway to the Park in this part of the County.
13.15. Traffic Congestion. Seek to reduce rush hour traffic congestion.
13.16. Radford Park. Continue to assist the Parish Council to optimise the advantages and the long
term wellbeing of Radford Park.
13.17. Disabled Access. There is a need to document points of suitable access to the countryside
for the elderly and disabled to encourage greater use.
Recommendations
13.18. Countryside Management. A working group of like-minded people should be formed with
the aim of assisting the regular authority (often the Planning Authority or Highway
Authority) to police the statutory protection of the Parish’s historic and ecologically
valuable property, and the Parish’s public rights of way; assist with overall public
understanding of these matters and optimise public use and enjoyment including of
common land.
13.19. Litter. Review and establish a Parish-wide “litter management plan” and a standing
working group to continue to tackle the issue.
13.20. Quiet Lanes. Introduce Quiet Lanes status where appropriate throughout the hamlets and
south of Liphook.
13.21. Noise Reduction. Support EHDC/HCC Highways to implement noise reduction in favour
of nearby housing.
13.22. South Downs National Park. Support the aims and objectives of the National Park
Authority and promote Liphook’s position as the Gateway to the Park in this part of the
County
13.23. Traffic Congestion. Seek to reduce rush hour traffic congestion.
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13.24. Radford Park. Continue to assist the Parish Council to optimise the advantages and the
long term wellbeing of Radford Park.
13.25. Disabled Access. Take steps to document points of suitable access to the countryside for
the elderly and disabled to encourage greater use.
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HAMLETS SURROUNDING LIPHOOK (V2.5)
Introduction
14.1. The Hamlets. There are six hamlets: Bramshott, Passfield/Passfield Common, Conford,
Griggs Green, Hammer Vale and Hewshott and Bramshott Chase. Each has its own unique
character and will be described in detail in the Annex D.

Forming the Plan
14.2. Involvement. The residents recognised that community led planning is a great opportunity
for them to shape their future. Therefore representatives from each hamlet formed a
working group to ensure that their views were included in the planning activities, and that
their unique needs were recognised.
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14.3. Research. The residents banded together at a meeting in
Conford to express their views on the communities’ needs.
They were well briefed on the benefits of Community Led
Plans and openly expressed their views on the advantages
and disadvantages of living in idyllic rural surroundings. The
content of this section is based upon their views garnered
at focus group meetings and at various local events which
took place in the Hamlets. The final report has been read
and endorsed by the residents.

Hamlets' first public meeting

14.4. Primary Concerns. Residents of the Hamlets are primarily concerned about preserving and
enhancing the treasures that they enjoy in the Hamlets and share with the wider community
of the Parish.
Preservation
14.5. Awareness. It is important that the Parish Council, residents and local businesses remain
alert to the concerns outlined below and try to minimise future adverse effects when
considering change. The Hamlets would like to preserve their rural, unspoilt nature and
tranquillity along with the backwater character of their unique surroundings:
14.5.1.

Open Spaces. They wish to retain a “gap” of open countryside within the
Hamlets, and between the Hamlets and Liphook.

14.5.2.

Views. They would like:

14.5.3.

14.5.4.



To retain the important public and private views from the Hamlets by
preventing the erection or alteration of buildings or structures or any change
to the landscape setting that would adversely affect these views.



To reduce the visual intrusion of overhead cables by promoting the use of
underground cabling.



To preserve the views of the night sky by ensuring that when street, site and
security lighting is installed or replaced, it is no brighter than needed for the
purpose and that it is directed only to the area(s) required, without causing
nuisance or pollution of the sky at night. This lighting should be energy
efficient.

Tranquillity. They would like traffic calming measures introduced that reduce:


Traffic noise on the A3 by resurfacing it with an appropriate material and/or
erecting a sound reduction barrier.



Accidents along the B3004 between Bordon and Liphook by erecting new
signage and the use of traffic speed reducing measures.

Hidden nature of settlements. They would like to protect areas of a more hidden
nature from development that would make them more prominent in the wider
landscape. This involves preserving the relatively
small size of fields, woodland, trees and thick high
hedgerows that contribute to the 'hidden' character
of these areas as well as ensuring that buildings
remain sympathetic in design to the area and are not
prominent in the wider landscape.
Tree lined sunken lanes
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14.5.5.

14.5.6.

Flora & Fauna. To ensure that:


Conford retains its protected SSSI status by working with the National Trust.



The River Wey remains protected by supporting the Wey Preservation
Society's efforts.



Footpaths, bridleways and byway open to all traffic (BOATs), 90 in total
extending for 50 miles, need to be walked and reported on for maintenance
and irregular gates, barriers etc., for action by the landowner and Councils.



Bramshott toads remain protected during migration by continuing to support
the efforts of locals.



The traditional landscape is protected, using tree and hedge preservation
orders where necessary.

Fly tipping & litter. The communities would like action taken by the police and
EHDC to:


Address the regular fly tipping that takes place all along the main road from
Liphook to Passfield.



Address the issues of litter accumulated behind Passfield industrial estate;
and



Continue to support community litter picks organised and carried out by
locals in Passfield, Conford and Bramshott.

14.5.7.

Dog mess. The communities would like steps taken to remind dog owners of their
social responsibility to clean up after their pets. There are suitable posters
available from Keep Britain Tidy that could be used.

14.5.8.

Preserving the backwater character. The residents believe that:

14.5.9.



Out of character developments are progressively eroding the hamlet feel.
The tendency to build upwards by allowing third floors to new buildings,
thereby conserving ground floor space needs to be carefully controlled. The
residents would welcome an opportunity to influence planning of any new
developments to ensure that local needs and support are considered,
particularly with regard to size, positioning and design.



Consideration should be given to affordable housing provided it met the
criteria outlined in EHDC Joint Core Strategy for affordable housing in rural
communities (CP12).



All extensions or changes to existing properties should be kept within the
existing character of the Hamlets. This attention to detail should apply
equally to sheds, shelters for pony paddocks, individual wind turbines, fencing
etc.

Rural Lanes. The communities would like:


To reduce the damage caused to rural lanes by destructive traffic. This is
particularly noticeable in Conford where turning lost heavy goods and refuge
collection vehicles cause damage to tracks and verges.



Unnecessary traffic deterred from taking short-cuts through the Hamlets
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The sunken lanes in Bramshott preserved.
Planners should be alert to concerns about the
erosion of the sunken lanes when considering
planning applications. New and alterations to
existing buildings should not extend beyond
original building lines; and existing hedgerows
should, wherever possible, be retained.

Rectory Lane



Reduce speed signs erected where possible, and all traffic calming measures
to be in-keeping with the lanes. This should include reducing and rationalising
signs and street clutter along the lanes



To oppose any development that will cause destruction to rural lanes.



To prevent changes to the nature of existing tracks through the use of, say,
tarmac.

14.5.10.

Access to the countryside. They would also like to encourage better
management of National Trust land through, perhaps, a scheme involving local
schools learning husbandry or allowing locals to manage areas.

14.5.11.

Parish Councils from Hamlets. Consider ways to investigate forming extra Parish
Councils for Hamlets; some examples are Beech and Stroud, and recently Sheet.
This will give some control over expenditure and better access to Councils;
however this would involve forming policies and carrying them out.

Enhancing Community Spirit
14.6. Demographic. They would like to ensure that young and old can stay in the community
through the provision of affordable housing.
14.7. Conford. The community would like to:
14.7.1.

Preserve the village hall/green by supporting the local committee in keeping it
used, financially sustained and busy with community events.

14.7.2.

Bring the communication networks up to date with a community
website/newsletter.

14.7.3.

Set up a produce exchange for local people to swap their home grown food.

14.8. Bramshott. The residents wish to:
14.8.1.

Ensure that the community newsletter/group continues.

14.8.2.

Continue to support community organised events and groups e.g. Royal Wedding
street party, community litter pick, Mother and baby group, pop-up pub nights.

14.8.3.

Support efforts to keep the church and its notice board maintained.

14.8.4.

Look into helping Bramshott find some kind of
community space - suggestions include recovering
the common back from the Ministry Of Defence, a
community pub, a playing field and/or sports
grounds.
Church Lane
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14.9. Passfield. The community would like to:
14.9.1.

Continue to support community organised events e.g. Passfield annual picnic,
community litter pick.

14.9.2.

Ensure that the Passfield Stores and its notice board are retained, including
seeking active ways to help this rural shop remain open.

14.9.3.

Support any future efforts to re-open a post office branch in the shop.

14.9.4.

Encourage more community use of the Passfield club.

14.9.5.

Initiate talks with the National Trust about maintaining the village green, so that
the community could start using it again.

14.10. Hewshott. Although residents unsuccessfully opposed the development of Bramshott Place
they are still keen to:
4.10.1.

Retain the rural character of the area.

4.10.2.

Ensure that the agreed ‘no right turn policy’ adopted for traffic exiting Bramshott
Place is adhered to. This is particularly important as Hewshott Lane is in part
single track and unsuitable for any increase in traffic.

4.10.3.

Some horse riders from Sandy Farm stables using the lane. Sandy Farm is run as
commercial livery stables, with the horses constantly using the stretch of road
between their stables and newly created bridleway further down Hewshott Lane.
They use this route to exercise the horses on the MOD Common north of Stone
Quarry House and Mount Pleasant.

4.10.4.

Have the lane classified a ‘Quiet Lane’ with the speed limit lowered to prevent
accidents on some of the blind bends.

4.10.5.

Prevent articulated vehicles from using the lane as a shortcut to Haslemere as it
is totally unsuitable for such traffic for the reasons given above.

4.10.6.

Have the existing drainage system in the lane improved as during heavy rainfall it
regularly floods opposite Hewshott Grove.

4.10.7.

Have the many large potholes repaired.

4.11. Hammer Vale. The residents’ have similar wishes as those of Hewshott. However they have
a wider lane with greater visibility and, as a consequence, suffer fewer accidents. Unlike
Hewshott they are able to provide a minibus service for taking children to school although
as with other hamlets the car is the primary form of transport. There is a limited public bus
service in Hammer Vale running from Sandy Lane over the railway bridge in Hammer and on
to Lynchmere.
4.12. Bramshott Chase.
4.13. Griggs Green.
Enhancements
14.14. Implementations. The residents have also identified a number of measures that would
improve their quality of life. The Parish Council, residents and local businesses should seek
opportunities to implement the measures outlined below:
14.14.1.

Improve Relations. The community would like to:


Consider ways in which the lines of communication between residents of
Conford and Passfield and National Trust can be improved, including public
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meetings, invitations to talk, and projects to get locals involved in land
maintenance. Also consider housing a Trust warden within one of these
hamlets.


Consider ways to improve relations between residents of Griggs Green and
Old Thorns.

14.14.2.

Broadband speed. Seek faster broadband speed, particularly for the benefit of
home working and small, local businesses. The Parish Council should set up a
working party to improve broadband speeds throughout the parish. They should
initially conduct a survey to understand current speeds and get a measure of local
interest in faster speeds.

14.14.3.

Community Shop. Bramshott and Conford are seeking support in setting up a
community owned shop selling local produce (mobile or limited opening in
hall/church).

14.14.4.

Cycle lanes. Implement a cycle lane from Conford/Passfield/Bramshott to
Liphook. Cyclists, especially those with children cycling, consider the main road
into Liphook too dangerous to cycle.

14.14.5.

Buses. Schedule local buses that transport young people to/from college &
school to fit better with the needs of these commuting young people.

14.14.6.

Lift shares. Support the setting up of a local lift sharing schemes within the
community. Especially for school runs.

14.14.7.

Walking. Implement a properly constructed footpath along B3004 from Liphook
to Passfield Stores – the nearest shop for residents of Conford. It is currently
impossible to push a pram or pushchair along this muddy track.

Resolve Current Problems
14.15. Traffic.
14.15.1.

Consider the impact of traffic entering Conford from businesses such as Wensage
(current business) when permitting business usage of sites.

14.15.2.

Reduce speed limit in Conford (currently de-restricted) – Pedestrians, cyclists and
horse riders feel unsafe travelling up and down the Conford road, particularly
near the two blind spots (one corner, one bend). As there are no pavements
pedestrians walking between the village hall, post box and telephone box are
particularly at risk. It is strangers to the Hamlet who come through at speed as
they are misled by the de-restricted rating of the lane.

14.15.3.

Stop large lost lorries coming into Conford by modifying existing signage to
include 'not suitable for HGVs', indication that this is not the turning to Passfield
Industrial Estate and clearer marking of no through road and ford. Large vehicles
often get lost, and cause difficulties and damage when they reverse out of this
single track lane. Because there is no turning place in the hamlet, they are often
forced to reverse out onto the main road or try to turn at the village hall where
they frequently cause damage.

14.15.4.

Prevent location of Knight’s lorry park (like Wendage) in Conford, which is not in
keeping with the community, damage the road and leave dangerous diesel
deposits.
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14.15.5.

Reduce speeding through Griggs Green, especially by the bridge on the bend of
Longmoor Road, where cats, badgers, deer and people are frequently at risk.

14.15.6.

The community would like the Ordnance Survey database used by Satnav systems
modified in order to prevent unnecessary traffic
being diverted through Bramshott from A3 to
Passfield. Additionally, a traffic survey should be
conducted to understand where HGV and other
vehicles are travelling to and from so that other
methods of reducing this traffic can be identified.

14.15.7.

Preserve the 'quiet lane' status of Tunbridge Lane
in Bramshott

Bramshott to Passfield & Conford

14.16. Flooding. Resolve flooding problems in Bramshott.
Conclusions
14.17. Conservation. It is concluded that the parishioners would like to:
14.17.1.

Retain the unspoilt, rural nature of their environment by retaining gaps between
settlements, retaining open space between buildings by the use of third storey
construction if necessary, maintaining the picturesque views whilst retaining the
hidden, tranquil and secluded nature of their close-knit communities.

14.17.2.

Provide more affordable housing for the younger generation through extensions
and/or conversions of existing properties.

14.17.3.

Reduce the speed and encroachment of vehicles in hamlets, particularly HGVs
that damage sunken lanes and historical hedgerows.

14.17.4.

Maintain village halls and greens and provide playing or sports fields for the
benefit of their children and future generations.

14.17.5.

Retain the Passfield Store and make more use of the Social Club as a community
facility.

14.18. Enhancements. The parishioners would like to enhance rural life by:
14.18.1.

Improvements in public transport links with surrounding communities.

14.18.2.

Having access to faster and more reliable broadband.

14.18.3.

More rural lanes being classified as ‘Quiet Lanes’ with strictly enforced speed
limits.

14.18.4.

Existing drainage being replaced where flooding regularly occurs and, thereby,
reducing the number of potholes that require filling on a regular basis.

14.18.5.

Maintaining and where needed enhancing Public Rights of Ways and Permissible
ROWs throughout the Hamlets.

14.18.6.

Construct a footpath along B3004 from Liphook to Passfield Stores – the nearest
shop for residents of Conford.
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Recommendations
14.19. Conservation. Retain the unspoilt, rural nature of their environment by retaining gaps
between settlements, retaining open space between buildings by the use of third storey
construction if necessary.
14.20. Affordable Housing. Provide more affordable housing for the younger generation through
extensions and/or conversions of existing properties in accordance with the rural
exception policy.
14.21. Village Green. Maintain village halls and greens and provide playing or sports fields for
the benefit of their children and future generations.
14.22. Facilities. Retain the Passfield Store and make more use of the Social Club as a community
facility.
14.23. Transport. Improvements public transport links with surrounding communities.
14.24. Communications. Provide access to faster and more reliable broadband.
14.25. Quiet Lanes. Reclassify rural lanes as ‘Quiet Lanes’ with strictly enforced speed limits
thereby preventing the encroachment of vehicles into hamlets, particularly HGVs that
damage sunken lanes and historical hedgerows.
14.26. Drainage System. Replace existing drainage where flooding regularly occurs and repair
potholes on a regular basis.
14.27. Rights of Way. Maintain and where needed enhance Public Rights of Ways and
Permissible ROWs throughout the Hamlets.
14.28. New Footpath. Construct a footpath along B3004 from Liphook to Passfield Stores.
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT (V2.6)
Background
15.1. Research. This planning report has been prepared from several sources including the:


Bramshott and Liphook Village Appraisal carried out in 1980 when there were only some
2,400 households in the Parish. This resulted in a 33.3 % response.



Village Design Statement, which commenced with an initial public meeting from which
40 people formed a study group and individuals researched various designated topics
within the parish,



Parish Survey of 2008 when 3,900 surveys were distributed, resulting in a 40.4% response



Local Plan: Second Review which although is now out of date, some policies have been
retained and are relevant to this document.



East Hants District Council (EHDC) & South Downs National Park (SDNP) Joint Core
Strategy (JCS) which, once formally approved, will take over from the current Local Plan.



The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) set out the government’s latest planning
policies for England. Since its publication in March 2012 there have been discussions in
small local groups, working parties, residents’ views from Talkback (the local website),
and responses to recent large-scale planning applications have also been taken into
account.

15.2. Comments from Residents. Some of the comments on what residents loved about Liphook
from the 2008 Survey included:


Environment – including beautiful surroundings/area; access to the countryside and
open spaces; peace and quiet; low crime rate.



Location in relation to other areas – convenient proximity to the coast/
London/airports/SDNP; to large towns.



Access to other areas – mainline station; good road links; access to local amenities.



Community – the strong community spirit; village atmosphere; relatives/family living
locally; blend of town and country.



Community activities – Liphook in Bloom; sports, social and support groups and clubs;
carnival; LIBDA bike ride.



Support services – good location for most amenities and services including doctors,
dentists, vets; parking is free; good schools; range of shops for everyday requirements.



Rate of growth - In general Liphook residents are not against growth, but are concerned
that the Parish is growing too rapidly without the infrastructure (road network,
employment, drainage and sewage, schools, doctors, dentists etc.) to support the
increase in population.

15.3. Quality of Life. Despite the growth in population it is clear that community should strive to
maintain the quality of life in terms of the environment and community activities.
Objective
15.4. Aim. The aim of this report is to maintain and enhance the quality of the built environment
for current and future residents
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Sustainability
15.5. Settlement. Liphook has been identified as one of the most sustainable settlements in the
district with all the key services and facilities. It has a range of shops including a large
supermarket as well as access to medical facilities, the mainline railway station and the A3
provides access to London, Guildford and Portsmouth. There are infant, junior and
secondary schools in Liphook. Liphook is identified as a district service centre.
15.6. Joint Core Strategy (JCS) This has been prepared by East Hampshire District Council (EHDC)
in conjunction with the South Downs National Park Authority (SDNPA). The strategy sets out
by settlements, both inside and outside the SDNP the housing land supply, environmental,
retailing, transport, employment and community facility expectations up until 2028. In the
initial draft JCS it was acknowledged that: “A total of around 600 homes, is a substantial
amount of housing for a village the size of Liphook” but the Government Inspector rejected
the original JCS and now Liphook is expected to absorb a further minimum 175 new houses
in addition to those already approved. However the issue is that ‘minimum’ could be
interpreted as many more. This would not be sustainable development and so additional
wording to reflect this is being proposed for the final JCS. EHDC have issued an Interim
Housing Policy while awaiting the final decision on the JCS.
15.7. Planning Consent. Planning consent has been given for 367 houses which have yet to be
built (128 at Silent Garden, 155 at Lowsley Farm, 22 along the railway line and 62 at the
former Ordnance Support Unit (OSU) site now named Maple Court). Since the revised JCS
was issued, Liphook has been inundated with numerous development proposals both inside
and outside of the SDNP. To date these are 200 on Bohunt Frontage Land and 175 along
Longmoor Road (both in the SDNP and on previously excluded Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) sites due to impact on the landscape); a further 175 at
Lowsley Farm, 110 at Chiltley Farm, and 40 at Headley Road (a total of 700 additional
houses). A proposal for a further 40 properties at Bramshott Place was recently refused as
being outside the settlement policy boundary and in open countryside.
15.8. Neighbourhood Plans. The Localism Act of November 2012 set out devolved powers to
councils and neighbourhoods and to give local communities more control over housing and
planning decisions. The Act introduced a new right for communities to draw up a
‘neighbourhood development and growth plan’. A Neighbourhood Plan, once approved,
would form part of the statutory development plan. However Neighbourhood Plans
recommend where development should go and are not intended to prevent development.
Only a small proportion of the anticipated costs of producing a Neighbourhood Plan are
available in the form of grants. In addition to financial costs a Neighbourhood Plan will be
dependent upon a high degree of volunteer input. Projected timescales for producing a
Neighbourhood Plan vary from 18 months to over 2 years.
Liphook Village
15.9. Although Liphook is essentially a commuter village with mainly only light industry or office
based businesses, it is the first settlement in Hampshire reached from London via the A3
which provides easy access to SDNP especially since the opening of the Hindhead Tunnel.
Liphook is considered as one of the main gateways, offering significant potential for tourism
and leisure activities, particularly for local accommodation and cycling and walking pursuits.
The heart of the village is the conservation area of The Square, this being the ‘hub’ of the
community where the London Road, Headley Road, Longmoor Road, Portsmouth Road,
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Haslemere Road and Midhurst Road meet. Development has occurred in classic ‘ribbon’
form along these roads, with later infill between these ribbons.
London Road
15.10. London Road. This is the main entrance to Liphook from the A3 trunk road southbound.
Hewshott Lane to the left leads to the small hamlets of Hewshott and Hammer Vale and also
the entrance to the Bramshott Place retirement village. The London Road consists of mixed
development primarily detached houses and bungalows of individual design, set well back
from the road. The road has a much naturalised appearance, crossing the River Wey with
Radford Park and its water meadows to the left; it is bordered by a generally unmanaged
line of mature trees and hedgerow. As the field to the west is adjacent to the River Wey
Conservation Area and is also within a Site of Nature Conservation Interest (SINC), it should
remain as open space to complement Radford Park, assist with flood alleviation and maintain
the landscape and character of the area.
15.11. Recreation Ground. This gated ground, which is well screened from the road, contains the
village football field, tennis courts and bowling green together with two children’s play areas
and a small nursery. It is in close proximity to the Library (formerly the Girls School from
1872 to 1973) and little Recreation Ground, both lying within the conservation area.
The Square
15.12. Historic Centre. The Square is the medieval heart of Liphook and was originally developed
as an important coaching stop on the London to Portsmouth route with the Royal Anchor
(1700) as the key focal point. The Royal Anchor is a Grade
II listed building. As a former coaching inn with a Jacobean
door (a present from Queen Victoria), it served Admiral
Lord Nelson on his way to Trafalgar. Many other buildings
in the Square are also Grade II listed and are registered
with Hampshire County Council’s record of Archaeology
and Historic Buildings Record (AHBR). They include Ship
The historic centre of Liphook
House (1800), Tap House (1500), Green Dragon (1700), No.
10 (1500), No. 12 (1500), 14a (1750) the site of a post
medieval smithy and Oak Cottage. Due to the Square being
the meeting point of six roads there are continuing and
increasing traffic congestion problems particularly during
school term times and rush hour. This is exacerbated by
Sainsbury’s delivery lorries and vehicles accessing the Anchor
Garage. The converging roads also pose a danger to
A3 Sport - site of the smithy
pedestrians as the tendency is to cross at the most
convenient point rather than use designated crossing sites. The majority of buildings in the
Square are two-storey of varying heights.
15.13. Rear of the Square. In recent years there has been a small development of houses at
Childerstone Close off London Road and within the conservation area. A development of 9
houses to the rear of 14 London Road is nearing completion. Residents have continually
expressed concern over the pressure of traffic through the
Square. This has been an overriding valid objection to every
planning application submitted in recent years. There is a
lack of easily accessed customer parking for the retail units
which affects their economic viability, although a large area
of land exists to the rear of the Square between the London Old HSBC car park
Road and Haslemere Road which could potentially be used for parking.
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Haslemere Road
15.14. The conservation area extends to the start of the Haslemere Road which runs east from the
Square. The road here is narrow and the pavements equally narrow. Nos. 3, 5 and 7
Haslemere Road are Grade II listed former estate cottages built for Sir William Erle in 1825;
No. 9 (1700) is also Grade II listed. The road widens slightly as it reaches the pleasant open
space fronting Chiltlee Manor estate. Access to private parking for the rear of the retail units
lie opposite Chiltlee Manor, together with a small public car
park. The large office block owned by Allianz has its own
parking area, but overspill is also adding to pressure for
additional parking. Housing along the Haslemere Road is a
good mix of properties including small bungalows, a small
group of flats, the large open estate of Malthouse Meadows
Access from Haslemere Road
and the more modern estate of Manor Fields. Individual
developments of good sized family homes lead off from Haslemere Road; several roads on
the north side have easy access to footpaths leading on to Radford Park. The main railway
line runs to the South side of the road. There has been little new development along the
Haslemere Road apart from an application for travellers’ dwellings along Devil’s Lane which
crosses the railway line and eventually leads to the Midhurst Road.
Midhurst Road
15.15. East Side. This area contains some of the most recent developments which have had a
significant impact on the character of Liphook. The large Sainsbury’s supermarket is one of
the factors resulting in Liphook becoming a sustainable settlement. The only other form of
competition for Sainsbury’s is the smaller Co-operative supermarket in the Headley Road.
15.16. Canada Way Housing. The Millennium Hall and Village Green provides a well-used
community building and a pleasant open space. The housing
development of Canada Way is in contrast to much of the
existing buildings in Liphook in that the housing bordering the
Millennium Green is threestorey and would dominate
the landscape if not for the Huron Drive
fact that they border the open expanse of the Green and are
set back from the road. There are key points to this
development which should be regarded as good practice for
future developments.
Montreal Walk
15.17. West Side. In contrast the housing estates on the west side and many of the buildings further
towards the railway station have several features which detract from providing a safe
environment and a pleasant area to dwell. The buildings have been placed close to the
roadside with very little green landscaping to enable them to blend with the surroundings
and soften the hard lines of the brickwork. Collection sites to the rear for refuse bins have
opened the opportunity for vandalism. The gardens, where provided, are extremely small
in relation to the size of the property, have no privacy and very little security. The
combination of lack of green space and parking close to the rear entrances of the properties
has resulted in children often playing around the cars raising concerns for safety together
with increased noise and pollution levels.
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15.18. Former OSU Site, now Maple Court. Planning permission has been granted for housing
development on part of the former OSU site which lies to the South of the Millennium Green
and borders the mainline railway. The site had been re-allocated as part residential use and
part employment. There is currently a proposal for a residential home for the elderly on the
employment area; this would enable development on the residential area to be completed.
15.19. Newtown. Housing to the rear of the Midhurst Road on the south side is built to a higher
density, cars are generally parked on the roadside causing some access problems and this is
exacerbated by expensive or lack of parking facilities for railway commuters. Station Road
and Newtown area contain a range of small shops which having parking facilities and are
more easily accessed than those in the Square. Two small industrial estates exist either side
of the Midhurst Road; Beaver Estate lies on the East Side and Bleaches Yard lies to the South
of Station Road, behind the shops. There has been one planning application to build a
number of houses on part of Bleaches Yard; to date this has been refused.
15.20. Railway Station Parking. It is noted that the Railway Station car park is only partially used
as many commuters find it expensive. As an alternative they tend to park free in the
surrounding streets or in the yards of empty properties. This is causing problems to residents
and local businesses particularly along Canada Way and is anticipated to get worse when the
remainder of the former OSU site is developed. Action needs to be taken to address this
issue either through the use of parking permits, yellow lines or encouraging South West Train
to reduce its parking charges.
15.21. Gunns Farm. This is one of three significant housing developments along the Midhurst Road,
separated from those mentioned above by the mainline railway. Gunns Farm is an ex-local
authority estate although many properties are now privately owned. This estate has a good
mix of property types including bungalows, maisonettes and semi-detached houses. The
roads around the estate are wide with adequate off-road as well as on-road parking. In
addition there are open green spaces within the development for quiet enjoyment by
residents, as well as a small number of allotments in a corner of the estate. The estate is
bordered by the SDNP, and an informal footpath leads on to the park alongside the railway
line.
15.22. Chiltley Way (Berg Estate), Chiltley Lane, Hollycombe Close and South Road. These
developments contain large, mature detached properties all of individual character and
highly distinctive architecture. The properties are all set well back from the roadside with
open front gardens and are well supplied with specimen trees both evergreen and
deciduous, together with wide grassed verges and key areas of well laid out soft landscaping.
These add to the character of the environment and are an important contribution to the
wide range of accommodation in the area. A proposal to develop Chiltley Farm to the rear
of the Berg estate must ensure that it retains the overall character of the area and does not
have a detrimental impact on it. The Midhurst Road narrows significantly into narrow
country lanes through pleasant wooded, countryside areas.
Portsmouth Road
15.23. Conservation Area. The conservation area extends along Portsmouth Road and includes the
listed buildings of Ship House (1800), Osborne House (circa 1730), the Rectory (now reverted
back to the original ‘Hailie’, which was built in 1912 by Arts and Crafts architect H.I. Triggs),
and ends at the old Post Office. There is a small modern development at The Larches then
the new Church Centre at The Firs. Outline planning consent exists for Silent Garden, a
housing estate of some 128 houses to be built at the rear of the Firs and which is the
boundary of the SDNP.
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15.24. Bohunt Manor Frontage Land. This land is now entirely in the SDNP and was bequeathed
by Sir Adrian and Lady Holman to the WWF. It was later sold in various parcels to a group of
investors, the majority of which are registered in the Virgin Islands and Liechtenstein. A
proposal for a Gospel Hall along Portsmouth Road was
refused planning permission, however outline planning
consent has been granted for football and cricket pitches,
a medical centre, allotments and barn for reason as being
for community benefit.
It is unfortunate that full
consideration was not given to the achievability of road
access as it appears that the majority of these are Site of proposed new roundabout at
dependent upon speculative housing. It is understood that junction of Portsmouth & Station Roads
an outline paper prepared in January 2010 indicated a proposal to build 250 houses on the
estate, the developers then proposed 175 houses; this has now increased to 200. This is a
highly contentious site, with a local action group opposed to housing development here.
15.25. The large petrol station and garage near the junction with Station Road was demolished to
make way for a block of flats, this complements a small development of apartments on the
opposite site of the junction of Station Road and Portsmouth Road. There are extensive
open views across the SDNP from The Firs and along to The Links, which many residents feel
should be preserved.
Longmoor Road
15.26. North Side. Most of the development has taken place on the north side of the Longmoor
Road and consists of a mix of small modern developments, including flats, bungalows, semidetached and detached properties. In addition there are a number of small industrial units
along the Longmoor Road. These appear not to have an adverse effect on the character of
the area.
15.27. Lowsley Farm. Planning consent has been granted at Lowsley Farm, a development of 155
houses at the northern end of Longmoor Road, with a Suitable Alternative Natural Green
Space (SANGS) to be maintained at the north side, bordering the A3 trunk road. A new road
layout, including a roundabout, is proposed to facilitate movement of traffic from this new
development and to reduce speed into Liphook. Liphook is a commuter village and residents
in this proposed development will need to rely heavily on vehicle use to access facilities in
Liphook itself and journeys along the A3 trunk road. Having reached this stage it is surprising
that the developer has now, by a public exhibition, declared his
revised plans to further extend the estate to a total of 330
houses and relocate the proposed (SANG) area. The intended
access to the enlarged estate will again be by a similar
roundabout. The position of a roundabout on a bend at the
bottom of an incline and its design being fit for purpose in
coping with the addition traffic and the safety aspects will again
Longmoor Road looking north
be challenged. Residents do not want a solution that will compromise on safety and will
again anticipate a public consultation on the required traffic measures along Longmoor
Road.
15.28. South Side. Development on the south side of the Longmoor Road consists mainly of Bohunt
School which now has academy status, and associated buildings and land. There is a small
modern housing estate between the Royal Anchor and Bohunt. The boundary of the SDNP
lies along part of the Longmoor Road; the remaining open fields provide visual amenity and
rural character and form a strategic gap between Liphook and Griggs Green.
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Headley Road.
15.29. Junction with the Square. The Village Hall and Social Club are close to the southern end of
Headley Road and its junction with the Square. Houses consist of a mix of small terraced
properties, semi-detached and detached houses. The Liphook Infant and Junior Schools are
accessed via The Avenue which leads to the Longmoor Road. There has been little significant
development along the Headley Road in recent years.
15.30. Apartments. Approval was granted in 2008 for the building of retirement accommodation
on the two corners of Tower Road and London Road. This involved the demolition of two
large houses making way for 27 sheltered apartments,
becoming Radford Court on one side and 2 x 1-bedroomed
and 6 x 2-bedroomed apartments on the other side,
Hannover Court. Radford Court went to appeal because the
original application was for a very large single block which the
inspector considered was not in keeping with the character
of the surrounding buildings, in addition to insufficient regard Zebra crossing on Headley Road 1
to high energy efficiency. The inspector also implied that there was a demand for more
sheltered accommodation in Liphook.
15.31. Elderly Accommodation. There is a wide range of accommodation for the elderly in
Liphook. Along the London Road there is Bramshott Place Village, Radford Court, Hanover
Court, and Candleford Gate, in addition to the large residential homes closer to the Square.
The proposal for a further residential home on the former OSU site suggests that many older
residents will be able to remain within the community resulting in the release of larger
homes to meet housing demand.
15.32. Smaller Developments. There has been a small development of 4 detached houses to the
north of 49-57 Tunbridge Crescent. Several large detached houses have also been built in
Tower Close over the last few years.
Bramshott
15.33. Old Settlement. Bramshott was the original parish settlement in medieval times and an
important staging post on the old London to Portsmouth coaching route. The village is
centred on the 13th century church of St Mary’s, with a mix of scattered properties including
Bramshott Manor and Ludshott Manor. There is a fairly modern development of family
homes in Limes Close; this includes a sympathetic conversion
of the old School House (once the Boys School). The only
paved areas for pedestrians are in Limes Close and a short
section on one side of the road only in Church Road. Access
through Bramshott consists mainly of sunken lanes of
ecological and historical value or narrow country lanes, all
Narrow lanes - Tunbridge Lane
with limited visibility. The River Wey Conservation Area lies to
the west of the village along Tunbridge Lane.
15.34. Parking. Bramshott receives many visitors from outside the area in the form of walkers and
cyclists accessing Bramshott Common, Waggoner’s Wells, Ludshott Common and National
Trust land. It is adjacent to the Wealden Heaths SPA to the north and east. The church of St
Mary’s is also well used both for regular church services and also for weddings and funerals.
The village has a bi-annual Open Gardens event and also attracts visitors to the War Graves
and cemetery attached to the church. Visitors have to park on the narrow roads restricting
the traffic flow through the village and also on the footpath in Church Road, making access
difficult and dangerous for pedestrians.
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15.35. Housing Association Properties. There are small number of existing properties in Church
Road which are managed by a local housing association.
Griggs Green
15.36. Griggs Green is one of the outlying hamlets and has easy access to the A3 trunk road. There
is a group of older properties around the Deer’s Hut public house and a small country road
leads to the large complex of Old Thorns Manor Hotel, Golf and Country Estate. A larger
settlement of housing exists on the old Longmoor Road as well some provision for
employment. There has been a small development of five houses within the last ten years.
Passfield & Passfield Common
15.37. Passfield lies to the north of the Parish. It is a small, rural community with a village shop.
Passfield has two separate industrial estates with access to main roads but with no public
transport. Residents rely on vehicles for access to shops, schools and employment.
Conford
15.38. Conford houses a small rural community and is accessed by a narrow, poorly maintained
road that leads only to National Trust and Army (MoD) land. It maintains a small village hall.
Bramshott Chase
15.39. Bramshott Chase, to the north of the parish, is split by the A3 and consists of a small group
of individual detached houses adjacent to designated open land and accessed from the A3
trunk road. The area is separate from other settlements in the parish and facilities have to
be accessed by vehicle.
Gaps between Settlements
15.40. In addition to preserving the individual and rural character of the hamlets within the Parish
which also lead to a strong sense of community, it is recommended that gaps are maintained
and no additional development is approved between the existing settlement boundaries of:







Bramshott and Liphook.
Conford and Liphook.
Griggs Green and Liphook.
Passfield and Conford.
Bramshott and Passfield.
Hammer Vale, Hewshott and Liphook.

Survey Findings
15.41. The following key conclusions are drawn from the residents’ responses to the 2008 Parish
Survey and also taken from recommendations in the JCS applicable to this parish. The
predominant response to the question of what residents loved about the environment in
which they live was:




The beautiful surroundings and area.
Access to the countryside and open spaces.
Peace and quiet.

A key challenge for achieving a sustainable community is that we have an ageing population
which has long term implications for health care needs, social service needs and a specific
housing mix. Many residents still hold the view that Liphook is essentially a ‘village’ and
want to retain that perception for existing and future residents.
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Village Design Statement
15.42. The Bramshott and Liphook Village Design Statement has made recommendations for
building materials and styles of architecture to be used, however there is no one style which
relates specifically to the parish. What is a significant feature of this area is that a wide range
of buildings still exist dating back to the 13th century. This range of buildings reflects sizes of
dwellings from tiny cottages to extensive manor houses, building styles and historical
importance, using a wide range of materials and designs. An emphasis on reducing our
carbon footprint and modern technology provide the parish with the opportunity for an
innovative approach to the future built environment.
Conclusions
15.43. Sustainability. Liphook at present is considered one of the most sustainable settlements in
the district and, as such, is expected under the JCS:


To provide 800 houses in the period up to 2028, and



To provide an additional 25 affordable houses.

There is doubt whether the settlement infrastructure would remain sustainable with any
additional housing over and above that required in the JCS. There are identified problems
with drainage around the Lowsley Farm development; traffic congestion around The Square
and The Avenue at peak times exacerbated by commuters driving from Haslemere and
further afield (which will also have additional housing requirements); surgeries with long
waiting times; and additional delivery lorries required by Sainsbury’s and the Co-operative
to meet the needs of both locals and residents in other settlements. To exert control over
where and how such developments take place the Parish would need a Neighbourhood Plan,
which could take 18 months to 2 years to produce.
15.44. London Road. Management plans should be produced for the protection of historical
features and appearance of the mature detached or semi-detached residences bordering
London Road.
15.45. The Square. There is a need to maintain and enhance the appearance of the historical
buildings, particularly on the eastern side of the Square where the single storey roof line
looks out of place. In addition, consideration should be given to the use of the land at the
rear of the eastern side (currently with multiple owners) to provide additional parking and
also the possibility of small scale affordable housing. Research into ways of reducing or
removing traffic through the Square should be carried out.
15.46. Haslemere Road. The narrow, often single track, Devil’s Lane off the Haslemere Road needs
to be protected by being classified as ‘Quiet Lanes’ as they are a feature of the parish and
essential to the character and landscape of rural life.
15.47. Midhurst Road. There is a need to ensure that future developments do not have a
detrimental impact on the character of the environment, all alterations and extensions to
buildings on the Berg Estate, Hollycombe Close and South Road should only be permitted if
they are designed to take account of the scale and character of the original building, its plot
size and setting. The roof line of any extension should respect the form of the original
building.
15.48. Portsmouth Road. Retain the important scenic views of high landscape quality across the
SDNP by rejecting the erection or alteration of buildings or structures or any change to the
landscape setting that would adversely affect these views. The landscape, character and
views of the SDNP should be for the enjoyment of residents and visitors to Liphook, and
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would contribute tourism and leisure within the parish. This means the exclusion of
development on Bohunt Manor Frontage Land.
15.49. Longmoor Road. To ensure that:


That the picturesque views, referred to above, across the SDNP are preserved.



That road, street and directional signs are erected only where absolutely necessary, are
as unobtrusive as possible and do not impede pedestrian flow.



When street, site and security lighting is installed or replaced, it is no brighter than
needed for the purpose and that it is directed only to the areas required, without causing
nuisance or pollution of the sky at night.



The level of parking for new housing should reflect the expected car ownership,
accessibility to facilities and the availability of public transport in order to alleviate onstreet parking problems. This should include separate areas for visitor parking.



Consideration should be given to recreational and leisure facilities on the land adjoining
the A3 where noisy sports and the use of floodlighting will have minimum impact.

15.50. Bramshott. It is essential that:


The field at the entrance to Church Road from the A3 junction, which lies outside the
settlement boundary, should remain undeveloped to retain the countryside character
and landscape of the village.



All development in the village should be limited to extending or improving the existing
properties.



The sunken lanes within Bramshott are preserved by ensuring that any new development
is set well back from the top of the banks, access points and driveways are not widened
to improve sight lines, vegetation is managed to preserve the integrity of the banking.



Rural exception policies could be applied in Bramshott provided they meet all the criteria
laid down in CP12 policy of the JCS and affordable housing is kept in perpetuity. Potential
sites should be identified through discussions with the local community, parish and
district councils.

15.51. Griggs Green. To ensure that the rural exception policies referred to above are equally
applied.
15.52. Conford. That no further development should take place at Conford in order to preserve the
character of the area; the rural exceptions policy should not apply here.
15.53. Bramshott Chase. For the same reason no further development should take place at
Bramshott Chase.
15.54. General.


If the approved medical facilities for Bohunt Manor are not forthcoming in the immediate
future then a suitable alternative, in an easily accessed central location, should be
provided.



Any new medical facilities should include the provision of a pharmacy and a mixture of
specialist/extended medical provision, with particular regard to the needs of the elderly
and disabled.



To maintain and enhance the character of tree cover throughout the parish by screening
new developments from the open country by the retention of existing trees and
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supplementary planting. Where the retention of trees is not practical, then there should
be new plantings of native trees along roadsides within new developments. This will
increase urban wildlife corridors and allow new developments to settle quickly into their
surroundings.


Notwithstanding the requirement to have a proportion of green space for each new
development, there should be several small green, open areas within new developments
which are safely accessed from homes and provide a pleasant outlook to the
environment.

Recommendations
15.55. Sustainability. Ensure, through a Neighbourhood Plan, that the infrastructure is in place
to support and sustain the enlarged community when the 800 additional houses are built.
15.56. London Road. The Preservation Society and the Parish Council should develop a
management plan to protect the historical features and appearance of the mature
detached and semi-detached residences bordering the London Road.
15.57. The Square. EHDC should ensure that the appearance of the conservation area and
historic buildings surrounding the Square are maintained and enhanced. HCC should be
asked to research ways of reducing or removing traffic from the Square. Other
improvements should include additional parking, affordable housing and the provision of
a small shops precinct similar to those in Petersfield.
15.58. Haslemere Road. HCC should be asked to designate the narrow, single track lanes
branching off the Haslemere Road as ‘Quiet Lanes.’
15.59. Midhurst Road. EHDC are to ensure that all design statements for any future
development along either side of the Midhurst Road complement the existing housing,
rural landscape setting and environment.
15.60. Portsmouth Road. SDNP to ensure that the important scenic views from Station and
Portsmouth Roads over the national park are not obscured by any buildings.
15.61. Longmoor Road. Similarly SDNP should ensure that the picturesque views across the
national park from the Longmoor Road are preserved. In addition:




HCC should ensure that all road signage is as unobtrusive as possible and that new
street and security lighting is installed that minimizes light pollution.
EHDC to ensure that the provision of car parking spaces to new buildings reflects the
expected car ownership, accessibility to facilities and the availability of public
transport in order to alleviate on-street parking problems.
EHDC to consider an alternative use of the land at the rear of the Lowsley Farm land
for the provision of sports and leisure facilities.

15.62. Bramshott. EHDC should be asked to ensure that the field at the entrance to Church Road
from the A3 junction, which is outside the settlement boundary, remains undeveloped
and that any future development is limited to extending and/or improving existing
properties. They should also, with guidance from the Preservation Society, preserve the
sunken lanes in Bramshott, and apply the rural exception policies, laid down in CP12 of
the JCS, to provide affordable housing in perpetuity.
15.63. Griggs Green. EHDC should maintain the gaps between settlements to preserve the
individual character of the separate hamlets.
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15.64. Conford & Bramshott Chase. EHDC should prevent further development taking place in
Conford and Bramshott Chase in order to preserve the character of these areas.
15.65. General.


The NHS should ensure that any new medical facility includes a pharmacy and a
mixture of specialist/extended medical provision with particular regard to the needs
of the elderly and disabled. Furthermore, if the Bohunt Manor medical centre is not
build an alternative site in an easily accessible central location should be sought.



EHDC should introduce a policy to maintain and enhance the character of the tree
cover throughout the parish by screening new developments from the open
countryside by the retention of existing trees and supplementary planting. Where the
retention of trees is impractical there should be new planting of native trees along
roadsides within the new development.



EHDC should ensure that all design statements on new developments include the
provision of several small green, open areas.
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SOCIAL CARE (V1.1)
Introduction
16.1. Background. The aim of this section was to establish the issues affecting those in need from
a social, financial, health and welfare perspective. It was anticipated that those in need
would be reluctant to talk about their particular circumstances so we chose instead to
approach this through the respective support agencies such as Social Services, Radian
Housing, Citizens Advisory Bureau (CAB) etc. Whilst some research was conducted by a few
volunteers these were incomplete. CAB data clearly indicated that there are pockets of
deprivation within Liphook despite the village being considered affluent.
16.2. Current position. Given time and determination it is quite feasible to complete this work the agencies noted are keen for us to do so and have already provided a wealth of data. It
was therefore concluded that a more thorough review could be conducted by the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
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SPORTS AND RECREATION (V3)
Introduction
17.1. Scope. The scope and purpose of this section is to assess the existing facilities available to
the members of the parish, both within its borders and within easy access. Residents’ views
have been obtained from parish surveys, consultations with various sports officials and staff
at Bohunt School, public meetings and from the regular reports provided by area sports
representative, Tony Rudgard to the Parish Council.
17.2. Overview. The community has lost some of its open spaces and with it some sporting
facilities over the years. Current sporting facilities are provided at the Parish Council
managed War Memorial Recreation Ground, at Bohunt School (an academy with facilities
shared with the community), at Liphook & Ripsley Cricket Club ground (owned by the club)
and golf at Liphook Golf Club and Old Thorns Country Manor & Golf Club. All these provide
access to six football pitches, one cricket field, one hockey pitch, two basketball and two
netball courts, three grass and hard tennis courts (club run), a bowling green and a skate
park. Bohunt School also has indoor basketball and netball courts.
17.3. Entitlement14. District figures on Open Space in East Hampshire show that for Bramshott
and Liphook there is a substantial deficit on Parks, Sport and Recreational Grounds against
entitlement. There are also deficits in other areas. The entitlement is based on population:
so many hectares (Ha), or part thereof, per 1,000 people. For the parish the table uses a
population of 8,154 (2008). The current key deficit areas are: Allotments: 0.96 Ha; Children’s
Play Space: 1.61 Ha; Informal Open Space: 4.64 Ha; and Parks, Sport & recreation Grounds:
4.93 Ha. The latter excludes Playing Fields with limited access of 6.34 Ha. It is quite clear
that the current short-fall will increase as the population is set to grow to in excess of 10,500
by 2018. By that time Sport and Recreation deficit will have increased to 7.38 Ha if nothing
is done.
Aim
17.4. The aim of this section is to assess the growing development of sport in the parish; establish
if the existing resources meet their current and future needs; identify any required
improvements and make recommendations.
General Outline
17.5. This paper will look at the:


Sports;



Built Facilities;



EHDC’s Built Sports Facilities Study;



Potential Sites;



Recreation Facilities.

Sports
17.6. General. A list of all sports pitches and training venues in Liphook is at Annex C, Appendix 1
has been produced from records held by the Parish Council, Bohunt School and Centre and
from speaking to various club representatives. The list is not exhaustive and further
contributions would be most welcome.

14

East Hampshire North East Area Open Space, Playing Pitches and Built Sports Facilities Assessment July 2011.
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17.7. Athletics. There is no athletics track in the parish other than the school’s grass track; indeed
there is no track in east Hampshire. Local athletes tend to join clubs in the surrounding
towns of Alton, Basingstoke, Guildford, Petersfield, Portsmouth and Southampton to
progress in their respective fields. This means that the able but financially disadvantaged
may be unable to reach their true potential in athletics without support. Suggestions to
overcome this and in all other fields of sport include sports scholarships and/or the use of
charitable funds to cover at the very least travelling expenses would be welcomed.
Interestingly there is a higher proportion of athletics in the proscribed curriculum than
cricket, although the school gets round this by offering both through clubs.
17.8. Badminton. The present facilities for Badminton at the Bohunt Centre are considered
adequate for the current level of local competitions. One club that is thriving is the
Optimists. Formed in 1980 when the school was opened it consists of players of a ‘mature’
age. They play most Monday evenings and have a membership of 16 drawn from the
surrounding towns and villages. They are looking for more players, preferably ladies.
17.9. Basketball/Netball. This sport is very popular amongst youngsters who would like to see
additional external courts located around the village and in hamlets. There are no
recognised local clubs other than the school teams to promote these sports. The present
indoor and 4 outdoor courts at Bohunt therefore meet current and perceived future needs.
However, the creation of small, external basketball courts or practice nets dotted
throughout the parish would help improve the health and fitness of all residents, especially
the young. It is noted that there used to be a basketball net in the Little Recreation Ground.
17.10. Boules (Petanque). The U3A Boules Club which currently plays at Liss Forest would like 6
pitches included in the Plan. They have 50 to 60 members. Their matches are played on a
fine gravelled area 10 by 4 metres and normally involve 4 players. They would like a suitable
site in Liphook collocated with other sports so that they can share facilities.
17.11. Bowling. The Liphook Bowling Club is very active with a
strong membership. Its purpose built pavilion and green
borders the Recreation Ground, but as it also abuts the Little
Recreation Ground and old skate park it has suffered from
some vandalism. The Club is hoping that the new skate park
will be sited elsewhere thereby alleviating their concerns.
17.12. Cricket. The Liphook and Ripsley Cricket Club is a well-run Bowls Club
and successful organisation. Currently it has 70 adult and over 100 registered youth players.
It owns its own green at Ripsley which is outside the settlement boundary in West Sussex,
on the right of the Portsmouth Road just beyond the Black Fox Inn. They used to play fixtures
on the Recreation Ground but drainage problems and winter football created an uneven
outfield making it dangerous. The Club would like to return to the centre of the village; at
present their youth team shares a second cricket green out at Stedham, some distance from
Liphook. If Liphook United Football Club vacated the Recreation Ground the Club would
consider returning to it provided the drainage problems could be rectified. They have also
given serious consideration to the offer of a pitch on Bohunt Manor which already has
outline planning permission. Whilst they accept the need for a cricket green sited in the
village for their second team, the fact that their present grounds meets all competition rules
means that they are happy to remain at Ripsley for the time being.
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17.13. Cycling. Although cycling is very popular, being a rural community, there is no cycle club in
the parish. Cycle lanes have been laid out in the village and along the A315 and there are
numerous cross country tracks in the local woods and military training areas. The benefits
of cycling are:


It’s a sport which is open to all ages, and abilities; can be accessed at any time of the
year; does not have time or location constraints and requires relatively little financial
outlay. It is also one of the most aerobic exercises, second only to swimming and should
therefore be encouraged.



As a competitive sport it covers BMX, cycle speedway, cycle-cross, MTB, road racing,
track racing and time trials. There is a successful cycling shop with the management
actively participating in local cycling events. The nearest clubs to Liphook are:
o A3crg16 - promotes cycle racing/time trials along sections of the A3 between Liphook
and Petersfield.
o VC Godalming and Haslemere17 – promoting cycling in the Surrey Hills.
o Alton CC18.
o Farnham CC19.
o Rogate Downhill20 – provides off road, mountain biking.
o South Downs Bikes Cycling Club21.
o South Down Velo CC22 – based in Chichester.
o The only indoor cycling track in the south of England is at the Calshot Activity
Centre in Southampton.



There is also the well organised LiDBA charity bike ride which takes place annually
attracting over 1,000 cyclists.

17.14. Dancing. There are very successful dance schools in Liphook that use the Bohunt Centre and
Millennium Hall. [More required]
17.15. Football. Although all sports, particularly at youth level, are popular the performance of
Liphook United Football Club (FC), with over 300 members, has been exceptional. It gained
promotion in 2011 and to retain its place and key players needs to upgrade its main pitch to
meet current Football Association (FA) regulations. Their main pitch on the Recreation
Ground is too small. Since it is on land shared with the rest of the community the addition
of compulsory barriers, dugout and fencing would limit public access. What it needs is a new
ground with additional space for the provision of such facilities including, perhaps, room for
a stand for spectators. It would also like space for at least 2 smaller size pitches for
youngsters that will comply with the new FA regulations governing youth matches which
come into force in the 2013/14 season. The Club currently uses the 3 Bohunt pitches, which
are sometimes unavailable through the need to maintain the condition of the pitches and
15

See Transport Section 18.47.
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use by other hirers. Whilst this is understandable the Club would like a site that would give
them 3 more pitches of differing sizes to meet the new regulations and a new pavilion. This
year the School has provided a 9 v 9 pitch to partially meet this demand. Despite this the
Club would still like a new site. Ideally it should be in a central position with good road and
pedestrian access.
17.16. Golf. Golf is a popular local sport with courses available on a membership basis at Liphook
Golf Club and Old Thorns Manor Hotel and Golf Course; both clubs also offers pay & play
green fees. These are however expensive compared to other courses some 6 miles away at
Blackhurst or Hurtmore. However, membership of Old Thorns also brings access to their
other fine sporting facilities such as at fitness suite and swimming pool. Both clubs provide
coaching.
17.17. Gymnasium. There is a unique physique and fitness centre run by Mike King, a former Mr
Universe, and his wife Laura in the Passfield Mill Business Park. It is a full equipped
gymnasium comprising weights, treadmills and exercise machines and offers members the
opportunity to get fit, lose weight or enter the field of competitive weight lifting. They also
offer ladies a ‘boot camp,’ a 6 week course running for 4 mornings a week. Bohunt School
also provides fitness facilities with coaching.
17.18. Hockey. Liphook does not have an active hockey club, although the sport is played by
youngsters on the Astro turf at Bohunt. Despite several attempts over the years to
encourage the formation of one it is concluded that, like rugby, there is insufficient interest
to form a club. In which case, the single pitch at Bohunt is sufficient to meet future perceived
needs.
17.19. Horse Riding. The Youth Survey revealed that many youngsters are actively involved in horse
riding, which is well catered for by several local stables. One local club which is very active
is the Wey Valley Riding Club. Riding for the disabled is also very active in Liphook.
17.20. Outdoor Equipment. Some residents who frequently jog have asked for suitable outdoor
training areas and equipment to be sited around the parish. An area for kicking about a
football would also benefit the community.
17.21. Rugby. Liphook does not have a Rugby Club, although some youngsters at Bohunt do play
for clubs in the surrounding area. In addition, the School has a successful and growing rugby
team run by a number of skilled coaching staff. Although the parish does not have a suitable
pitch most schools use football fields for playing touch rugby. Discussions with other local
clubs in the area revealed that Alton, Haslemere, Midhurst and Petersfield were struggling
for players. It was therefore felt that there would be insufficient players in the parish to form
a club and any attempt to do so would weaken the other clubs. Experience had shown that
although there was quite a lot of interest from youngsters this begins to decline once they
reached their teens. This tallied with the findings from the Youth Survey. It was generally
felt that the sport could be played by youngsters – boys and girls – locally on any patch of
ground; posts would not be needed. As such, it was felt that provision of facilities for this
sport should be left to Bohunt School.
17.22. Skateboarding. The existing skateboard park is now considered below standard and poorly
located. The Parish Council has formed a Working Party to look at providing a suitable
replacement. It would, perhaps, be more beneficial if this was sited adjacent to any new
leisure facilities on health and safety, and security grounds.
17.23. Stoolball. There was some interested amongst youngsters in Stoolball, a game played on a
flat area the size of a cricket pitch. It was concluded that any football pitch would suffice.
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17.24. Table Tennis. It is understood that the Table Tennis Club has moved from the Bohunt Centre
to Rake on grounds of size and cost; Bohunt is more expensive. They use 3 or 4 tables twice
a week in the evenings. The Club is growing in both junior and senior members and has
teams in three Surrey leagues. There is also a U3A Table Tennis Club. It, too, plays at Rake
2 mornings a week and uses 3 tables. Consideration should also be given to the provision of
table tennis in the Millennium Centre.
17.25. Tennis. Liphook Tennis Club is very popular with 145 members, 65 of whom are juniors.
They lease 3 grass and 3 hard tennis courts on the Recreation Ground from the Council. The
public are allowed to use the hard courts on a play and pay basis when not in use by club
members. They have been coaching juniors for more than 25 years running 4 sessions a
week starting with 6 year olds. Members of U3A also use the courts. They have adequate
facilities for the current membership, but the junior section is fully utilising the courts on
Saturday mornings. As the village grows they could do with another hard court, but this is
not seen as a priority at this time. The club’s main priorities are replacing the existing
floodlights, which are over 20 years old and are in poor condition, and refurbishing or
resurfacing the hard courts. The club has planning permission to replace the lights, which
would be on lower supports, thus reducing the over-spill. The cost is estimated to be
between £30k and £40k. The minimum cost of surface refurbishment of the hard courts
would be between £7.5k and £15k. If the Bowls Club relocated their grounds could be
released for tennis. Failing that, with the predicted population growth they will require
another hard court to satisfy future demand before long. It should also be noted that Bohunt
School has 2 tennis courts, which are available to the community outside school hours.
Built Facilities
17.26. General. A list of all built sports and leisure facilities in Liphook is at Annex C, Appendix 2. It
has been produced from records held by the Parish Council, Bohunt School and Centre and
from speaking to various club representatives. It is not an exhaustive list and further
contributions would be most welcome.
17.27. Bohunt School. The School and Centre provides the community’s fitness facilities, which are
available to residents in the evenings, at weekends and during holiday periods. Although
the facilities are used by the students during school days some, such as the Activity Hall and
Gymnasium are available to the public during the school day. When built the Centre was
run by a management committee consisting of representatives drawn from the school,
residents and council members from county, district and parish. It was, in essence, a
community facility, funded by HCC and EHDC. Unfortunately funding from HCC has been
withdrawn and EHDC’s halved. The School has therefore taken over the running of the
Centre and the management committee has been temporarily suspended. The School
continues to let the Centre’s facilities and uses the income generated to maintain them. Last
year it carried out a major refurbishment programme to
the floor, lighting and fixtures and fittings in the
recreational sports hall, the badminton and outside netball
and basketball courts and provided new audio and visual
equipment along with lots of other improvements. The
School also upgraded the dance studio to include mirrors,
hand-rails and a top of the range, Harlequin, sprung floor.
Bohunt’s Refurbished Sports Hall
The costs of this work were considerable, with the Sports
Hall alone costing £158,000: £76,000 was obtained from Sports England; the School provided
£59,000; the Garfield Weston Foundation and Bohunt Centre each donated £10,000, and the
Bohunt Trust a further £3,000. In addition, the School plans to renew the Astro surface in
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2014. The residents have welcomed the improvements which, to fund on-going
maintenance costs following the loss of local government subsidies, will, in future, have to
be paid for by increased hire charges. Naturally these increases may be putting some users
off – the table tennis bookings, perhaps, being a case in point. At the same time some regular
users such as Liphook FC have found pitches unavailable for important fixtures and are now
seeking an alternative venue. These concerns need to be addressed if these excellent
facilities are to benefit the whole community.
17.28. Millennium Centre. The hall provides space for recreational activities such as dance exercise
and aerobics; however although sports activities such as badminton may not be permitted
it might be a suitable venue for table tennis.
17.29. Old Thorns Country Club. This is a private club which in addition to golf offers its members
access to swimming and fitness facilities.
17.30. Highfield School. Although a private school it is understood that swimming clubs, primarily
for youngsters, can hire their swimming pool. Their rugby pitches are also available.
EHDC’s Built Sports Facilities Study23.
17.31. North East Area. Part 2 of the study, covering the North East Area, was produced in 2011
and draws on an earlier study in 2008. The area groups together the populations of
Bramshott & Liphook, Grayshott, Headley, Lindford and Whitehill; an estimated total of
32,060, over 25% of whom live in the parish. This study uses the overall number in its
allocation of built sports facilities.
17.32. Built Sports Facilities. Based upon the 2008 study, EHDC’s proposed standard of facilities
per 1,000 of population should be: one sports hall (40 m²) per 15,000; swimming pool (13
m² (0.04 of a 25m x 6 lane)) per 25,000; a synthetic turf pitch (354 m² (0.05 of a full size
pitch)) per 20,000; outdoor tennis courts (0.8 courts): 2 per 2,500 etc. The study goes on to
confirm that the Area currently has 5 sports halls, 3 pools, 5 synthetic turf pitches, but has
yet to confirm the number of outdoor tennis courts. It acknowledges shortfalls based on the
sizes noted above of 2.5 sports halls, 1.5 pools and one synthetic turf pitch. The facilities
currently provided by Bohunt would appear to meet the community’s needs with the
exception of a swimming pool. However as the parish continues to grow so will the demand
for yet more facilities.
17.33. Swimming Pools. There is no public swimming pool in the parish. Liphook residents are
expected to travel to Mill Chase Leisure Centre (Bordon), the Taro Leisure or the Open Air
Pool in Petersfield and Bordon or to the Herons Leisure Centre in Haslemere. The Garrison
Swimming Pool on Budds Lane in Bordon is also open to the public. The current district
facilities strategy, as defined by EHDC in their 2012 to 2026 Joint Core Strategy, is to maintain
only the existing town pools; the rural populations are expected to commute to these
facilities. It is understood that EHDC will take over the Army’s refurbished swimming pool,
and there are plans to build an additional Sports and Leisure Centre including a swimming
pool in the new Eco-Town in Bordon. The provision of three pools: Mill Chase, the Army’s
pool and a new Sports and Leisure Centre seems excessive. Bearing in mind that the
combined population of Whitehill, Bordon, Lindford, Bramshott and Liphook and Grayshott
(in excess of 34,000) is used to support three pools it would make more sense, since 25% of
that number live in the parish, for any new facility to be built in Liphook.
17.34. Demand for a Local Pool. Residents would like access to a more local pool. Indeed, the
residents raised funds for building one in the 1980’s, but for a variety of reasons, primarily
23

EHDC Study: Open Space, Playing Pitches and Built Sports Facilities Assessments by RQA Ltd dated September 2011.
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high running and maintenance costs, the scheme fell through. Life styles have changed,
quite radically, since then; as has the decline in the availability of public transport. Those
without cars and the financially disadvantaged are unable to go swimming. Those with cars
find they already spend too much time commuting without having to drive to nearby towns
for a swim in the evenings. Teenagers, in particular, who from the recent youth survey
favour this sport by 2:1, cannot go swimming without their parents driving them. It is
assumed that some residents do use pools in nearby towns; however DC Leisure, which
manages Mill Chase, the Herons in Haslemere and Godalming Leisure Centre, do not keep
records of their customers’ postal codes. It is therefore difficult to determine how many and
how often local residents go swimming and where. The provision of a pool is perhaps
feasible; its long term financial viability would be dependent upon its popularity. Such a
leisure centre might therefore be more feasible if it included, say, a ten-pin bowling alley.
In the interest of meeting residents’ wishes serious consideration should be given to building
a swimming pool in the village.
17.35. Access and Public Transport. Access to external public swimming pools is limited. Most
youngsters use bicycles or rely on their parents to supply transport. Bordon, Alton and
Farnham are accessible by car but not easily reached by public transport. There is a hourly
bus service to Bordon during the day but not in the evenings or at weekends. Petersfield,
Godalming, Haslemere and Guilford can easily be reached by train on an hourly basis and in
the latter case there is a shuttle bus from the station to the Spectrum. In the main these
facilities are only really available to the fit and healthy and have or can easily obtain
transport; a lot of the elderly and disabled, who would enjoy swimming, sadly do not.
Potential Sites
17.36. Options. EHDC has a list of SHLAA24 sites; those approved for housing are listed in Annex E.
In addition there are a number of sites that developers have put forward but, for a variety
of reasons, have not been accepted. Some of the latter sites may be suitable locations for a
leisure and sports complex. The options currently under consideration are:

24



Recreation Ground. The Recreation Ground has been adjudged too small for Liphook
United FC; they need a new pitch that is big enough to meet the standards required by
the Football Association rules. If they move from the Recreation Ground that will release
it for one large and 2 smaller football pitches and a cricket field giving both clubs what
they require. The larger pitch would, however, be 5 metres short for senior matches;
alternatively it could be used for kick-about sports. If used for cricket the site would need
levelling and the current drainage problems solved. The Recreation Ground would then
have to be maintained to the required standards for both sports. The site is not big
enough to house a sports complex.



Bohunt Manor. Green Village Investments (GVI) has offered up part of their frontage
land for a medical centre, sports facilities, allotments and a primary school provided they
get permission to build 150 houses. The land is in the SDNP. Outline planning permission
has been granted for the first 3. Following a public presentation many residents objected
to the need for another primary school and to any houses being built in the national park.



Football Pitch. GVI have now agreed to gift the football pitch to Liphook United FC
provided they obtain planning permission for a proposed pavilion, which has now been
granted. The land includes space for a car park, footpaths and club house, but the Club
will have to pay for laying the access road. The Club will shortly be seeking to raise funds
to develop the site, build the club house and lay a suitable drive across Bohunt Manor

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment.
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land, a major challenge. If they succeed it would solve United’s immediate needs. The
only drawback would be obtaining permission to erect floodlights on SDNP if or when
they may be required.


MoD Land on Bramshott Common. Liphook United FC has considered the two existing
football pitches on MoD land at Bramshott Common. However, this site is too far outside
the village and the access, either up the narrow Rectory Lane in Bramshott or off the A3,
would not be ideal.



Penally Farm. The developers of Bramshott Place also own Penally Farm to the east a
12 hectare site. They have now applied to build a 64 bed care home and 40 cottages
along the western edge of the site abutting Bramshott Place. This takes up about 30%
of the farm land and from EHDC coincides with a newly approved SHLAA site plan
published in June 2013. The remainder of the site is considered unsuitable for housing
but is big enough to accommodate sporting facilities. Although not a central location,
vehicle access could be achieved from the western end of Hewshott Lane without
encroaching on the care home and pedestrians could enter from Radford Place. The only
potential drawback to this 10 acre site is the slope. This would need to be surveyed to
ensure that any final gradient on the proposed football pitches would meet FA rules.



Land south of A3 adjacent to Lowsley Farm. This is a 12.06 hectare list SHLAA site that
could equally be used for sporting facilities. An access road would need to be built from
Headley Road to link up with the planned Lowsley Farm housing estate. Such a road link
to the Longmoor Road would also help ease congestion in the Square. Once again not a
central location but within easy walking and cycling distance from most of the village and
closer to the hamlets.

17.37. Summary. The option of retaining the Recreation Ground for top class football is discounted,
but does make the site available for other teams or sports. There is little that can be included
in the Parish Plan with regard to the current position on Bohunt Manor’s offer to Liphook
United FC other than to monitor progress. However the latter 3 sites have the added benefit
of being outside the national park and therefore more acceptable to residents. The latter 2
are big enough to accommodate several sports pitches, leisure centre with pool, tennis
courts and skate park. However both would be dependent upon the owners agreeing to sell
for this purpose. Furthermore, obtaining permission on the provision of floodlights may be
easier. From a vehicle access perspective Penally Farm offers the cheaper solution, and
being the smaller site, might be the best option subject to survey.
Recreation Facilities
17.38. Allotments. Although there are a small number of allotments at Gunns Farm administered
by EHDC, the main site is on parish council land in Tunbridge Lane. This site was established
in the early 1990s following the loss of a private allotment site along the Longmoor Road,
which is now part of the Victoria Way development. The parish council site is just under 1.2
acres and was originally split into 19 x 250 square metre plots. As demand increased it was
further reduced and now consists of:


Full size plot - One.



Half plots – 28.



Quarter plots – 16.

The various sizes are popular with plot holders and allow flexibility in meeting future
demand. However, demand is high with a waiting list of 30+ prospective allotment holders.
There is a new private site on offer on Bohunt Manor land near the Links Tavern. That said,
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it is essential that further sites are established and developed to meet the rising demand.
Ideally allotment sites should be included within new housing developments as part of their
allocated open spaces. This could include a mix of local authority and private provision.
Conclusions
17.39. Entitlement. There is a current deficit in land available for Parks, Sport & Recreation of 4.93
Ha which with the influx of population will increase to 7.38 Ha by 2028 if no additional land
is provided.
17.40. Liphook United FC. There is a need to provide Liphook United with a site big enough to
accommodate one or more football pitches with associated facilities such as clubhouse,
parking and floodlighting. It would be of added benefit if the land was big enough to
accommodate other sports such as cricket and basketball and Leisure Centre. The Bohunt
Manor site partially meets these requirements, although limited in size with poor access and
too small a car park. Of the alternative sites Penally Farm has the added advantage with
easier vehicle access, more space for other sports and leisure facilities. There is a need for
a study into the relative merits of the alternative sites.
17.41. Skate Park. There is a need for a new skate park either in its current location on the Little
Recreation Ground or a new site co-located with other sports on health and safety grounds.
17.42. Cricket. Although considered less of a priority it would be nice for residents to be able to
see cricket being played in the village. Its return to the Recreation Ground, as proposed
above, would be most welcome or a new field at Bohunt Manor.
17.43. Boules. This appears to be a new and popular sport amongst senior citizens with in Liphook
a growing membership. It can be played in a small area and should be too expensive to set
up. If collocated with other sports such as bowling and tennis it could share club house
facilities thereby reducing running costs for all involved.
17.44. Bowling & Tennis. Removal of the adjacent skate park should ease the Bowling Clubs
concerns over vandalism. Moving elsewhere would be too expensive although it would
benefit the Tennis Club’s long term plans of additional courts. Improvements to floodlighting
for both clubs would be advantageous and should be pursued vigorously.
17.45. Basketball & Netball. Although well catered for by Bohunt School there is strong interest,
particularly amongst the young, for the provision of hard standings fitted with basket hoops
around the village and in the hamlets.
17.46. Swimming Pool. A growing number of residents, young and old, would like a swimming pool,
locally. It would help all ages keep fit and healthy, and live longer.
17.47. Table Tennis. There is a growing demand from both young and old for table tennis which
cannot be met by Bohunt Centre due to the lack of storage. This deficit of at least 4 tables
needs to be addressed.
17.48. Leisure Centre with Sports Pitches. The community would also like a leisure centre with
adjacent sports pitches which is independent of Bohunt School.
17.49. Allotments. New housing developments should allocate some of the required open space
for allotments.
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Recommendations
17.50. More Land for Sport. EHDC should take steps, as a matter of urgency, to provide 7.38
Ha of land for sports and recreation.
17.51. Liphook United FC.


Monitor the Club’s progress in seeking funds to develop the Bohunt Manor land into a
high quality, football pitch to meet FA standards.



Consider alternative sites for a football pitch or pitches in a central position outside
the SDNP with room for a cricket pitch, easier vehicle access, space for a leisure centre
and the potential to install floodlighting.

17.52. Skate Park. Consider locating any new skate park with other existing or new sports
facilities.
17.53. Cricket. Look at suitable sites for a cricket pitch near the centre of the village within
easy walking distance and with good vehicle access, this could include returning to the
Recreation Ground once LUFC moves. The selected site should be big enough for both
cricket and football.
17.54. Bowling & Tennis.
floodlighting.

Retain the Club in its present location and upgrade the

17.55. Boules. Include suitable space for boules pitches in any area designated for sport.
17.56. Basketball & Netball. Investigate the potentially demand and provision of hard
standings with basketball nets in open space in areas populated by children to help
improve fitness and thereby lead to a more healthy population.
17.57. Swimming Pool. Seek to have the planned third public swimming pool in the
designated population catchment area (Bramshott & Liphook, Grayshott, Headley,
Lindford and Whitehill) located in Liphook rather than Whitehill as it would rectify the
current imbalance in the present distribution of such facilities and would help the local
community of all ages to keep fit, healthy and live longer.
17.58. Table Tennis. Provide facilities that can accommodate the playing and storage of
equipment for up to 4 table tennis tables.
17.59. Leisure Centre & Sports Pitches. Consider the provision of a site that would provide
space for a leisure centre with swimming pool and sports pitches that could be
adapted or extended at a later day to include hockey and rugby pitches.
17.60. Allotments. Insist that land for allotments is included within all housing
developments.
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TRAFFIC & TRANSPORT (V2.5)
Introduction
18.1. Scope. This section looks at the provision of public transport, the flow of traffic through the
parish, congestion and parking problems and self-help schemes. It takes into account the
community’s views gleamed from surveys and those of the residents who form part of the
working group. It also considers the effect that the growth in car ownership, extracted from
the census figures in Annex B, will have on future planned developments.
18.2. Layout. The report layout follows the topics discussed at a series of working group meetings
covering:















School congestion.
Pedestrian crossing – Midhurst Road.
Station accessibility.
South West Trains (SWT) Desiro Trains 444 v 450.
Travel to hospital.
Commuter parking.
Public Transport.
Community transport.
Traffic management.
Traffic congestion – The Square.
Local Traffic management.
Cycling.
Quiet Lanes.
Walking

Aim
18.3. The aim of this paper is to reduce traffic and congestion in the village during peak periods,
to identify solutions that will ease commuter parking, improve public safely and to make
recommendations.
School Congestion
18.4. Liphook Junior and Infant Schools. The schools are located in Avenue Close, a densely
populated area. They serves both children from the local community and from the
surrounding villages and hamlets. Consequently a majority of parents arrive by car and park
along The Avenue and Longmoor Road. This regularly causes a major congestion problem
both for the parents and especially local residents.
18.5. Solutions considered. Much thought has gone into solving this problem over the years. The
police occasionally visit to discourage anti-social parking. They have suggested that The
Avenue be made one-way but as this would require everybody to drive through the Square,
which is itself already very congested at school journey times, it has been discounted. A
suggestion that part of the Schools’ playing fields be turned into a parking area was turned
down by the HCC who own the land. It was pointed out that this might facilitate delivering
and collecting children close to the school but it would also increase the number of people
accessing The Avenue and unlikely to reduce congestion.
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18.6. School Travel Plan. The Infant and Junior Schools prepared a Joint Travel Plan with the help
of District and Parish Councils, which was published in 2002. The initiatives that it proposed
were:
18.6.1.

High Priority:






18.6.2.

Crossing point on Headley Road with raised platform.
Crossing point on Longmoor Road.
Satellite parking throughout the village.
Provision of Walking Bus from Sainsbury’s.
Encourage parking in Longmoor Road.

Medium and Low Priority:







Residents only parking in Avenue Close.
Use of a public transport consultant.
U-shaped turning at the end of Avenue Close.
Crossing point in Haslemere Road.
Car sharing initiatives.
Car Park on School Field.

18.7. Implementation. A Schools’ Travel Plan Group made up of representatives of the school,
the PTA, EHDC and HCC officers and EHDC, HCC and B&LPC Councillors was formed and met
regularly for several years to discuss and implement the Travel Plan. As a result:
18.7.1.

A zebra crossing was installed on Headley Road at the end of The Avenue.

18.7.2.

The pavement outside the schools, where there are parking bays, was widened
to make it safer for pedestrians.

18.7.3.

The informal crossing on Haslemere Road outside Route 6 was refurbished and
improved as this formed part of a well-used route to school. This crossing,
however, now appears to be less distinctive since the road was resurfaced
recently. This should be improved again to show clearly that it is part of a
pedestrian route.

18.7.4.

Warning signs and reflective bollards were placed to define where children
walking between Griggs Green and the schools cross the road on Longmoor Road
at the bottom of Westland’s Hill. Non-slip surfacing was applied to the road
approaching this crossing point from the west. Distinctive surfacing on the
crossing itself would define it more clearly.

18.7.5.

The Catholic Church on Headley Road agreed to allow parents to park there while
they walked their children to and from school. Permits were produced and issued
by the schools to parents wishing to use the facility. Parking there was studied
and 17 cars were observed to park there while children were walked to and from
school. It was felt that if this could be replicated at other car parks in the village
the problems experienced on The Avenue and Avenue Close would be very much
reduced.

18.7.6.

A puffin crossing has recently been installed on Longmoor Road near Bohunt
School which makes walking to the schools safer.

18.7.7.

The Church Centre off Portsmouth Road agreed to allow parents to park there
while they walked their children to and from school. Implementation was
delayed until the puffin crossing was installed on Longmoor Road. Although the
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puffin crossing has been installed this has not yet been implemented. A walking
bus from the Church Centre was to be considered.
18.7.8.

A new lay-by has been completed very recently on Longmoor Road to improve
safety for children and parents stopping there while they walk up the footpath to
the schools.

18.8. Satellite Parking. There are still elements of the Schools Travel Plan that need to be
addressed and implemented. Other satellite parking facilities are now accessible by Safe
Routes via the Longmoor Road Puffin crossing and these need to be considered together
with the possibility of using them for walking buses to and from the schools. Additional
satellite parking could be at the Recreation Ground, Library Car Park, Methodist Church and
Liphook Social Club. The Schools Travel Plan of 2002, however, should be updated.
18.9. Parking Restrictions. At a meeting in 2012, attended by representatives from the schools,
HCC Highways, EHDC, Parish Council and local residents, it was unanimously proposed that
parking restriction should be imposed on the Avenue from Headley Road to just beyond
Avenue Close. This was to reduce congestion there and on Headley Road and has recently
been implemented.
18.10. Proposed School Parking. A parking facility on the school playing field, however, has also
been proposed. This had previously been ruled out by the County Council. If it were to be
implemented it is likely to facilitate delivering and collecting children close to the school, but
it would also increase school traffic on The Avenue considerably and could worsen the
situation. It is important that this option be studied carefully and modelled in detail to
ascertain whether this would be the case before it is implemented.
Station Accessibility
18.11. Problem. The station currently has no disabled access to the southbound platform. The
height of the southbound platform is acceptable and it would be possible to use a portable
ramp there to facilitate boarding. The northbound platform, however, is too low for a
portable ramp to be used except where it has been extended at the southern end
constructed to the current design height.
18.12. Potential Solution. Following a local initiative and EHDC developer funding a recent study
by HCC consultants, Mott Gifford, has concluded that a ramp could be constructed from the
road on the south side of the bridge on Midhurst Road down to the southbound platform.
The cost of the project has been estimated and funding is being sought. It is understood that
developer funding is available subject to matched funding. South West Trains (SWT) were
happy with the proposals and have suggested that the problem boarding from the
northbound platform could be overcome by raising the level of the platform in places to
facilitate the use of a ramp. However, the National Rail Enquiries website states that the
‘Station is inaccessible to wheelchair users as the platforms are too narrow for ramps.
Passengers are advised to use Liss or Haslemere.’
18.13. Funding. Developer funding should be available subject to matched funding. Sources of
such funding could include the Parish Council, EHDC, SDNPA, HCC, SWT and Network Rail.
18.14. SWT Taxi for Disabled. However, SWT will arrange alternative transport (usually a taxi) at
no extra cost, for passengers who are unable to board or leave trains at Liphook Station,
however at least 24 hours’ notice is required. This transport will take such passengers
between Liphook Station and a nearby accessible station such as Liss or Haslemere. This
facility is reported in the South West Trains brochure ‘Making Rail Accessible’ but it would
be very helpful it were also advertised in the station.
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SWT Desiro Trains 444 v 450
18.15. Comparison. SWT introduced new trains from Siemens – Desiro 444 (white) and 450 (blue)
– in 2002 on the Portsmouth line. Desiro 444s are designed for long distance use whereas
the 450s are intended for suburban use. In summary:
18.15.1.

The Desiro 444 stock is the more comfortable and appropriate for the hour-long
journey between Liphook and London. It has 2-plus-2 seating configuration,
more padding and better legroom and can carry 668 passengers.

18.15.2.

The Desiro 450 stock is uncomfortable for long distance use, particularly when
crowded, and is more appropriate for suburban routes. Its seats are narrow with
the 3-plus-2 configuration with inadequate padding and legroom and it can carry
720 passengers. However, often only 2 people can squeeze into the 3-seat units
in the 450s, and standing room is limited in the narrower aisle space, both
reducing the effective capacity considerably.

18.16. Portsmouth Line. A mixture of trains was initially deployed with an understanding that
eventually 450s would be replaced by 444 trains. Eventually during 2006 and 2007 many of
the Desiro 444 trains on the Portsmouth Line were replaced by 450s with the 444s being
transferred to the Weymouth line to replace its ageing trains Class 442 Wessex Electric
Trains. Now 50% of the trains on the Portsmouth line are 450s. A protest passenger body,
the No 450 Group was formed and ran a campaign for some years to replace the Desiro 450s
from the Portsmouth line.
18.17. Recent Survey. Portsmouth City Council interviewed 1,000 passengers and found that 98%
intensely disliked the 450 class trains. At one time a meeting between the Transport Minister
and Jeremy Hunt MP agreed that the use of 450 trains on the Portsmouth line should be
reviewed and greater use of the more comfortable 444 considered
18.18. Action. However, the situation has changed little since then and the community would still
support the now apparently moribund No 450 Group’s campaign and it is suggested that
residents suffering from overcrowded and cramped train journeys should write to SWT, their
MP and the Secretary of State.
Travel to Hospitals
18.19. Referrals. Local surgeries often refer their patients for tests and out-patient treatment to
hospitals which are difficult to access by public transport. Elderly patients are not able to
take advantage of free travel by bus and have to depend on neighbours, taxis or the
voluntary car service. There is a similar problem for people wishing to visit patients in
hospital.
18.20. Journey Times. The following list gives some idea of how long these journeys take:
18.20.1.

Chase Hospital, Whitehill: Twelve minutes by bus with no walk.

18.20.2.

Haslemere Hospital: Over 1½ hours by bus including one change and a 9 minute
walk.

18.20.3.

Petersfield Hospital: From 1¼ to 2½ hours by bus including changes and a 9
minute walk depending on time of day.

18.20.4.

Royal Surrey Hospital, Guildford: This journey takes:


By bus almost 2 hours including changes and a 10 minute walk.
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18.20.5.

 By train and bus over 3¾ hours plus an 11 minute walk.
Queen Alexandra’s Hospital, Cosham: This journey takes:



By bus between 3½ and 4¾hours including changes and an 18 minute walk,
or
By train and one bus 1¼ hours with a 16 minute walk.

The Chase Hospital is clearly the most convenient hospital to refer patients from Liphook to.
Service 13 provides an hourly bus terminating in Liphook and passing the hospital with a
convenient bus stop. The local surgeries generally refer patients Haslemere Hospital
18.21. Local Medical Tests Preferred. The local surgeries are now able to conduct some medical
tests on patients previously referred to Haslemere Hospital thereby reducing the need to
travel. Residents would prefer to have more minor treatments and tests carried out locally
so that travel to hospital could be avoided. If surgeries were enlarged to provide additional
facilities for travelling consultants and specialists to use this would further reduce the need
for patients to travel.
18.22. Preferred Solution. It would also be better if the local surgeries could refer patients to Chase
Hospital, which is served by a convenient bus service, and encourage more services to be
provided there
18.23. Hospital Visitors. For friends and relatives without their own transport wishing to visit
patients in the Royal Surrey and Queen Alexandra’s Hospitals the voluntary car scheme
would seem to be the only solution.
Commuter Parking
18.24. Commuter Parking. Liphook Station is served by the Station Car Park which at the present
time is rarely, if ever, full as commuters appear to prefer to park on nearby streets free of
charge and restrictions. Residents living near the Station are very concerned about this as
access to their homes is compromised. Away from the Station on-street parking does not
appear to present much problem. However, commuters with cars should be encouraged to
use the Station Car Park
18.25. Station Car Park. SWT provide a car park close to the station with 74 spaces. SWT annual
parking tickets cost £660 and daily tickets £4.00 and off peak £2.00. Free parking in the EHDC
car parks in Midhurst and Station Roads is limited to 5 hours except in designated long term
parking bays which cost £776 per year.
18.26. Parking Restrictions. Parking restrictions such as: residents only parking; no parking during
peak hours; limited time; etc. could reduce commuter parking on the worst affected roads.
However, it is possible that the Station and EHDC car parks would not be able to
accommodate all the parked vehicles so displaced and enforcement would be difficult.
18.27. Canada Way. Commuter parking is making it difficult for residents in Canada Way, in
particular, to access their properties. One side of the road is usually occupied completely by
commuters’ parked cars leaving only half the road, a single lane, available to moving vehicles.
This makes it difficult when vehicles going in opposite directions meet and it is extremely
inconvenient for residents and vehicles servicing properties. It has been decided that
parking restrictions are to be implemented here.
18.28. Possible Solutions. Restricting parking on sensitive roads would reduce the problem for
local residents considerably. It would, however, encourage commuter parking to migrate
to roads where it would be more acceptable. Encouraging more commuters to walk, cycle,
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‘kiss and ride’ (drop off by spouse) or bus to the station would also reduce the parking
problem. At present bus services are limited and don’t run at times required by commuters.
18.29. Additional Parking. It would be very difficult to find suitable locations for more long term
parking spaces near the station for commuters and there would still need to be parking
charges.
Public Transport
18.30. Buses.
18.30.1.

18.30.2.

Service 13. This is main bus service from Liphook via Whitehill, Bordon and Alton
to Basingstoke. It provides:


Eleven return journeys per day on weekdays and 2 extra services on school
days. The first arrival is at 6.35am with a service from Lindford. Then regular
services run to and from Basingstoke until 7.15pm with the last service
terminating in Whitehill.



At the weekend there is only a service on Saturday and that is only between
Bordon and Basingstoke. Service 13 is as good a service as can be expected
in a rural area, although it finishes in the early evening and does not operate
or serve Liphook at the weekends. It is therefore of limited use for
leisure/social purposes. Good points are that it passes The Chase Hospital
and it links with Service 18 between Haslemere and Farnham at Bordon.

Service 250. This is the village bus service and provides 3 journeys on weekday
mornings only on an hourly basis starting at 9.30 am. Each journey follows 4 mini
routes in turn linking most urban parts of the village:





Station – Hanover Court – The Avenue – Station.
Station – Gunns Farm – Station.
Station - Hanover Court – The Mead – The Avenue – Griggs Green – Station.
Station – Manor Fields – Sainsbury’s – Station.

The afternoon services were removed recently from the timetable making it
useless for journeys to/from school or work. The present service is not fully
accessible restricting its use by disabled passengers.
18.30.3.

Service 250’s Future. The future of the Village bus service 250 is not at all certain.
It is run to a County Council contract and developer funding from Sainsbury’s has
contributed to the running costs. It is possible that the funding will not go on
forever. Although it is a vital service it is not well used. The bus service should
be promoted more. Timetables should be displayed at stopping points. Stopping
points should be clearly signed although the bus can be hailed anywhere so long
as there is a pavement. It is important that the afternoon and earlier services be
reinstated and that they be served by accessible vehicles.

18.30.4.

Service to Surrounding Communities. There are no direct bus services available
to the neighbouring villages of Headley, Grayshott, Milland, Rake, Liss and
Greatham and to the towns of Haslemere and Petersfield. However, except for
Haslemere, these can be reached using the demand-responsive Call & Go service
but it does not operate every day. The Call & Go service cannot cross the County
boundary to Haslemere. The corresponding service in Waverley, the Hoppa
Service, is allowed to cross into Hampshire but only to serve residents of
Waverley. However, it is understood that somehow an arrangement has been
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established for the Hoppa Service to serve residents of Bramshott Place
Retirement Village when required. The Call & Go service should be able to cross
the county boundary to Haslemere for Hampshire residents.
18.30.5.

School Bus Service. Students attending Bohunt School are reasonably well
provided with bus services by Richardsons to and from the school (not available
to the general public) as follows:






18.30.6.

Service 990: Rake – Ramshill – Petersfield.
Service 992: Greatham – Liss Forest – Liss.
Service 994: Lindford – Headley – Headley Down – Grayshott.
Service 997: Grayshott – Hindhead – Beacon Hill.
Service 998: Round trip from Midhurst – Rogate – Liss – Bohunt School –
Fernhurst – Midhurst.

Transport to Colleges. Service 13 has extra services on college days which
facilitate travel from Liphook to Alton College. Other services:




SimplyGo run Service AC7 from Hillbrow to Alton College passing through
Liphook on college days with two morning buses and two return buses in the
afternoon.
Stagecoach runs Service 747 with one bus through Liphook to South Downs
College in the morning and return in the evenings on college days.
Buses Excetera operate a bus service from Petersfield to Godalming College
which stops in Liphook in the morning and returns in the afternoon

18.31. Train Service. Liphook Railway Station is served by the Portsmouth to Waterloo line. Trains
stopping at Liphook also stop at Haslemere, Liss and Petersfield. Services are hourly but are
more frequent during the peak commuting periods, and is probably as good a service as can
be expected in a rural area:
18.31.1.

Northbound to Waterloo:
 Weekdays: 24 service stops between 5.20 am and 9.09 pm.
 Saturdays: 21 service stops between 5.20 am and 9.09 pm.
 Sundays: 15 service stops between 8.36 am and 23.36 pm.

18.31.2.

Southbound to Portsmouth Harbour:
 Weekdays: 28 service stops between 5.35 am and 0.55 am.
 Saturdays: 19 service stops between 5.35 am and 0.55 am.
 Sundays: 17 service stops between 5.35 am and 0.55 am.
Community Transport
18.32. Minibus Service to Hamlets. An aspiration of the Parish Council’s used to be the provision
of a minibus to serve the outer hamlets: Conford, Passfield, Bramshott, Griggs Green and
Hammer Vale. This could be run as a service for commuters in the mornings and evenings.
It could then cover the school run. At other times it could be demand responsive i.e. dial-aride. A survey was conducted in 2008 of households in the outer hamlets. Of the 287
households involved the response 70 people would use the service daily; 98 regularly and
347 occasionally. It would reduce commuter parking in Liphook but this would be limited
by the number that could be carried to the station. Although some funding for this was set
aside in an earmarked reserve by the Parish Council, the Council itself seemed to show little
enthusiasm for it and it is unlikely that the reserved funds remain. Should this aspiration be
pursued?
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18.33. Self-Drive Hire. Minibuses with professional drivers are readily available commercially in
the Liphook area at a cost, as are self-drive minibuses and people carriers. Voluntary
organisations can hire or borrow minibuses to be driven by volunteers for occasional or
regular purposes. Volunteer drivers might need to be MIDAS qualified to drive such
minibuses. Self-drive minibuses can be hired commercially.
18.34. Community Transport East Hampshire (CTEH). CTEH operates a fleet of minibuses that are
available for local hire. Organisations can use their own drivers or use CTEH’s own volunteer
drivers.
18.35. Other Schemes. There are also many minibuses in the area that are not in use much of the
time and ought to be made available for community use. A minibus brokerage scheme
should be set up by CTEH through which these minibuses could be made available. Regular
minibus services could be operated by volunteers under certain conditions.
Call & Go
18.36. CTEH operates Call & Go. It is a bookable service which can take you where you need to
go. Anyone whose travel needs are not met by public bus services can use Call & Go. For
example you might live too far away from a bus stop or you find it difficult getting on and off
public buses because you have to take a pushchair or you have mobility impairment. Fares
are similar to a normal bus service but half fares for those over 60 with a bus pass. Call & Go
should be publicised more.
18.37. Availability. The following Call & Go services are available from Liphook:
18.37.1.

Service 294 - Serves Lindford, Headley, Arford, Heatherlands, Grayshott,
Bramshott Chase, Liphook, Rake, Hill Brow and Sheet every Wednesday morning.

18.37.2.

Service 295 - Serves Headley, Lindford, Bordon, Whitehill, Standford, Passfield,
Liphook, Rake, Hill Brow, Sheet and Petersfield every first and third morning of
the month.

18.38. HCC Transport Self-Help Kit. HCC has produced a Transport Self-help Kit to help Parish and
Town Councils and community organisations identify and meet local transport needs. The
Kit is a guide through the process of identifying the unmet transport needs for the
community, considering the range of options for meeting those needs and then selecting the
right transport solution for the local circumstances. It also points to other sources of advice
and further information, as well as highlighting case studies of communities that have
already set up their own transport initiative.
Cycling
18.39. Provision. Cycling appears to be reasonably well catered for in Liphook but the facilities
provided appear to be little used.
18.39.1.

Cycle Parking. There are several types of cycle parking facility installed in Liphook
as follows:


Sheffield Stand. This is the most common form
of facility, it is a simple tube with curved right
angle bends and is available either singly or in
multiples (toast racks). Offering good support to
all types of cycle, it allows the cyclist to secure
both the frame and two wheels without risk of
Sheffield Stand
damage. Correctly spaced, each stand can
accommodate two bikes and supports the use of all common types of lock.
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Wheel Grips. These can be fixed to a wall. One wheel of
the cycle is inserted into a wheel grip and secured with a
chain or cable. The cycle is only supported by one wheel
and can result in a buckled front wheel. They are generally
not recommended.
Two-Tier Stand. This is an expensive option, but
Wheel Grips
enables high density parking in a small area.
Cycle Lockers. A more expensive option that
requires a good management and control system,
but providing weather protection and high level
security.

Cycle Lockers

18.39.2. There is parking for cycles at a number of locations in Liphook as follows:










The Square – 3 x Sheffield Stands – 6 cycles.
The Co-operative Store – 4 x Sheffield Stands – 8 cycles.
Station Road, Countrywide – 5 x Sheffield Stands – 10 cycles.
Midhurst Road Car Park – 1 x Sheffield Stand – 2 cycles.
Liphook Millennium Centre – 6 x Sheffield Stands - 12 cycles.
Liphook and Liss Surgery – 2 x Wheel Grips – 2 cycles.
Liphook Station – Two Tier Stand – 46 racks – covered – 46 cycles and – 3 cycle
lockers.
Bohunt School – 20 x Sheffield Stands – covered - 40 cycles.
Sainsbury’s – There are no cycle stands in the covered cycle parking area.

18.39.3.

Generally cycle parking facilities that are more than 50m from the destination will
not be used for short stay parking, or by anyone in a hurry. For the most seamless
interchange to or from bike to foot, it is important to have the cycle parking as
close as possible to the point where the cyclist has to stop cycling i.e. to keep the
distance cyclists are required to wheel their bikes to a minimum. Locating cycle
parking to convenient locations can have a significant effect on the cyclists’
overall journey time. It may also lessen the risk of conflict with pedestrians. In a
situation such as a high street where there are a number of possible destinations,
facilities should be arranged in small clusters at frequent intervals. This offers
cyclists a high level of flexibility and convenience.

18.39.4.

Following these guidelines there are many parts of Liphook which are
inadequately served with cycle parking. For example Lloyds Chemists, the
Library, the Village Surgery, Gable’s / Hampshire’s, Lloyds Bank, Sainsbury’s
(shelter but no cycle stands), Station Road near Liphook Hardware, Passfield
Stores etc. The public houses in Liphook do not appear to have any cycle parking.

18.39.5.

Where longer stay cycle parking is needed it is more attractive if it is covered,
such as at the Station, Bohunt School and Sainsbury’s. There is a shelter at
Sainsbury’s but there are no cycle stands. The public houses should have covered
cycle parking.

18.40. Cycle Routes. There are a number of routes around Liphook designed for the safe use of
pedestrians and cyclists:


From Manor Fields linking to Huron Drive and then via Ontario Way providing a safe and
direct route to Sainsbury’s and the Square, or via Canada Way to the Railway Station and
Station Road shops.
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From Midhurst Road via Fletchers Field, alongside and across Portsmouth Road, The Firs,
and Victoria Way to Bohunt School and Longmoor Road



From Bramshott Place to London Road at Radford Bridge and then along London Road to
the Square.



From Griggs Green south along Longmoor Road and a track along the side of the A3 to
Longmoor and then onwards to Greatham, Liss Forest, Liss and Petersfield. Longmoor
Road between Griggs Green and Liphook clearly forms part of this cycle route and really
should be signed appropriately.



A link to the Shipwright’s Way now provides a route from the Station to Griggs Green via
the Foley Manor Estate. This is now a pleasant, easy and useful cycle route giving access
to Liphook and the Station from Griggs Green. The Shipwright’s Way then goes south
over Weavers Down and on via Liss, Petersfield and Buriton to Queen Elizabeth Country
Park. Eventually it will go north to Hollywater, Whitehill and Bordon to Alice Holt and
further south to Portsmouth Harbour.



From Bramshott alongside the A3 via the Canadian Memorial Underpass on Bramshott
Common towards Hindhead. The provision of this facility was a major justification of the
Canadian Memorial Underpass which was constructed as part of the Hindhead A3
Improvement Scheme and was proposed by the Parish Council as an Objectors
Alternative Scheme. Unfortunately the section alongside the northbound carriageway
between the Bramshott Overpass and the Underpass at Rectory Lane is only signed to be
for the use of pedestrians. The continuation alongside the southbound carriageway
towards Hindhead is signed for use by both pedestrians and cyclists. It is important that
the section of the cycle route between Bramshott and Rectory Lane be appropriately
signed for cycles in addition to pedestrians.



London Road between the Bramshott overpass and Liphook clearly forms part of the
cycle route north along the A3 and should be signed appropriately.



There is a way-marked off-road cycle route around Liphook. This is 9 miles long and is a
circular trail around Liphook which explores the woods at Ludshott Common and
Woolmer Forest, as well as the hamlets of Bramshott, Passfield, Conford and Griggs
Green. The cycle route crosses the A3 by the Bramshott overpass following roads for
some distance. In 2004 when the Canadian Memorial Underpass was being considered
the County Cycling Officer envisaged that the underpass would deliver a safer crossing
point of the A3 for cyclists and could be incorporated into this cycle route when the
route is revised in due course. The Underpass was opened in 2008 but the route has
not yet been revised to incorporate the Canadian Memorial Underpass and this should
be pressed for as it would increase the safety and enjoyment of the Off-Road Cycle
Route around Liphook.

18.41. Bridleways. Cyclists are also permitted to use bridleways, where horse riders have priority,
and byways and there are many of these throughout the Parish. These include the
Shipwright’s Way and provide very many possibilities for leisure cycling. Cycling along public
footpaths is not permitted however.
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18.42. Woolmer Forest. The perimeter track around the Woolmer Forest Ranges provide a
delightful traffic-free environment for cycling, particularly for families with young children.
The perimeter track mostly follows the line of the dismantled military railway. However,
although much used by cyclists, cycling on this military land is not permitted and, even
though a blind eye is often turned, this can result in the confiscation of the bicycles.
18.43. Military Byelaws. The byelaws pertaining to the military land in the Liphook area should be
modified to permit cycling as well as walking on areas such as the Woolmer Forest Ranges
and Weavers Down whenever it is safe to do so. Pedestrians are allowed access to military
land except on the Danger Area when red flags are not flying.
18.44. Shipwright’s Way. It is understood that the Shipwright’s Way will link between Griggs Green
and Hollywater by means of a track alongside the perimeter track. These routes are shown
on the map in in the Environment section.
18.45. Future Need. Clearly more dedicated cycle and pedestrian routes are needed in and around
Liphook to provide safe walking and cycle routes, particularly for children.
Traffic Management
18.46. Midhurst Road Pedestrian Crossing. There have been numerous complaints, particularly
from, and on behalf, of the elderly concerning their ability to cross the Midhurst Road from
Liphook Village Surgery to the rear door of Lloyds Chemists safely. In this area there are
already two crossing points, often referred to as ‘courtesy crossings’: these are advisory and
indicate the safest place to cross the road and they have dropped kerbs. Although motorists
are not required to give way to pedestrians on these, they often do. The crossings are:
18.46.1.

One is by the roundabout at the top of Midhurst Road and is close to the front
entrance to Lloyds Chemists. This crossing is essential for pedestrian movement
along Haslemere Road, although it is not particularly well delineated but does give
a direct route to the front entrance of Lloyds

18.46.2.

The other is by the Haskell Centre but is not defined by bollards or road markings
but has dropped kerbs. It may not be in the most useful position for reaching
Lloyds but it is convenient for the bus stop, the car park and the Parish Office.

There should be a study conducted of pedestrians crossing Midhurst Road in this area to
identify the main routes taken when people cross the road and the problems they
experience. The problem could then be assessed with more than anecdotal evidence so
that further action might be taken.
18.47. Zebra Crossing in The Square There has been some criticism of the Zebra Crossing in The
Square in that it allows children at the end of the school day uninterrupted opportunities to
cross the road and it is claimed that a Puffin Crossing would be better for traffic. In theory a
Puffin Crossing would allow traffic to take its turn regularly to go through the crossing
without being stopped by pedestrians. However, there are so many school children wanting
to cross The Square at this time it is unlikely that they would wait for the traffic to be stopped
but would cross anywhere at any time. The Zebra Crossing however, allows pedestrians to
cross the road safely with minimal delay so that is their preferred route across the road
keeping the rest of The Square relatively clear of pedestrians.
18.48. Haslemere Road. Traffic calming along Haslemere Road where traffic speeds can be
excessive would enforce slower speeds, improving pedestrian and traffic safety and
discouraging some rat-run traffic through the village. A pedestrian crossing facility on
Haslemere Road close to Manor Fields would reinforce the traffic calming. Pedestrians must
cross the road at this point if they wish to walk along Haslemere Road between Manor Fields
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and the village. A puffin or zebra crossing across Haslemere Road at this point would provide
safely for pedestrian traffic and would contribute to the effect of the traffic calming.
18.49. Portsmouth Road. Concern has been expressed about fast traffic between Station Road and
the Royal Mail Sorting Office on Portsmouth Road, and its effect on pedestrians and cyclists
using the crossing at Fletcher’s Field. The proposed roundabout at the junction with Station
Road would slow traffic down when installed. Traffic calming here was considered important
by County Highway Engineers some 10 years’ ago and would still increase safety on
Portsmouth Road.
18.50. Headley Road. Traffic calming on Headley Road was considered by the County Highways
Engineers along Hunters Chase and The Avenue. The aim being to increase the safety of
pedestrians, particularly parents and children, using the zebra crossing. This proposal should
still be pursued.
18.51. Longmoor Road. Outline planning permission for 155 houses on Lowsley Farm was granted
in December 2012 with access to the residential estate via a new roundabout on Longmoor
Road. However safety concerns were raised over the siting of this roundabout, particular
over its design, location (on a bend) and conformity with recognised highways standards. In
granting approval conditions were placed requiring the developer to provide a full public
consultation on the requirement for traffic calming measures along Longmoor Road. The
developer now plans to extend the site by adding a further 175 houses making 330 in total.
This combined proposal was presented to the public at an exhibition on 24 th January 2014.
The new plan includes repositioning of the controversial roundabout thereby making traffic
calming measures even more essential along this road.
Traffic Congestion
18.52. Traffic Flow. The centre of Liphook is congested at certain times of the day particularly when
people are going to and from work and children are being taken to and from school. Much
of this traffic appears to passing through the village between Headley Road and Haslemere
Road/Midhurst Road. Without carrying out costly studies it is unclear where this traffic is
coming from and going to. What is certain is that drivers come through the village because
they feel it is the quickest way to make their journeys. It is very likely that there is also an
unsatisfied demand which would use this route if it were not so congested. Great care must
be taken when considering ways to improve traffic conditions in Liphook without drawing
more traffic through the village to reduce or negate the value of any improvement
18.53. The Square. A major concern in Liphook is the volume of traffic passing through The Square
at peak periods. There appears to a steady stream of traffic from Headley Road to Haslemere
Road in the morning and the reverse in the evening. As this is a fairly regular occurrence the
underlying reasons need to be confirmed. This could be done by conducting an Origin Destination survey to confirm that the dominant movement through The Square is between
Headley and Haslemere Roads.
18.54. Relief Road Options. There is little opportunity to construct a relief road to carry this traffic
away from The Square. However the degree of traffic delay through Liphook at the present
time would indicate that there is unsatisfied demand, which would be released, should
delays be reduced by means of a relief road. It is likely that any improvement for traffic
through the village would result in more traffic using the route. Several options have been
considered for a relief road:
18.54.1.

A relief road between Station Road and Longmoor Road, as being proposed by
developers, would not relieve traffic between Headley Road and Haslemere Road
and there does not seem to be a lot of traffic between Haslemere Road and
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Longmoor Road. Any traffic taken from Haslemere Road would be transferred to
Highfield Lane and the busy Station Road which would be inappropriate. This
road would have to go through the SDNP and could only be funded by
considerable housing development there as it would not be justified by traffic
relief in The Square.
18.54.2.

A route between London Road, Haslemere Road and Midhurst Road was
considered as part of the Sainsbury’s/OSU site development. It would have gone
through the Little Recreation Ground and Library Car Park and through the
Chiltley Manor development to Ontario Way. This route was supported by the
Parish Council who had commissioned a study which confirmed its feasibility but
it was dismissed when the developers showed that traffic generated by the
development would not justify it.

18.54.3.

A relief road between Haslemere Road and London Road through the Little
Recreation Ground might still be possible. Tower Road would complete the relief
route to Headley Road. This route would probably provide the much need traffic
relief in The Square but it is unlikely that this route would found be acceptable.

18.54.4.

It is unlikely that a relief road between Haslemere Road and the Liphook East
Junction would be permitted as it would have to go through the Wey Valley
Preservation Area and Bramshott Place. It is doubtful whether such a route
would provide much relief in The Square anyway.

18.55. Discourage Through Traffic. Serious thought should be given to discouraging traffic from
passing through Liphook when alternative routes away from the village are available. Traffic
management measures on Haslemere Road and Headley Road would make the route
through the village less attractive. Traffic should also be encouraged to avoid Liphook by
signing the route between Haslemere and Bordon via Hindhead, the A3 Trunk Road to
Longmoor and the A325. It would be useful to investigate and compare journey times
between Haslemere and Bordon through Liphook and via the A3/A325 route with a view to
discouraging traffic from passing through Liphook by means of signing and traffic
management.
Local Traffic Management
18.56. Conford. HGV’s have been turning into the road to Conford instead of Hollywater Road. This
seems to have been caused by the sign announcing Passfield being on the Liphook side of
the road to Conford. There is now sign indicating that the road goes to Conford only. If this
has not prevented traffic being directed down by instructions or GPS then the sign should be
moved beyond the road to Conford and closer to Passfield. The road to Conford and beyond
to Holm Hills is derestricted i.e. the national speed limit of 60mph is in force. In the interest
of road safety there should be a 30 mph speed limit in force on this road.
18.57. Griggs Green. High vehicle speeds are experienced on Longmoor Road beyond the bridge
over the Hollywater. Such speed endangers vehicles turning onto Longmoor Road from ‘Old’
Longmoor Road and particularly from Deer’s Hut Road on which traffic has increased
enormously with developments at Old Thorns and the refurbishment of the Deer’s Hut.
Local residents have complained about this and have asked that the 40mph zone should be
extended to the A3. This section of road has a serious record of fatal traffic accidents.
18.58. Bramshott. Vehicle GPS navigation systems are advising drivers to use Church Road and
Church Lane through Bramshott to reach destinations such as Passfield. HGVs following this
guidance are causing problems. GPS navigation companies should be persuaded that Church
Road and Church Lane are not suitable for HGVs.
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Quiet Lanes
18.59. Description. Under the Transport Act 2000, local authorities are able to designate roads for
which they are responsible as Quiet Lanes. These are minor rural roads, typically ‘C’ or
unclassified routes, which have been designated by local highway authorities as needing
special attention for the needs of walkers, cyclists, horse riders and other vulnerable road
users, and to offer protection from speeding traffic. HCC does not seem to have a policy on
Quiet Lanes yet, although Surrey has had them for 10 years or more. Particularly appropriate
for Quiet Lane status are roads which are important for recreational users and for which
there are appropriate alternative routes for major traffic. Vulnerable users such as
pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders, roam ability scooter users, etc., would have a degree of
priority over motorised traffic on Quiet Lanes and there would normally be a 20mph speed
limit.
18.60. Candidates. Roads in Liphook considered suitable would include:








Tunbridge Lane;
Church Lane and Church Road;
Burgh Hill Road;
Rectory Lane;
Devil’s Lane and Chiltlee Lane;
Hewshott Lane / Hammer Lane;
Sandy Lane / Hammer Lane.

All these roads have parallel roads which are more appropriate for through traffic. Residents
of Tunbridge Lane and Church Lane/Church Road have expressed their wish that these roads
should be designated Quiet Lanes.
Walking
18.61. Footpath Network. The cycling network listed above together with the very many public
footpaths throughout the parish are shown on the Bramshott & Liphook Rights of Way Map
in Environment Section in Paragraph13.2.
18.62. Provision for Pedestrians. All the roads in the urban part of the village have pavements
(footways) alongside them. It is essential that there are dropped kerbs at all crossing points
and where pavements are interrupted by a side road. However a number only have
pavements on one side causing pedestrians to cross unnecessarily the following roads:
18.62.1.

Haslemere Road from Stonehouse Road to Chiltley Manor entrance has a
pavement on the north side only. This presents a problem as the south side is
fully developed, particularly by Manor Fields where there should be a pedestrian
crossing to access the Haslemere Road pavement.

18.62.2.

Midhurst Road from Triggs Cottages, Midhurst Road to Highfield Lane has a
pavement on the east side only. The footpath to the Gunns Farm Estate then
continues at the other side of the road cutting across between houses to The
Close.

18.62.3.

Portsmouth Road from the Firs to the Links Tavern has a pavement on the east
side only.

18.62.4.

Longmoor Road from Bohunt School to Westlands Cottage has the pavement on
the north side and then crosses to the south side until Bircholt Road. The crossing
point is delineated with yellow bollards and there is non-slip road surfacing on
the approach from the west.
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18.62.5.

Along Headley Road from the Avenue to Hunters Chase it is on the east side
where it crosses the road and continues on the west side to Passfield.

Conclusions
18.63. School Congestion. Further work is required on the Schools Joint Travel Plan, which needs
updating, if congestion is to be eased along The Avenue, Avenue Close and Headley Road.
18.64. Pedestrian Crossing. There should be a study of pedestrians crossing the


Midhurst Road to identify the main route taken and the problems experienced.



Haslemere Road at the junction with the footpath to Manor Fields to establish the
numbers crossing at this point and the risks involved.

18.65. Station Accessibility. The planned disabled users’ ramp from Midhurst Road to the south
bound platform will not be built until additional developer funding along with matched
funding from HCC, SWT and Network Rail is procured.
18.66. SWT Desiro Trains. Support should give to the ‘No 450 Group’s’ campaign to replace Desiro
Class 450 trains on the Portsmouth Line with Class 444. Letters should be written to SWT,
the local MP and the Secretary of State for Transport.
18.67. Travel to Hospitals. Consideration should be given by both local surgeries to:


Providing more minor treatments in the community and thereby reduce the travel
burden for the elderly and disabled.



Enlarging and equipping surgeries to accommodate visiting consultants and
physiotherapists etc., thereby reducing still further the travel burden on patients.



Making greater outpatient use of Chase Hospital rather than Haslemere as it is served by
a direct bus service.

18.68. Commuter Parking. Seek ways of resolving the commuter and general parking problems in
the village by:


Encouraging commuters to use the Station car park.



Applying parking restrictions to the residential roads worst affected by commuter
parking.



Encouraging commuters to get to and from the Station be walking, cycling, bus or ‘Kiss&-Ride.’



Increased commuter parking would inevitably be charged.

18.69. Public Transport.
18.69.1.

The Service 13 Liphook to Basingstoke via Whitehill, Bordon and Alton is probably
as good a service as can be expected in a rural area although it has limited use for
leisure and social purposes.

18.69.2.

The Service 250 bus should be promoted more by:






Ensuring that stopping points are clearly signed.
Making the public aware that local buses can be hailed provided it stops
where there is a pavement.
Displaying timetables at stopping points.
Providing a bus stop sign at Sainsbury’s along with displaying a timetable.
Restoring afternoon services.
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18.70. Community Transport. Consideration should be given to:


Reviewing the Parish Council’s one time aspiration to run a minibus service for residents
living in the outer hamlets.



Looking at the feasibility of providing a community minibus service run by volunteers for
residents.



Publicizing the Call & Go service currently being provided by Community Transport East
Hampshire.

18.71. Cycling. Cycling is reasonably well catered for but facilities provided in Liphook appear to be
little used.
18.71.1.

There should be cycle stands at Lloyds Chemists, the Library, The Village Surgery,
Gable’s/Hampshire’s, Lloyds Bank, Sainsbury’s (shelter but no stands), near
Liphook Hardware, Passfield Store and public houses.

18.71.2.

There are many cycle routes in and around Liphook but some need to be
extended:


Longmoor Road to Griggs Green should be signed for shared cycle/vehicle use
to link to the cycle route down the side of the A3 to the south.



The section of the cycle route going north alongside the A3 between the
Bramshott over-bridge to Rectory Lane should be signed for cyclists as well as
pedestrians.



Liphook to the Bramshott over-bridge should be signed for shared
cycle/vehicle use to link to the cycle route alongside the A3 to the north.



The round Liphook off-road cycle route should be revised to include the
Canadian Memorial Underpass.



The Military Law Byelaws should be modified to permit cycling on tracks on
Woolmer Forest and Weavers Down when danger flags are not flying.

18.72. Traffic Management.


Study pedestrian movements across Midhurst Road near the Village Surgery to identify
main routes taken across the road.



Keep the Zebra Crossing in the Square as it is the safest way to get schoolchildren across
the road.



Increase traffic calming measures in Liphook on the Haslemere, Portsmouth and Headley
Roads.

18.73. Traffic Congestion. Take steps to alleviate traffic congestion in the Square by:


Conducting an Origin Destination survey to confirm that the dominant movement
through the Square is between Haslemere and Headley Roads with a view to dealing with
this.



It is unlikely that any feasible relief road would relieve the Square of much traffic.



Discouraging traffic from passing through Liphook by means of improved signage and
traffic management.
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18.74. Local Traffic Management.


The Passfield sign on the Headley Road near the Conford junction should be moved to
beyond the junction and closer to Passfield to avoid confusion.



A 30 mph speed limit should be imposed on the road to Conford and beyond to Holm
Hills.



The existing 40 mph speed limit zone along the Longmoor Road should be extended to
the junction with the A3.



Satellite navigation providers should be pressed to avoid routing traffic through
Bramshott.

18.75. Quiet Lanes. Steps should be taken to press for Quiet Lanes in Bramshott and Liphook.
18.76. Walking. It is essential that there are dropped kerbs at all crossing points and where
pavement is interrupted by a side road.
Recommendations
18.77. School Congestion. Update the School Travel Plan to ease congestion along The Avenue,
Avenue Close and Headley Road.
18.78. Pedestrian Crossing. Conduct a study of pedestrians crossing the:


Midhurst Road to identify the main route taken and the problems experienced.



Haslemere Road at the junction with the footpath to Manor Fields to establish the
numbers crossing at this point and the risks involved.

18.79. Station Accessibility. Press for funding from developer other sources such as HCC, SWT
and Network Rail to ensure that the planned disabled users’ ramp from Midhurst Road to
the south bound platform is built and the platforms raised as a matter of urgency.
18.80. SWT Desiro Trains. Strong support should be given to the ‘No 450 Group’s’ campaign to
replace the Class 450 trains with Class 444 on the Portsmouth line to ease travel and
reduce over-crowding on trains for long distance commuters.
18.81. Travel to hospitals. Consideration should be given by both local surgeries to:


Providing more minor treatments in the community and thereby reduce the travel
burden for the elderly and disabled.



Enlarging and equipping surgeries to accommodate visiting consultant and
physiotherapists etc., thereby reducing still further the travel burden on patients.



Ensure that greater use is made of Chase Hospital rather than Haslemere.

18.82. Commuter Parking. Seek ways of resolving the commuter and general parking problems
in the village.
18.83. Public Transport. Promote the local bus service through displaying timetables, signing
stopping points and making the public aware that some buses can be hailed provided
there is a pavement nearby.
18.84. Community Transport. Look into the feasibility of operating a community minibus run by
volunteers for the benefit of residents, particularly those living in the hamlets, and
publicize the Call & Go service provided by Community Transport East Hampshire.
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18.85. Cycling.


Look into the feasibility of providing cycle stands throughout the parish.



Look at extending and improving cycle routes, including signage, along Longmoor
Road, the A3 by Bramshott, Rectory Lane and the Canadian Memorial Underpass.



Consider the feasibility of changes to Military Law Byelaws to enable the public to cycle
on tracks in Woolmer Forest and Weavers Down when danger flags are not flying.

18.86. Traffic Management. Increase traffic calming measures in Liphook, particularly along the
Haslemere, Portsmouth and Headley Roads, and keep the zebra crossing in the Square.
18.87. Traffic Congestion. HCC Highways Department to conduct an Origin Destination survey
to confirm whether or not the dominant traffic movement through the village is between
Haslemere and Headley Roads and provide workable solutions to congestion in the
Square.
18.88. Local Traffic Management.


Request HCC Highways Department to reposition the Passfield sign near the Conford
junction to beyond the junction and closer to Passfield to avoid confusion, and impose
a 30 mph speed limit on the road to Conford and Holm Hills.



Request HCC Highways Department to extend the existing 40 mph speed limit zone
along the Longmoor Road to the junction with the A3.



Press satellite navigation providers to avoid routing traffic through Bramshott.

18.89. Quiet Lanes. Immediate steps should be taken to introduce ‘Quiet Lane’ classifications on
some rural lanes in Bramshott and Liphook.
18.90. Walking. Ensure that all road crossing points, including junctions with side roads, are
fitted with dropped kerbs.
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UNEMPLOYMENT (V1.1)
Introduction
19.1. Background. The aim of this section was to establish the issues affecting the unemployed.
It was anticipated that those in need would be reluctant to talk about their particular
circumstances so we chose instead to approach this through Job Centre Plus in Petersfield.
Whilst some research was conducted by a few volunteers these were incomplete. CAB data
clearly indicated that there are pockets of deprivation within Liphook despite the village
being considered affluent.
19.2. Current position. Given time and determination it is quite feasible to complete this work
with help from Job Centre Plus. It is therefore concluded that a more thorough review could
be conducted by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.
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YOUTH (V2.9)
Youth Survey
20.1. Approach. A draft 4-page colour questionnaire was adopted. This was distributed to pupils
at Bohunt (1330), Liphook Junior School (350) and to local pupils in the surrounding private
schools. Electronic copies were also sent to sixth form colleges in Alton, South Down,
Godalming and Guildford to name but a few. The age range covered pupils from 5 to 19,
with parents helping those at the lower end. In all 2,000 questionnaires were printed.
20.2. Questionnaire. Confidentiality being the primary concern the questionnaire, as you will see
from Annex G, was designed in such a way that no individual child could be identified. The
questions, requiring either tick box and text answers, were grouped under 8 headings.
20.3. Conduct of the Survey. With the agreement of the respective heads, questionnaires were
delivered to the local schools during the summer term; in Bohunt’s case the academic staff
used it as a topic during social studies lessons. The junior schools, particularly the
independents, distributed them either by handing hardcopies to parents or sending them by
email; in the latter case with poor results. Unfortunately the surrounding sixth form colleges
took the same route emailing all students from Liphook with, sadly, the same result. Despite
this set back, questionnaires were handed to college students at the bus stop and over
several days at the railway station with some being completed and returned. It was quickly
concluded that once these sixth formers leave the parish their lives, along with new found
friends, revolve around college life.
20.4. Database. The data from each questionnaire was entered into a Microsoft (MS) Access 2010
database. The data was grouped under the sectional headings using the unique number on
each questionnaire as the Identity (ID) link. The data was then analysed using, gender, age,
the general areas in which they live etc. Those numbers living in the parish were separated
from those living in the surrounding towns and villages. The former group were then
compared with the 2011 Census return to ensure a sufficient sample size.
Aim
20.5. The aim of this paper is to analyse the views expressed by our youth, identify what
improvements they would like to see that would benefit them, draw conclusions and make
recommendations.
Analysis
20.6. Outline. A total of 829 students (over 62%) completed the survey from Bohunt School. The
remaining 85 were completed by pupils from Liphook Junior and other surrounding schools.
Only 6 current and former college students completed questionnaires. It was felt that once
the students leave for college they lose interest in village life.
General Information
20.7. Age Range. The 2011 Census shows the total number
80
of young people between the ages of 5 and 19 as 1,658.
60
Of these 366 who live in the parish completed
40
questionnaires. The ages of those that took part in the
20
survey are shown in the graph. It is clear that the
0
sample sizes for 9 and below and 16+ are too small to
5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
be significant. In addition, the survey was completed by
Survey - Age Ranges
a further 548 who live in the surrounding towns and
villages. Of these the sample sizes for the 5 to 11 and 17 to 19 age groups were too small to
draw any separate, significant conclusions.
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20.8. Age Groups. For ease of analysis results were split into 3 age groups: 5 to 9; 10 to 14 and 15
to 19, by gender producing the following results:
Living in Parish
Range
Male
Female
Total

5–9
17
28
45

Living Outside Parish
10-14
98
126
224

15-19
47
50
97

Total
162
204
366

Range
Male
Female
Total

5-9
3
4
7

10-14
185
173
358

15-19
85
98
183

Total
273
275
548

With the exception of the 10 to 14 age group living in the parish there is a reasonably even
gender split.
20.9. Home Locations. The survey asked where the pupils lived. Of the 366 replies from those
living in the Parish 51 live in the Hamlets and 19 left the question blank. For the remaining
296 who live in Liphook it was further split using
Living In Parish:
the 6 main arterial roads as references as shown
33
80
on the graph. It can be seen that the majority
67
live along the Haslemere, Midhurst –
presumably on the Canada Way and Berg
50
47
19
estates – and Headley Roads. Those living
outside the Parish (548) the majority live in Liss,
Liss Forest and surrounding villages (200), the
Haslemere Road
Headley Road
area encompassing Grayshott, Headley &
London Road
Longmoor Road
Midhurst
Road
Portsmouth Road
Hindhead (99), around Bordon & Whitehill (89),
the environs of Haslemere (77) with a further 83 living as far afield as Midhurst, Petworth
and Totton.
Sports & Leisure
20.10. Current (Sports) Clubs. Surprisingly at lot of young people travel as far afield as Aldershot,
Guildford, Portsmouth and Southampton to participate in sport training at the highest level.
Within Liphook the greatest participation is in football (37) and swimming (15). The latter,
mostly female, use the pool at Highfield School. Clubs used for recreational purposes
include dance & drama (25, all female), guides (19), scouts, brownies and beavers (23).
These numbers increase when those living outside of the Parish either stay or travel back in
to attend football, dance & drama and basketball/netball classes.
20.11. Sports Played. When asked what sports they actually liked playing numbers increased quite
dramatically. For those living in:
20.11.1.

Parish. By far the largest number, 114 (28 female) the preferred sports was
football followed by tennis (50), Basketball (49), Netball (48), swimming (48),
hockey (40) and rugby (36), a good spread. Cricket came in with 28, 3 of whom
were female.

20.11.2.

Non-Parish. Once again football topped the list with 173 (49 female) followed by
basketball (94). Tennis and swimming came next with 74 and 73 respectively with
hockey, rounders, netball and cricket all having over 50 players.

20.12. New Sports. They were asked what new sports clubs they would like introduced. The
responses to this were rather poor and, in some cases, the answers seem to have been what
they would like more of. Top of the list locally was basketball/netball (16%), followed by
rugby, swimming and tennis (all with 6%) and Badminton (5.6%). The answers from those
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living outside the parish were similar with tennis, gymnastics (trampolining) and swimming
topping the list.
Activities
20.13. Hobbies. Although this question was designed to draw out what they liked doing by the way
of hobbies during their spare time football still came top of the list. Other popular activities
included playing and listening to music, computer gaming, cycling, ballet and dancing. Some
other popular interests included horse riding, art, reading & writing and acting. Although
much lower down the list there was quite a bit of interest in swimming (57), cooking & baking
(38), photography (30), and mechanics & motocross (20).
20.14. Voluntary Work. Although this question was answered by about 50% of the respondents
the vast majority participated in LiDBA and the Carnival. Other answers included: Liphook in
Bloom, the Duke of Edinburgh scheme, helping with young children and the elderly.
Collecting at fetes, sports relief and participating in charitable fun (race for life) runs also
came near the top of the list.
Meeting Friends
20.15. Ownership. This question looked at the ownership of personal transport. Naturally, in a
rural community the bike came top with 86% owning one compared with 89% of their
neighbouring cousins. Over 39% (neighbours 36%) owned scooters. Although 37%
responded to this question (neighbours 34%) the skateboard question was tied in with
ownership of roller-skates. It was therefore difficult to assess how many skateboards there
were. Once again, the response was pretty even across the age range, presumably as young
people like to emulate their older siblings. Interestingly, 3.28% owned motorbikes. Since
about half of these were under 15 it is assumed that these were the small, off-road
motorbikes.
20.16. Transport. This question was designed to find out how easy it was for friends to meet up.
Within the parish over 90% found it
Transport Method - Locals:
easy whereas only 84% who lived 8.79%
outside felt the same. Amongst the
1.92%
Walk
31.59%
majority of young people over 76%
Car
often walked, which in a village is
76.37%
hardly surprising, 63% relied on
Train
46.15%
parents and car sharing to meet up,
Bike
almost half (46%) used the train, 32%
62.64%
Bus
their bikes and, surprisingly, 9% the
bus. A similar pattern emerged from
Motorbike
those living outside the parish with
more using the bus (22%).
20.17. Meeting Up. As most of the responses related to particular towns and village centres
separate reports have been produced for almost each one. These will be made available to
the respective town and parish councils on request. With Bramshott and Liphook the
majority (over 25%) met up at each other’s’ houses. The Recreation Ground was the next
gathering place followed by Radford Park. A fair number (13%) met up in Guildford,
presumably on shopping trips. Some only cited meeting up during (presumably after) school
clubs, whilst only 3% played in the local streets and estates. A similar number cited
Sainsbury’s and the Train Station. It is believed that, on occasions, they have been using the
empty well-lit car park and station platform on dark, rainy winter evenings for skateboarding,
however the British Transport Police cannot confirm this. Apart from houses, the main
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meeting place for those living outside the parish, with the exception of those in Midhurst
and Petersfield is Guildford. It would be fair to assume that this is common ground for school
friends to be able to renew and maintain friendships.
20.18. Feeling Safe. Only 317 out of 366 of those living in the parish responded to the question on
feeling safe. On average 85% of females said they felt safe and 90% of males. Those that
felt unsafe, particularly at night cited: potential traffic accidents due to narrow pavements,
especially when cars are parked on them; concerns about teenagers loitering, they felt
threatened and wanted more police patrols particularly in outlying streets; more street
lighting requested; a pedestrian crossing requested near Churchers Junior School; more
checks on speeding in the parish and the use of CCTV to deter crime and vandalism.
Favourite Activities
20.19. Shopping. Less than 2% of locals cited Liphook as their favourite when shopping for clothes
and shoes etc., just over 1% the internet. Well over half shopped in Guilford, 19% in
Portsmouth and 12% in Petersfield. Shopping in London seems attractive to 4%, whilst 3%
chose to shop in Chichester or Haslemere. For those living outside the parish there is a wider
spread: Guildford (46%), Portsmouth (19%), Petersfield (9%), Chichester (6%), with 4%
choosing to shop in Basingstoke and London.
20.20. Favourite Pastime. The main answers from 18% of those surveyed was meeting friends
followed by computer gaming (13%), shopping (between 7 & 9%) with watching TV close
behind (6%). Interestingly, reading/writing and cycling were popular with over 5% of those
surveyed.
20.21. Facilities Used. The majority of replies to this question almost mirrored the sports played,
with very little difference between those living in and outside the parish. However there
was a slight ambiguity in the wording of the questions: it asked “Would you use any of the
following facilities and, if so, where would you like them to be?” Most of the answers refer
to the existing sports and recreational facilities already in existence. That said, it would
appear that a great deal of use is made of what already exists. It would appear that they like
to make use of hard-standing areas such as playgrounds (37%) and would like the addition
of more basketball hoops (36%) – small areas of tarmac with hoops would suffice. Twenty
eight per cent (103) use the skate park with a similar number giving a preference for bike
ramps. Interestingly, between 19% and 24% would like access to an internet café facility,
presumably as a communications centre and meeting place. In answer to the question of
where any additional facilities should be located, of 179 responses from those living in the
parish the overwhelming majority preferred Bohunt (109) and then the Recreation Ground
(25) followed by the Green (9), Radford Park and the Library (both 6). A further 42 living
outside the parish also preferred Bohunt.
Bohunt Facilities
20.22. Frequency of Use. This section looked at how many used the Bohunt Centre’s facilities, the
frequency and whether or not these met their needs. A total of 884 responded to these
questions with over 38% acknowledging that they used the facilities, although some of the
answers indicated that they used during the school day. Of these 30% used them weekly
and 6% monthly. The biggest response was on the last question with 42% saying that they
did not meet their needs. In addition they made suggestions on improvement, these have
been analysed separately.
20.23. Facilities Used. Although separate responses for those living outside of the parish were
recorded – it was assumed that they would make less use of Bohunt – it was quite the
reverse. It would therefore seem prudent to publish the finding separately for those living:
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20.23.1.

Parish Students. Out of 85 responses the most popular seems to be the dance
and music studios at 24% and 20% respectively closely followed by the sports hall
(18%) and drama studio (16%). The Astro-turf and gymnasium were used by 7%.
In addition they asked for the following:









Better technical equipment in the music studio (7);
Bigger and better facilities (5);
New rings, floor and better nets in the sports hall (3);
New goal posts and nets plus fencing repaired around the astroturf (2);
Better quality computers in the ICT laboratory (2);
Cleaner facilities, particularly toilets (4);
Installation of vending machines & working water dispenser (2);
Reduction in hire costs (preferably free) to students at the school (2).

It is understood that some of these suggested improvements have been carried
out during summer 2012.
20.23.2.

Non-Parish Students. Once again out of 138 responses to this question the music
and dance studios came top for usage with 40% and 26% respectively followed
closely by drama (25%), sports hall (9%), gymnasium (7%) and art studio (4%).
However, they suggested the following improvements:








Build new, bigger & better facilities (15);
Better guitars and new technology in the music studio (7);
The dance & drama studios need updating with better sound & lighting (5);
Cleaner facilities, particularly toilets (5);
Modern hockey sticks required (1);
More basketball hoops (1);
Tennis courts need refurbishing (2).

20.24. Swimming Pool. Views were sought on the provision of a community swimming pool at
Bohunt. Since Bordon, Haslemere and
No
Swimming Pool:
Petersfield already have their own pools it
response
was felt that young people from these towns
13%
would not be in favour of a swimming pool
No
at Bohunt. The responses were therefore
19%
separated. Surprisingly the results from
Yes
both groups were almost identical. Of the
68%
884 who completed this section 68% were in
favour and only 19% against.
Youth Clubs
20.25. Existing Membership. In this survey of youth club membership of the 863 who responded
only 11% declared that they attended youth related clubs and activities.
20.26. Central Youth Club. The question was designed to illicit if they would use a dedicated central
youth centre were a building to be provided. As this was primarily targeted at those living
in the Parish only their responses were considered, 28% were in favour and 65% against with
the remainder abstaining. Unsurprisingly, when asked where such a centre should be the
majority favoured using the Millennium Centre or the Village Hall.
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Education Plans
20.27. Higher Education. They were asked if they would like to continue their higher education: ‘A’
Levels, City & Guilds or Diplomas/BTEC. After answers from the under 10’s and over 16 were
excluded of the remaining 885 only 6% stated that they did not intend to continue their
education beyond their 16th birthday and a further 12% left this question blank.
20.28. Qualifications Sought. A total of 154 living in the parish answered this question with 126
opting for ‘A’ Levels, 21 for Diploma/BTEC and one planning to take City & Guilds. The
remaining 6 choosing not to continue their education preferring instead to join either the
family business or become a car mechanic or carpenter. Of those living outside the parish
128 responded with 105 opting for ‘A’ Levels, 18 for Diploma/BTEC, one City & Guilds and 13
giving up education. Of the latter, career paths included singing, theatre, airline crew,
hairdresser, horticulture as well as mechanic, carpenter and joining the family business.
20.29. Colleges Selected.
20.29.1.

20.29.2.

Parish Students. A total of 107
students living in the parish
confirmed the name of the Sixth
Form College they would be
attending.
It was hardly
surprising, as it’s nearer, that the
majority 50% chose Alton whilst
15% were going to Godalming.
The 14% selecting Churchers
College reflects the big response
received from Churchers Junior
School in Liphook.

Colleges - Parish Students
8%

4%

8%

50%
14%

15%

Alton

Churchers

Godalming

Guildford

South Downs

Others

Non-Parish Students. A similar pattern occurs for the non-parish student with
55% of the 152 going to Alton, 22% to Godalming, 11% to South Downs, 7% to
Guildford, which includes Merrist Wood and 5% to other colleges.

20.30. Higher Education Locally. Knowing that Bohunt, as an Academy, is considering starting up a
Sixth Form the views of current students were sought. A total of 441 students responded to
this question with 57% in favour of taking ‘A’ levels locally.
Career Aspirations
20.31. University. Of the 195 parish students planning to attend college 69% aspired to attend
university, 9% left the question blank with the remainder seeking alternative career routes.
Of those living outside the parish the response was 78% favouring university and 3% gave no
response.
20.32. Career Plans. Rather than list the various career plans the most popular were:
20.32.1.

For those going to university: the medical profession (24), teaching (18), law (17),
animal welfare (12), professional sport (12), business/administration (11),
science (11), engineering (10) and the military (9).

20.32.2.

Those not planning to attend university: construction industry (9), animal welfare
(9), police/fire service (5), professional sport (5), theatre/dance (5), military (4)
and music (4).

It is uncertain if the career aspiration of those not planning to attend college or university is
being met locally.
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Additional Information
20.33. Comments. The young people were given the opportunity to add comments at the end of
the questionnaire. Sixty chose to make a variety of interesting suggestions. The most
popular were: Sports and Leisure Centre with swimming pool (22), new skate park/bike ramp
with floodlights (8), an adventure play park with climbing frame and zip wire in Radford Park
(7), big ice skating rink in Petersfield (7), more clothing shops in Liphook (6) and more cycle
paths including through the countryside (5). Other interesting suggestions included:
disco/rock band sessions, more and cheaper public transport, bowling alley, children’s
cinema, cookery school, picnic benches in Radford Park and a crazy golf course.
Summary
20.34. General Information. The data collated covers the views of both public and private school
students ranging in age from 5 to 19. The replies were evenly split between male and female
and covered, in the 11+ age range, pupils living in and outside the parish, in the latter case
the ratio was roughly 1:2. However the effective sample sizes for those aged 9 and below
and 17+ were too small to be significant, therefore that data was combined to give an overall
picture of the students’ wishes. As expected, there is a pretty even spread of home location
in the village along the main 6 arterial routes with 51 living in the hamlets. The primary
catchment areas for those living outside the parish are those lining the railway line and A3
corridor such as Liss, Greatham, Haslemere, Hindhead, Bordon and Whitehill.
20.35. Sports & Leisure. From the replies the young generation clearly have a very active social life
attending many of the clubs and recreational pursuits on offer in our community. On the
sports front football seems to be the most popular with a large number of females taking
part. Basketball, netball and tennis appear to be very popular along with swimming and
cricket. Surprisingly, as there aren’t any local clubs, there are quite a few, both male and
female, who play hockey and rugby. When asked what new sports they would like to play
those living in the parish cited basketball/netball followed by rugby, swimming, tennis and
badminton. For those living outside the parish swimming proved most popular.
20.36. Activities. The most popular hobbies and interests, aside from sport, appear to be playing
and listening to music, computer gaming, cycling, ballet and dancing. Interestingly, quite a
few enjoy horse riding, art, reading, writing and acting. Whilst there was strong interest in
swimming, especially from those living in towns with pools, there is a growing demand for
classes in cooking, particularly baking, photography and motor mechanics. The majority
surveyed appear caring with, in addition to LiDBA and the Carnival, active participation in
fund raising for charity such sports relief and race for life. Other are involved through the
Duke of Edinburgh scheme and participate in Liphook in Bloom.
20.37. Meeting Friends. As a rural community it is hardly surprising that over 86% own bikes, but
only 37% owned either a skateboard or roller skates with similar number owning scooters.
Interestingly, 3.28% owned motorbikes hence the interest in motor mechanics. Only one
third used their bike to meet friends; most walked with 63% relying on parents or car sharing
to meet up. Whilst 46% use the train the bus was used by about 9% of young people living
in the parish and by 22% of those living outside the parish. Apart from the respective town
and parish centres and each other’s houses the main meeting points were understandably
the Recreation Ground, and Radford Park. Some of the older ones meet up in Guildford,
presumably on shopping trips. Worryingly, some admitted meeting up at the railway station
presumably because its well-lit platform provides shelter on dark, rainy winter evenings.
Overall there was a general feeling that the parish is a safe place to live. That said, 15% of
females and 10% of males cited concerns over the risk from traffic where there are roads
with narrow pavements, fear of loitering teenagers and the lack of both street lighting and
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police patrols particularly on large estates. They would like more pedestrian crossings,
checks on speeding motorists and more CCTV to deter crime and vandalism.
20.38. Favourite Activities. Shopping for major items such as clothing and shoes, sadly, is not done
locally but in Guildford, Portsmouth, Petersfield and even as far away as London. Indeed,
shopping is one of their favourite pastimes, particularly when meeting up with friends. Other
activities include computer gaming and watching TV, whilst 5% enjoyed reading and writing
as their favourite pastime and others cycling. Asking them what facilities they used threw
up some interesting answers. Although sports pitches were, understandably, popular there
was a demand, presumably because of wet and boggy ground, for areas of hard-standing
with basketball hoops. Fewer than 28% preferred to use the skate park and bike ramps.
Interestingly, almost a quarter would like access to an internet café to meet up and
communicate with friends. The preferred places for such facilities, in addition to Bohunt,
included the Recreation Ground, the Green, Radford Park and the Library.
20.39. Bohunt Facilities. Bohunt Centre currently provides sports and leisure facilities for the
whole community. These were used by 38% of young people in their spare time, most of
them on a weekly basis. The most popular seems to be the dance and music studio followed
by the sports hall and drama studio. A few used the Astro-turf and gymnasium. Sadly 42%
of respondents said that these facilities needed improving. Their comments included
requests for better technical and sound recording equipment, nets in the sports hall, goal
posts, IT equipment, sound and lighting in the dance and drama studio. Quite a few
expressed the wish for new (bigger and better) facilities. Many wanted the cleanliness,
particularly the toilets, to be improved.
20.40. Swimming Pool. Although included in the above it was felt that a new community swimming
pool and, perhaps, leisure centre could be located anywhere in the village. The response to
this question was most revealing with over 78% of all respondents in favour of a swimming
pool, even from those students living in towns with pools.
20.41. Youth Clubs. When asked if they belonged to an existing youth club the response was poor
with only 11% admitting that they did or had done so in the past. The response to the
proposal of a dedicated, central youth centre this improved to 28%, however 65% were
against having one. Those in favour preferred to use the Millennium Centre or Village Hall.
It could well be, following early responses, that they would prefer just a hard-standing and
well-lit shelter with basketball hoops in which to amuse themselves.
20.42. Education Plans. It would appear that 6% of young people do not intend to continue their
education beyond their 16th birthday; a further 12% left the question blank. The reasons
given include joining the family business, becoming a car mechanic or carpenter. Of those
wishing to continue who live in the parish (154) most opt for ‘A’ Levels with 21% selecting
the Diploma/BTEC route. For those living outside the parish the ratio is similar with 13
choosing to drop out instead to become singers, actors, airline crew, hairdressers, farmers,
mechanics, and carpenters or joining the family business. The spread of colleges selected
vary with most students opting for Alton College. Interestingly, given the option, of the 441
students questioned 57% would favour taking ‘A’ Levels more locally at the Bohunt now that
it’s an academy.
20.43. Career Aspirations. Over two-thirds of the parish students planning to attend college aspire
to move on to university. Of these most plan careers in medicine, teaching, law, animal
welfare, sport and science whilst others plan to move into business, engineering and the
military; with similar career plans for those living outside the parish.
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20.44. Additional Information. In this free ranging question the most striking responses strongly
endorsed the need for a Sport and Leisure Centre especially a swimming pool, a new
skateboard/bike ramp with floodlights and an adventure play park with climbing frame and
zip wire in Radford Park. There is also clearly a pressing demand for more clothing shops
and cycle paths. Other interesting suggestions included disco/rock band sessions, children’s
cinema, a cookery school and picnic benches in Radford Park, which are worth investigating
further.
Conclusions
20.45. General Information. The 914 completed questionnaires gave a sufficient sample size to
warrant the overall conclusions, however there were insufficient responses from the under
9s and the over 17s.
20.46. Sports & Leisure.


The most popular sports were football, basketball, netball, tennis, swimming and cricket
for both males and females.



The numbers who played hockey and rugby were insufficient to warrant the need for
additional facilities outside of those provided by the schools.



Swimming proved most popular for those living in nearby towns with swimming pools.

20.47. Activities.


Apart from the popular interest in music, computer gaming, cycling and dancing many
young people expressed a strong interest in horse riding, art, reading, writing and acting,
and some would like evening classes in cooking, particularly baking, photography and
motor mechanics.



By their action it was concluded that many were actively involved in supporting the
community through participation in charitable events run for the benefit of others.



Many teenagers were also involved in personal development projects, such as the Duke
of Edinburgh scheme, Scouts and Guides, St. Johns Ambulance etc. that enrich both them
and the community.

20.48. Meeting Friends.


The vast majority own bikes which the use regularly for travel and meeting friends
therefore there is a need for enhanced road safety measures and the provision of offroad, trail and cycle play areas.



Many felt their movements restricted by the high cost, and lack, of public transport and
the need to rely on parents with cars. They would like subsidised public transport similar
to those provided for college and university students.



Some, particularly those with skateboards, would like sheltered outdoor play areas with
hard standings and lighting in safe locations.



Although the vast majority feel safe in the parish, concern was expressed the narrow
pavements, poor street lighting and loitering teenagers. They would feel even safer with
an increased police presence, the introduction of CCTV and more pedestrian crossings.

20.49. Favourite Activities.


Their biggest complaint was the lack of clothing and shoe shops in the village; their
declared favourite pastime is shopping for clothes and shoes with friends in Guildford,
Petersfield, Portsmouth and London which, with travel costs, can prove expensive.
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Places to play seems to be their main cry be it open space for playing sport such as
grassed areas or hard standings with basketball hoops.



A strong minority would like a new skate park and bike ramps.



Several teenagers would a permanent youth club house in which they could ‘hang-out’
with internet café style facilities.

20.50. Bohunt Facilities.


Many young people expressed the desire for bigger and better facilities at Bohunt Centre
and discounted access for pupils at the school. Fortunately since the survey was
conducted there have been several improvements made to most of the facilities.



They would like better technical and sound recording equipment in the music studio and
improved sound and lighting in the dance and drama studio.



Several expressed concern over the lack of cleanliness throughout the Centre.

20.51. Swimming Pool. Many pupils of all ages would like access to a community swimming pool.
20.52. Youth Clubs. The responses were almost evenly split between the need for a dedicated,
central youth ‘drop-in’ centre with internet café and the alternative of just a hard-standing
and well-lit shelter with basketball hoops.
20.53. Education Plans.


Although in a minority several youngster planned to drop out of education upon reaching
their 16th birthday. It wasn’t clear what training these few would receive that would
enable them to gain the right employment skills in areas such as business, car mechanics,
farming, hairdressing, carpentry etc.



Conversely, many pupils stated that they would prefer to study for their ‘A’ level at
Bohunt School.

20.54. Career Aspirations. The majority of responses indicated clear career paths but many
seemed unsure of the best way of fulfilling their career aspirations.
20.55. Additional Information. These conclusions are drawn from the free-ranging answers to an
open question. Most threw up ringing endorsements to earlier conclusions and some new
novel suggestions. These included:


Strong support for a swimming pool, a new skateboard/bike ramp with floodlights and
an adventure play park with climbing frame and zip wire in Radford Park.



Other interesting suggestions worth investigating included disco/rock band sessions,
children’s cinema, a cookery school and picnic benches in Radford Park.

Recommendations
20.56. Support. The Parish should support and encourage groups involved in youth activities,
which help both young people and the local community.
20.57. Sports & Leisure.


Provide good facilities for the most popular sports such as football, basketball, netball,
tennis, swimming and cricket for both males and females.



Include the facilities for playing hockey and rugby at school level only in the short term.

20.58. Activities.
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Encourage and, where possible, provide facilities or services to those pupils with a
strong interest in horse riding, art, reading, writing and acting so that others may also
take up these beneficial activities.



Consider developing evening classes in cooking, particularly baking, photography and
motor mechanics.



Provide additional support and encouragement to those young people who actively
participate in charitable actives and events run for the benefit of others.



Seek ways of enhancing and supporting personal development schemes, such as the
Duke of Edinburgh scheme, Scouts & Guides, St. Johns Ambulance and the Liphook
Youth that enrich both the individual and the community.

20.59. Meeting Friends.


Continue to enhance road safety measures for the benefit of cycle owners; this should
include the provision of off-road, trail and cycle play areas.



Look at ways of reducing pupil transport costs for pupils by providing them with passes
similar to those provided for college and university students.



Provide a new skate park.



Consider providing sheltered outdoor play areas with hard standings and lighting in
safe locations.



Although the vast majority feel safe in the parish, take steps to address some of their
concerns over narrow pavements and loitering teenagers by increasing police
presence, the introduction of CCTV and creating more pedestrian crossings in the
parish.

20.60. Favourite Activities.


Seek ways of encouraging a growth in the number of clothing and shoe shops locally
so that young people can indulge more in one of their declared favourite pastimes of
shopping rather than travelling to Guildford, Portsmouth, Petersfield and London.



Provide more space for playing sport such as grassed areas or hard standings with
basketball hoops.



Provide a skate park and bike ramps.

20.61. Bohunt Facilities.


Consider providing better technical and sound recording equipment in the music
studio.



Look at providing improved sound and lighting in the dance and drama studio.

20.62. Swimming Pool. Look at providing a community swimming pool.
20.63. Youth Clubs. Consider the feasibility of providing a dedicated, central youth ‘drop-in’
centre with internet café.
20.64. Education Plans.


Seek ways of helping those who do not intend to continue their education beyond
their 16th birthday with further training to enable them to gain the right employment
skills in areas such as business, car mechanics, farming, hairdressing, carpentry etc.
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Consider providing an ‘A’ level education locally by setting up a 6th Form at Bohunt
School.

20.65. Additional Information. The recommendations drawn from free ranging answers either
threw up ringing endorsements:


Strong support for a swimming pool, a new skateboard/bike ramp with floodlights and
an adventure play park with climbing frame.



Pressing demands for more clothing shops and cycle paths.



The need for disco/rock band sessions, children’s cinema and cookery classes. Also
the provision of picnic benches in Radford Park.
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OTHER TOPICS (V2.1)
Local Government
21.1. At local level the community is governed by three tiers of local government: County, District
and Parish. Each manages a range of services and responsibilities which are listed in
Appendix 1 to Annex I. Residents should bear this list in mind when seeking advice or support
on particular issues. The services are funded from a combination of council tax, national
business rates, general and specific grants from government, income from fees and charges,
rental income, specific reserves and surpluses accumulated over time.
Settlement Hierarchy
21.2. National Guidance. The Government’s Planning Policy Statements notably PPS1: Delivering
Sustainable Development, PPS3: Housing and PPS7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas
and PPS 13: Transport have ensured that the principle of sustainability is now well
established. It is noted that although new developments should focus on towns, to maximise
accessibility to facilities and services, it also acknowledges that some limited development
in other remote, rural settlements with poor public transport links is needed if their viability
is to be maintained.
21.3. Settlement Analysis.25 The key services necessary to meet the day-to-day needs of residents
are: jobs, health, housing, education, shops, leisure and community facilities, open space,
sport and recreation. In assessing settlements within the hierarchy weightings were applied
to those needing daily access that generated significant car journeys such as convenience
store, post office, primary school, local jobs, frequent bus service to nearest main centre and
main railway station. A points system was then used to place the towns, villages and hamlets
into three main groupings of local service centres:


Market towns.



Large local service centres.



Small local service centres.

21.4. Market Towns. Based upon the criteria Alton and Petersfield are considered market towns.
They provide the key services and have at least:


A population of more than 10,000.



A recognisable town centre.



A wide range of shops including a large supermarket.



Significant designated employment areas.



At least one secondary school.



A sports centre and playing fields for organised games.



High level medical facilities.



A good variety of community facilities.



Good public transport links to higher level services.

25

EHDC Core Strategy Issues & Options – Background paper for settlement hierarchy dated Spring 2008 (Updated May
2012).
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21.5. Large Local Service Centres. Horndean, Liphook and Whitehill & Bordon are considered large
service centres as they have at least:


A population of more than 5,000.



A good range of shops including a supermarket.



Significant local employment.



A secondary school.



Public open space/playing fields.



Community facilities.



A medical centre.

Quoting from the Background Paper:
“Liphook is considered a self-contained settlement which has all the key services and
facilities. It has a good range of shops and a recognisable town centre. The mainline railway
station provides access to London, Guildford and Portsmouth.”
21.6. Small Local Service Centre. There are five small service centres: Clanfield, Four Marks,
Grayshott, Liss and Rowlands Castle. These have a high number of key services and facilities
and have at least:


A population of more than 2,000.



A convenience store, post office and other shops.



Some local employment.



A primary school.



Playing fields/children’s play area.



A pub.



A community hall.



A GP surgery.

21.7. Settlement Rankings. The Background Paper includes, in its Appendix 2, the Hierarchy of
Settlements (Ranked by Score). Interestingly Alton, Petersfield and Liphook26 are all top with
25 points and 6 key facilities. As such in the JCS Liphook is being re-designated as a District
Centre; a town in all but name.
Conclusions
21.8. Analysis. The hamlets depend on Liphook as their primary service centre but, in turn,
provide local employment opportunities.
21.9. Large Service Centre. Although adjudged as a large service centre Liphook’s current size and
rail links combined with its location make it vulnerable to further demands for housing
which, without improved facilities, could become unsustainable.
21.10. Future Ranking. With the projected population in the parish set to exceed 10,500 by 2028
Liphook will become, in all but name, a town and should consider the impact this would have
on the community in all future planning proposals such as a Neighbourhood Plan.

26

When the populations of hamlets are included.
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Recommendations
Settlement Hierarchy
21.11. District Service Centre. Ensure that as a District Service Centre the facilities,
infrastructure, employment opportunities and resources keep pace with the growth in
housing to maintain sustainable.
21.12. Expectations. There is a need for the local authorities to manage people’s expectations
in light of the increased growth in housing and population.
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CONSOLIDATED RECOMMENDTIONS V2.9 - SCOREBOARD V1.3
EXHIBITION’S FINDINGS
This ‘Scoreboard’ contains the results of the Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan public exhibition that took place over 4 days (Friday 21 st and Sat 22nd November,
Thursday 11th and Friday 12th December 2014). Over 620 visitors attended the exhibition. They were given the opportunity to select 12 preferred
recommendations, from a consolidated list of 83, using coloured stickers. The same colour was used for each 20-year, age group. One resident, who couldn’t
attend, voted electronically. The colours represented the various age groups in 20 year bandings. Just under 7,200 stickers were counted; some visitors
declined to give their names when booking in or take any stickers, and not all stickers were used. We are satisfied that the results reflect the wishes of all
those who attended. In addition, well over half the visitors completed questionnaires.
As you will see not all age groups were well represented. In this respect attendance by the 20 to 39 category could have been better. This, perhaps, reflects
the fact that we have a large commuter population. That said, this is surprising considering that the exhibition was held all day on a Saturday and open late
on a Thursday evening.
In addition, visitors were also given the opportunity to add their own comments on a “What have we missed?” board and on a “Graffiti” table. Whilst most
comments endorsed and reinforced the existing recommendations (compensating, no doubt, for the limited number of stickers) there were a few new, good
ideas which are being looked into.
ANALYSIS
The following table contains the category and description of each consolidated recommendation along with the section number(s) from which it was drawn.
The key points to note are the votes (number of stickers recorded) by each age group, the total and the remarks columns. The latter contains the Steering
Group’s (SG’s) judgement on which recommendations should be carried forward into an Action Plan. Those annotated for deletion will not be discarded,
they will remain in the relevant sections and may be brought forward at a later date. In making its decision, the Group was well aware that certain areas
such as the recommendations put forward by the Hamlets and Business working parties may not have been as well supported this time, but may still be
worthy of full consideration later. The cut off point for this adjudication were those recommendations that received under 40 votes.
For ease of reference each category has been sorted in descending order; the serial numbers are no longer sequential. In making its adjudication the SG
decided that some recommendations should either be deleted through insufficient support; deleted but combined elsewhere; kept, although low in votes,
but combined; and deleted since action has been or is already being taken, Those with sufficient support were rated ok. Please be aware that some of the
recommendations (Wishes) may be very hard and/or expensive to achieve. The SG therefore plans to group the Action Plan under appropriate headings to
reflect this.
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MOST POPULAR RECOMMENDATIONS
Those recommendations that received the most votes, including the percentage of the 621 who attended or voted on-line, were:
Cat

Topic

Votes

%

Cat

Topic

B3

More new shops

Votes

%

410

66%

RM1

Fire Station

237

38%

S&R4 Swimming Pool

337

54%

Eld1

Disabled access to trains

194

31%

Infr7

Impact of housing on infrastructure

309

50%

P&D8

Housing development land

193

31%

Tpt1

Traffic congestion

269

43%

Med5

NHS dentist

190

31%

Infr3

Utilities and Service

238

38%

S&R2

Liphook United FC

165

27%

SCOREBOARD
Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.1.

B3

More New Shops. Encourage more investment by the retail
industry to meet the local demand for fashionable clothing,
shoes, butchers etc., to increase footfall and economic
activity.

6.57,
6.61,
7.58,
20.60 &
20.65

126

24

72

162

26

410

Combine B2, B3 &
B4

23.2.

B2

Regenerating Businesses. For long-term economic growth 6.57,
and sustainability, conduct market research into how 7.62 &
existing local shops and services could be improved. This 7.65
should include the provision of a weekly market to
encourage more visitors and broaden the range of products
and services on offer to the community. This could include
some redevelopment in conjunction with Bleach’s Yard.

3

5

26

55

5

94

Combine B2, B3 &
B4
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

23.3.

B4

23.4.

B5

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

Retain Existing Business Parks. Retain and improve all 7.54 &
existing business parks for employment purposes and seek 7.55
ways of encouraging new business investment.

4

3

5

30

4

46

Combine B2, B3 &
B4

New Business Park. Identify a suitable employment site on 6.57 &
the south side of the A3 and seek appropriate businesses, 7.56
particularly technology companies, to invest locally. If a big
enough site can be found consider including shopping and
recreational facilities. Potential sites worth considering
include:

4

1

3

22

1

31

Delete, insufficient
support




Section
No

Penally Farm with access off Hewshott Lane.
Lowsley Farm via Longmoor Road.

23.5.

B8

Encourage Tourism. Create a plan for actively marketing 6.62,
tourism and the South Downs National Park, thereby by 7.66 &
creating opportunities for businesses to promote themselves 13.22
and Liphook’s as the gateway to the Park in this part of the County. The
plan should include tourist accommodation.

3

1

7

13

1

25

Delete, insufficient
support, but add to
B7

23.6.

B127

Chamber of Commerce. Consider establishing a local 6.57,
Chamber of Commerce to share best practices and help 7.53 &
regenerate the commercial centres of the community with 7.65
representation from parish and/or district councils.

2

0

0

19

3

24

Keep - LBI

23.7.

B6

Self-Employed. Conduct research into the number, needs 6.57 &
and aspirations of the self-employed working from home 7.63
including the provision of start-up facilities.

4

2

1

11

2

20

Delete, insufficient
support, but add to
B7

27

Business & Employment
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

23.8.

B7

23.9.

B9

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

Local Employment. EHDC should stop converting designated 6.56
employment land to residential use and engage with all
stakeholders, including business owner and employees on
the allocation of more employment land thereby creating
more job opportunities locally to match the planned growth
in housing.

2

0

6

9

3

20

Keep, add B6 & B8
as subsets

Signage. Develop new and improved signage for the business 7.57
parks and shopping areas.

2

0

2

9

2

15

Delete, insufficient
support

23.10. Edu3

Introduce a 6th Form. Consider providing an ‘A’ level 20.64
education locally by setting up a 6th Form at Bohunt School.

47

9

39

29

5

129

Add to Edu 1

23.11. Edu1
28

Limit sizes of Schools. Local authority to restrict new entries 4.32
to pupils living in the catchment area thereby limiting growth
in pupil numbers to sustainable levels.

18

13

30

44

4

109

Difficult to do as
Bohunt is now an
Academy. Add Edu3

23.12. Edu2

Career Opportunities. Support and encourage more local 7.64
companies to take on apprentices.

8

3

10

26

4

51

Ok

23.13. Edu5

Growth in Pupil Numbers. The village infrastructure and 6.58
facilities should be expanded and/or adapted to support the
anticipated growth in pupil numbers.

3

8

10

12

2

35

Delete, although
growth will impact
elsewhere

23.14. Edu4

Further Training. Seek ways of helping those who do not 20.64
intend to continue their education beyond their 16th birthday
with further training to enable them to gain the right
employment skills in areas such as business, car mechanics,
farming, hairdressing, carpentry etc.

8

3

10

12

2

29

Delete, Bordon
taking on this roll
with new skills
college

28

Section
No

Education & Training
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.15. Eld129

Disabled Access to Trains. EHDC needs to take more action 11.51 &
to fund disabled access to Liphook Station. This funding 18.78
needs to come from developer’s contributions, HCC, EHDC,
Parish Council, SWT and Network Rail. The work includes the
planned disabled users’ ramp from Midhurst Road to the
south bound platform and raising the northbound platform
so that the disabled can access trains with the minimum of
assistance. Also create more publicity for SWT’s free taxi
service for passengers with disabilities between Liphook
Station and Haslemere Station which is accessible.

63

5

19

85

22

194

Ok

23.16. Eld3

Pedestrian Crossing. Conduct a study of pedestrians 11.52,
crossing the Midhurst Road to identify the main route taken 18.77 &
and the problems experienced, and Haslemere Road at the 18.89
junction with the footpath to Manor Fields to establish the
numbers crossing at this point and the risks involved. There
should be dropped kerbs at all crossing points and where the
pavement is interrupted by a side road or access.

36

8

19

43

0

106

Ok, HCC task

23.17. Eld5

Encourage Volunteering. Promote the work of volunteers as 11.54,
an important part of the fabric of the Bramshott and Liphook 11.57 &
caring community such as driving for Liphook Voluntary Care, 12.49
Liphook-in-Bloom, Liphook Carnival, Radford Park working
party etc.

22

2

10

27

5

66

Ok, difficult to do
with the open
ended retirement
age

23.18. Eld4

Restricted Elderly In-migration. Limit the expansion of 4.32 &
planned ‘in-migration’ of the elderly schemes such as 11.59
Bramshott Place as these are likely to unbalance the
population mix and change the character of the village.

6

2

5

35

6

54

Ok

29

Elderly & Disabled
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.19. Eld2

Disabled Access. The Parish Council should take steps to 13.25
document points of suitable access to the countryside for the
elderly and disabled to encourage greater use.

14

0

4

13

0

31

Keep, suggest NP
task

23.20. Env1

Countryside Management. Set up a working group of like- 13.18 &
minded people with the aim of assisting the regular 14.27
authorities to: help police the statutory protection of the
Parish’s historic and ecologically valuable property, and their
public rights of way; assist with overall public understanding
of these matters and optimise public use and enjoyment of
common land.

24

6

21

54

6

111

Ok. Problems with
reporting, suggest
ramblers

23.21. Env6

Litter Management Plan. Review and establish a Parish- 13.19
wide “litter management plan” and a standing working group
to continue to tackle the issue.

33

2

11

55

8

109

Ok

23.22. Env4

Radford Park. Continue to assist the Parish Council to 13.24
optimise the advantages of Radford Park by turning into a
nature reserve.

3

2

20

35

6

66

Ok

23.23. Env3

Preserve Views. SDNP should ensure that the picturesque 15.60 &
views across the national park from Portsmouth and 15.61
Longmoor Roads are preserved.

1

1

33

27

2

64

Ok

30

30

Environment
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.24. Env2

Conservation. The Preservation Society and the Parish 15.56 &
Council along with EHDC should develop a management plan 15.57
to protect the historical features and appearance of the
mature detached and semi-detached residences bordering
the London Road and the historic building surrounding the
Square.

3

3

12

23

0

41

Ok

23.25. Env5

Noise Reduction.
Support EHDC/HCC Highways to 13.21
implement noise reduction in favour of nearby housing.

7

4

12

13

1

37

Delete, work being
undertaken

23.26. Env7

Longmoor Road. HCC should ensure that all road signage is 15.61
as unobtrusive as possible and that new street and security
lighting is installed that minimizes light pollution.

7

1

4

9

0

21

Delete, insufficient
support

23.27. Ham3

Settlements Gaps. EHDC should maintain the gaps between 14.19,
settlements preserve the unspoilt, rural nature of their 15.63 &
environment and to preserve the individual character of the 15.65
separate hamlets. Similarly new developments should
include the provision of several small green, open areas.

3

5

39

45

4

96

Ok

23.28. Ham4

New Footpath. Construct a footpath along B3004 from 14.28
Liphook to Passfield Stores.

10

8

24

31

1

74

Ok

23.29. Ham1

Conford & Bramshott Chase. EHDC should prevent further 15.64
development taking place in Conford and Bramshott Chase
in order to preserve the character of these areas.

6

2

7

18

6

39

Keep, but make
more general

Satellite Navigation. Press satellite navigation providers to 18.87
avoid routing traffic through Bramshott.

2

3

5

21

4

35

Delete, insufficient
support

31

23.30. Ham6

31

Hamlets
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.31. Ham2

Bramshott. EHDC should ensure that the field at the 15.62
entrance to Church Road from the A3 junction, which is
outside the settlement boundary, remains undeveloped and
that any future development is limited to extending and/or
improving existing properties.

2

3

4

10

5

24

Delete, insufficient
support

23.32. Ham5

Facilities. Retain the Passfield Store and make more use of 14.22
the Social Club as a community facility.

2

3

3

10

2

20

Delete, insufficient
support

23.33. Infr7

Impact of Housing on Infrastructure. Ensure EHDC and the
SDNPA consider the full impact that all planning
applications will have on existing infrastructure before
granting permission in order to ensure there is no adverse
impact on existing residents and the community’s long term
sustainability.

2

9

56

121

121

309

Ok

23.34. Infr3

Utilities & Services. Conduct studies into:

28

11

53

128

18

238

Ok

13

18

51

62

13

157

Ok





23.35. Infr4

5.36

5.33,
12.58 &
Energy Supply with Scottish & Southern Electric to
14.26
ensure that the national grid can cope with the
existing and future level of housing without
disruption.
Sewage System with Thames Water to ensure that
the current foul sewers are capable of taking waste
water from the existing properties and able to
accommodate the planned growth in housing.

Broadband & Mobile Signal. Actively support the delivery of 7.66,
superfast broadband, and encourage mobile signal providers 9.21,
to extend the 3G network to cover the whole of the parish. 9.22 &
14.24
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Serial

Cat

23.36. Infr1
32

Parish Plan

Section
No

Multipurpose Drop-In Centre.
Actively promote the 11.58,
provision of a permanent, purpose built drop-in centre big 12.50 &
enough to accommodate:
20.63


Growing elderly and disabled population.



Youth facilities.



Single mothers.



Services to support the unemployed.

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

3

1

14

18

2

38

Keep, but add in
S&R5 Table Tennis

3

4

9

12

1

29

Delete, insufficient
support

The facility should include an internet café, and could be located on
the Little Recreation Ground or adjacent to Bohunt School or the OSU site
on Midhurst Road. All reasonably central locations.

23.37. Infr2

Local Services. Local authorities and service companies
should ensure that funding levels are sufficient to maintain
and enhance the existing infrastructure to meet the whole
community rather than, as it currently appears, just new
housing developments.

23.38. Infr5

Landline. Retain the ADSL landline for internet, fax and TV 9.23
connections.

7

0

5

7

3

22

Delete, insufficient
support

23.39. Infr6

Population Growth.
growth EHDC should:

1

3

3

8

0

15

Delete, insufficient
support

32

6.65,
21.11 &
21.12

To accommodate the population 6.61



Review infrastructure, particularly educational and
social care facilities.



Create more cultural and recreational facilities.

Infrastructure
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No
4.31,
6.61,
11.55 &
18.80

U20

4059
37

6079
128

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

21

2039
6

27

219

Ok

23.40. Med3

Enhance Local Medical Facilities. Consideration should be
given by both local surgeries to providing more minor
treatments in the community for the elderly and disabled,
enlarging and equipping surgeries to accommodate visiting
consultant and physiotherapists etc., thereby reducing still
further the travel burden on patients.

23.41. Med5

NHS Dentist. Provide the services of a NHS dental practice in 11.56
the village.

34

11

55

79

11

190

Ok

23.42. Med1

New Medical Centre. If the Bohunt Manor Medical centre is 15.65
not build and run by the two existing practices an alternative
site in an easily accessible central location should be sought.

40

5

16

56

10

127

Ok

23.43. Med2

Travel to hospitals. Ensure that greater use is made of Chase 18.80
Hospital rather than Haslemere.

34

3

3

72

11

123

Ok

23.44. Med6

Overnight Hospital Discharges. Consideration should be 12.56
given, possibly by Liphook Voluntary Care, to the provision of
transport for patients who, for whatever reason, are
discharged during the night and need to return home.

33

3

5

25

4

70

Ok

23.45. Med4

County Boundary Consultations. Encourage discussions 11.53
between Hampshire, Surrey and West Sussex Health
Authorities to ensure that the full range of Medical services
and support are delivered in a cost effective and efficient
way without imposing financial hardship and distress on
those patients who, for a variety of reasons, are unable to
attend cross boundary appointments.

3

3

5

24

2

37

Keep, press NHS to
remove funding
constraints

33

33

Medical
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Serial

Cat

23.46. P&D8

Parish Plan

Section
No

Housing Development Land. EHDC should ensure that all 5.34
developers:


Provide housing solutions that meet the community’s
needs backed by robust evidence.



Incorporate traffic mitigation schemes within their
housing proposals that will help to ease traffic
congestion in the Square.



Provide sufficient car parking spaces for visitors as
well as residents.

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

8

7

45

119

14

193

Ok

23.47. P&D6

Villages Greens. Maintain village halls and greens and 14.21
provide playing or sports fields for the benefit of their
children and future generations throughout the parish.

36

6

12

27

1

82

Ok

23.48. P&D3

Design. EHDC must ensure that all design statements for any 15.65 &
future development within the parish complement the 15.59
existing housing, rural landscape setting and environment
especially the retention of existing trees. Where the latter is
impractical there should be new planting of native trees
along roadsides.

18

2

26

24

4

74

Ok

23.49. P&D4

Affordable Housing. Developers should provide more 4.28,6.59 12
affordable housing for the younger generation in all new & 14.20
developments and through extensions and/or conversions of
existing properties in accordance with the rural exception
policy.

7

19

24

3

65

Ok
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Serial

Cat

Section
No
Sustainability. Encourage the Parish Council to set up a 4.27,
Neighbourhood Plan that would help ensure the right 5.35 &
infrastructure is in place to support and sustain the enlarged 15.55
community – in excess of 10,000 by 2021 - when the 800
additional houses are built.

U20

23.51. P&D5

23.52. P&D7

23.50. P&D1
34

23.53. P&D2

34

Parish Plan

4059
18

6079
34

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

6

2039
1

0

59

Ok, Parish Council
has agreed to
support NP

Creative use of Space. Identify creative ways of using the 7.59 &
limited space around the two main shopping centres – the 15.57
Square and Station Road – to generate more commercial
activity and footfall similar to those small shopping precincts
in Petersfield.

27

3

3

16

2

51

Ok

Property Market. To meet housing demand EHDC should 6.59
ensure that:

7

4

4

14

2

31

Delete, insufficient
support

2

0

2

5

0

9

Delete, insufficient
support



More middle sized family houses are built.



The £1.75 million in CIL earmarked for affordable
housing is spent in the parish for that purpose within
the next 2 years.

Housing Growth Drivers. All local authorities need to be 4.32 &
aware that primary housing growth drivers in Bramshott and 6.63
Liphook are: the Hindhead Tunnel with its ease of access to
work for commuters; the high quality of education offered
by local schools attracting parents to move into the
catchment area and the in-migration of elderly people into
Bramshott Place Village.

Planning & Development
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.54. RM135 Fire Station. The public should strongly support the 12.53 &
retention of the Liphook Fire and Rescue Station, actively 12.54
encourage the recruitment of more trained volunteers and
assist the Service by helping to reduce the number of false
alarms.

58

12

47

107

13

237

Ok

23.55. RM3

10

5

23

60

11

109

Ok

51

3

12

31

2

99

Ok

Improve Deterrence. Improve the community’s confidence 12.48,
in public safety by:
12.51,
12.52 &
 Demanding more police presence within the parish
20.59
to deter crime and anti-social behaviour.



23.56. RM4

35

Section
No

Operating a fully equipped and trained volunteer
‘speed watch’ team to deter motorists from
speeding through the village.
The introduction of traffic wardens to deter illegal
and/or anti-social parking.

Flood Prevention. HCC highways Department along with 12.57 &
Thames Water should take steps to ensure that the 12.59
significant risk of flooding, similar to those experience by the
owners of 99 & 101 Midhurst Road and to 1 and 2 Tunbridge
Lane, are not repeated. In the case of Midhurst Road any
preventative measure should include the storm drains
running between Network Rail’s rail lines at Liphook Station.

Risk Management
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Serial

Cat

23.57. RM2

Parish Plan

Section
No

Minimize Fire Risk. To minimize the risk of fire the 12.55
community would like to see:




U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23

1

11

12

2

49

Ok, increase public
awareness

Increased awareness of the free fire risk assessment
available to the vulnerable.
That rubbish, including abandoned cars, is not
allowed to accumulate.
The public reporting all heath and grass fire to the
authorities.

23.58. RM7

Media. Incorporate procedures for managing Media interest 12.61
in the event of a major incident.

3

1

0

10

0

14

Delete, insufficient
support

23.59. RM5

Contingency Planning. Take steps to maintain and enhance 12.60
EHDC’s community supported contingency plan and develop
a contingency plan for the temporary replacement of
community facilities and functions following a disaster.

0

1

3

9

0

13

Delete, Parish
Council’s
responsibility

23.60. RM6

Implication of Change. The community should decide, 6.64
democratically, how it should adapt to the changes that will
take place over the next 10 to 15 years.

0

1

4

6

0

11

Delete, insufficient
support

23.61. S&R4

Swimming Pool. The community should seek to have the 17.54,
planned third public swimming pool in the designated 20.62 &
population catchment area located in Liphook rather than 20.65
Whitehill as it would rectify the current imbalance in the
present distribution of such facilities and would help the local
community of all ages to keep fit, healthy and live longer.

154

18

59

103

3

337

Ok
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.62. S&R2

Liphook United FC. Monitor the Club’s progress in seeking 17.49
funds to develop the Bohunt Manor land into a high quality,
football pitch to meet FA standards.

85

9

16

52

3

165

Ok

23.63. S&R9

Skate Park. Consider locating any new skate park and bike 17.50,
ramp with other existing or new sports facilities.
20.59 &
20.60

112

4

10

35

0

161

Ok

23.64. S&R3

Leisure Centre & Sports Pitches. Consider the provision of a 17.56
site that would provide space for a leisure centre and sports
pitches that could be adapted or extended at a later date to
include hockey and rugby pitches.

44

11

38

30

4

127

Ok

23.65. S&R7

Bowling & Tennis. Retain the Club in its present location and 17.52
upgrade the floodlighting.

55

1

7

16

1

80

Ok, but delete
funding being
provided

23.66. S&R1

Alternative Sports Pitches. Consider alternative sites for a
football pitch or pitches in a central position with room for a
cricket pitch, good vehicle access, and the potential to install
floodlighting. In total it needs to be 7.38 hectares and could
be located at:

39

4

9

16

0

68

Ok

36

36



Lowsley Farm, Longmoor Road.



Adjacent to Bohunt School, Longmoor Road.




Penally Farm, Hewshott Lane.
MoD Land on Bramshott Common.

15.61,
17.48,
17.49,
17.51 &
20.57

Sports & Recreation
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.67. S&R6

Hockey & Rugby. Include facilities for playing hockey and 20.57
rugby in schools only in the short term.

33

5

9

12

0

59

Ok

23.68. S&R5

Table Tennis. Provide facilities that can accommodate the 17.55
playing and storage of equipment for up to 4 table tennis
tables.

32

1

1

8

2

44

Ok, but add to Infr1
Drop-in-Centre

23.69. S&R8

Allotments. Insist that land for allotments is included within 17.50
all housing developments.

5

0

15

21

2

43

Ok, but insufficient
support

38

19

67

129

16

269

Ok

23.70. Tpt137 Traffic Congestion. HCC Highways Department should
conduct an Origin/Destination survey to determine the
dominant traffic movements through The Square. They
should then develop a sustainable traffic management plan
and road network that is able to accommodate the projected
growth in the number of vehicles that will minimize
congestion particularly in the Square. Consider constructing
a relief road between Haslemere Road and London Road.
Discourage through traffic by means of improved signage
directing it away from the village and traffic management.

37

4.29,
6.60,
13.23,
15.57 &
18.86

Traffic & Transport
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Serial

Cat

23.71. Tpt9

Parish Plan

Section
No

Car Parking. EHDC should conduct a study into how the 5.34,
many car parking issues throughout the village can be 6.60,
resolved in the long-term. This should include:
7.60,
7.65,
 Additional spaces around the Square and in Station
15.61 &
Road.
18.81
 In the Avenue and Longmoor Road during school
days.
 Commuter parking around Liphook Station.
 Promote the construction of a 2-storey parking facility on the

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

16

3

21

86

14

140

Ok

19

8

26

53

4

110

Ok

Station Car Park.

23.72. Tpt2

School Congestion. Parents should be encouraged to drop 18.76
off and pick up children away from Bohunt School to reduce
congestion on Longmoor Road and in The Square. Update
the Junior and Infants School Travel Plan to ease congestion
along The Avenue, Avenue Close and Headley Road.
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Serial

Cat

23.73. Tpt8

Parish Plan

Section
No

Cycling. Continue to enhance road safety measures for the 18.84 &
benefit of cycle owners; this should include the provision of 20.59
off-road, trail and cycle play areas. Also looking into the
feasibility of:


Providing cycle stands throughout the parish.



Extending and improving cycle routes, including
signage, along Longmoor Road, the A3 by Bramshott,
Rectory Lane and the Canadian Memorial Underpass.



Changes to Military Law Byelaws to enable the public
to cycle on tracks in Woolmer Forest and Weavers
Down when danger flags are not flying.



The round-Liphook off-road cycle route should be
revised to include the Canadian Memorial Underpass.

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

37

8

21

36

4

106

Ok

23.74. Tpt7

Quiet Lanes. Immediate steps should be taken by HCC 13.20,
Highways Department to introduce ‘Quiet Lane’ 14.25,
classifications on some rural lanes in Bramshott and Liphook. 15.58 &
18.88

10

0

11

51

5

77

Ok

23.75. Tpt5

Public Transport. HCC & EHDC should provide more public 6.60 &
transport, subsidised if necessary, in rural communities. It 18.82
should also promote the local bus Service 250 through
displaying timetables, signing stopping points and making
the public aware that Service 250 can be hailed provided it
can stop at a pavement. Operation of Service 250 in the
afternoon should be restored. Service 13 should be improved
to cater better for school children and people travelling to
work.

3

3

11

37

6

60

Ok
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Serial

Cat

Parish Plan

Section
No

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

23.76. Tpt3

Local Traffic Management.
Request HCC Highways 18.85 &
Department to reposition the Passfield sign near the Conford 18.87
junction to beyond the junction and closer to Passfield to
avoid confusion, and impose a 30 mph speed limit on the
road to Conford and Holm Hills. Also to extend the existing
40 mph speed limit zone along the Longmoor Road to the
junction with the A3, and increase traffic calming measures
in Liphook, particularly along the Haslemere, Portsmouth
and Headley Roads, and keep the zebra crossing in the
Square

10

1

10

17

1

39

Keep, speed watch
scheme
implemented,
monitor

23.77. Tpt4

SWT Desiro Trains. South West Trains should be encouraged 18.79
to replace Desiro Class 450 trains on the Portsmouth Line
with Class 444 to ease travel and reduce over-crowding on
trains for long distance commuters. It should also implement
selective door opening on Portsmouth Line trains. There
should be an additional service stopping at Liphook between
the 7.11pm and 8.01 services.

8

3

12

12

3

38

Delete, insufficient
support

23.78. Tpt6

Community Transport. Review the Parish Council’s one time 11.50,
aspiration to run a minibus service for residents living in the 14.23 &
outer hamlets. Look at the feasibility of providing a 18.83
community minibus run by volunteers for residents.
Publicise the Call & Go services currently being provided by
Community Transport East Hampshire.

3

1

0

14

2

20

Delete, insufficient
support
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23.79. Y138

Parish Plan

Section
No

Support of Young People. Consider helping young people by 20.58 &
providing:
20.65


Evening classes in cooking, baking, photography and
motor mechanics.



Support to those interested in horse riding, art,
reading, writing and acting so that others may also
take up these beneficial activities.



Facilities for disco/rock band sessions and children’s
cinema.

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

69

23

13

12

0

117

Ok

23.80. Y3

Personal Development.
Seek ways of encouraging, 20.56 &
enhancing and supporting personal development schemes, 20.58
such as the Duke of Edinburgh scheme, Scouts & Guides, St.
Johns Ambulance and the Liphook Youth plus charitable
activities as they enrich both the individual and the
community.

22

19

18

27

4

90

Ok

23.81. Y5

Improve Bohunt School’s Facilities. Consider providing 20.61
better technical and sound recording equipment in the music
studio, and look at providing improved sound and lighting in
the dance and drama studio.

40

11

9

5

1

66

Ok, but major
refurbishment
done; visit school

23.82. Y2

Sheltered Play Areas. Investigate the potential demand and 17.53,
provision of hard standings with basketball nets in open 20.59 &
space in areas populated by children to help improve fitness 20.60
and thereby lead to a more healthy population.

26

0

1

1

0

28

Delete, insufficient
support

38

Youth
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Serial

Cat

23.83. Y4

Parish Plan

Section
No

Reducing Transport Costs. Look at ways of reducing pupil 20.59
transport costs for pupils by providing them with passes
similar to those provided for college and university students.

U20

2039

4059

6079

80+

TOTAL

Remarks

16

8

1

1

0

26

Delete, insufficient
support

Note. These recommendations do not include sections covering Church & Faith, Education & Training, Social Care and Unemployment.
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ACTION PLAN V3.3
(A Summary of Action Points to be undertaken by Lead Partners is included at page 186.)
The Action

23.3.

Business & Employment

23.2.

Section
No
23.1

Priority

Timescale
Set up Trust
within one
year.

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: Parish
Council.
EHDC, SDNPA,
HCC & Business
Group.

Resource
Implications
Expertise &
some
funding

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

High

Liphook Development Trust (LDT).
Create, through a partnership
arrangement, a Trust of volunteers
to be responsible for the delivery of
key community infrastructure and
facilities. To include conducting
essential studies, project design,
fund raising and development. The
Trust would be responsible to the
Parish Council.

The Parish Council to set up a LDT
consisting of representative from the
community,
business
&
local
authorities to:

Business Group. Establish a local
Business Group to help regenerate
the commercial centres and share
best practice.

Liphook Business Initiative (LBI) to
consult with the British Chamber of
Commerce and the Parish Council on
the best way of establishing a Business
Group

6.57,
7.53 &
7.65

High

Within one
year

Lead: LBI &
Parish Council

Business
donations to
cover
expenses

Parish Plan

Regenerating Shops & Businesses.

EHDC in liaison with Business Group to:

Medium

On-going

o
o

Lead: EHDC,
Business Group,
SDNPA & Parish
Council

Expertise &
some
funding

LDT



6.57,
6.61,
7.54,
7.56,
7.58,
7.59,
7.62,
7.65,
15.57,
20.60 &
20.65






Business & Employment

Development Trust

23.1.

How it will be tackled

Business & Employment

Ser

Conduct market research into
improving
existing
retail
outlets.
Consider the provision of a
weekly market.
Identifying
suitable
new
business sites with easy access
to the A3 and seek appropriate
businesses investment.
Create ways of utilising limited
space around the existing two
main shopping centres.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

o Conduct essential studies.
o Deliver key community facilities.
o Seek investment funds.
o Manage community projects.
Trust to apply for charitable status.

o
o

o

Conduct market research.
Identify new business sites with
good access to the A3 such as
Penally Farm.
Market business opportunities
locally.
Create a business development
plan that will help sustain and
support the additional housing.
Introduce more signage denoting
that Liphook is a gateway to the
National Park with SDNPA.
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Business & Employment

23.4.

23.5.

Local Employment.

EHDC in liaison with Business Group to:



o

Engage all landowners and the
business community in the
search for more employment
land.
 Market tourism in the SDNP
including the provision of more
tourist accommodation.
 Identify the number, needs and
aspirations of the selfemployed.
Optimise size of Schools.


Education & Training

Education & Training



23.6.

How it will be tackled

Restrict new school entries to
pupils living in the catchment
area.
Alternatively improve the
infrastructure and facilities to
sustain the anticipated growth
in pupil numbers.

Further Education & Training.
Provide:




o

o

The Neighbourhood Plan Steering
Group (NPSG) to conduct:
o

o

o

Skills training for those who do
not intend to continue their
education beyond their 16th
birthday.
An ‘A’ level education locally by
setting up a 6th Form at Bohunt
School.

o

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

Seek one or more hi-tech
companies to invest locally.
Conduct research into the size and
diversity of the goods & services
provided by the local selfemployed.
Provide facilities for start-ups.

Research into the likely rise in pupil
numbers over the next 15 years
and the LEA’s and Bohunt’s plans
to meet that increase in demand.
Review the provision of local
facilities & infrastructure to meet
the growth in pupil numbers.
The NPSG needs to review the
range skills training required by
those who do not intend to
continue their education beyond
their 16th birthday. It must then
ensure that the Skills Training
College being set up in Bordon
includes a range of course suitable
for young people such as business
administration, car mechanics,
carpentry, farming, hairdressing
etc.

Section
No
6.56,
6.62,
6.57,
7.63,
7.66 &
13.22

Priority

Timescale

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: EHDC,
Business Group,
SDNPA & Parish
Council

Resource
Implications
Funding

Monitoring
Responsibility
LDT

Medium

On-going

4.32 &
6.58

High

Set up NPSG
within one
year &
complete
Plan within 2
years.

Lead: NPSG
HCC Education
Authority and
Bohunt School

No
additional
resources
required

Parish Council

20.64

Medium

Within 3 to 5
years.

Lead:
1. Department of
Education &
Training
Organisations

Government
and/or
private
funding

Parish Council

Training
College
subject to
government
programme

2. Bohunt School

Bohunt now has permission and
the funding to create a 6th Form on
the existing site.
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Section
No
7.64

Priority

Timescale

High

Scheme to
be set up
within 2
years
On-going

Use the Business Group to identify and
set up training schemes for
apprentices.

Nursery Provision. To ensure that
there are sufficient early education
places on offer for all children in the
parish.

HCC Children’s Services to secure a
nursery place for every child in the
parish.

TBC

High

Disabled Access to Trains.

HCC in liaison with SWT to:

High



o

11.51 &
18.19.7



Secure urgent funding for
disabled access to Liphook
Station. In addition to the
proposed ramp from Midhurst
Road to the south bound
platform it should include
raising
the
northbound
platform so that the disabled
can access trains with the
minimum of assistance.
Create more publicity for SWT’s
free taxi service for passengers
with
disabilities
between
Liphook Station and Haslemere
Station, which is accessible

Elderly & Disabled

Elderly & Disabled

23.9.

How it will be tackled

Career Opportunities. Encourage
more local companies to take on
apprentices.

Elderly & Disabled

23.8.

Education

23.7.

Elderly & Disabled

Ser

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

o

SWT or Network Rail must take
ownership of this project and apply
to HCC for promised S106
transport funds from the Silent
Garden development.
Press SWT to improve the publicity
for their free taxi service for
passengers with disabilities.

On-going,
dependent
upon SWT or
Network Rail
taking
ownership.

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: EHDC,
Parish Council &
Business Group
Lead: HCC
Children’s
Services
Lead: SWT/
Network Rail,
EHDC, SDNPA,
Developers &
local community

Resource
Implications
Use of
central
funding &
resources
Government
funded

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Plan

Matched
funding
required
based upon
Silent
Garden
developer.

Parish Council

Parish Council
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23.10.

23.12.

Elderly & Disabled

23.11.

How it will be tackled

Section
No
11.52,
18.19.12
&
18.19.11

Priority

Timescale

High

Conduct
survey
within one
year, install
solutions by
end of
second year

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: HCC
Highways
Department

Resource
Implications
HCC
Highways to
fund study
and
installation

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Plan

Pedestrian Crossings.

HCC to:



Conduct a study of pedestrians
crossing the London Road,
Midhurst Road by surgery and
Haslemere Road at the junction
with Manor Fields to identify
the main route taken, problems
experienced, numbers crossing
and the risks involved.
 Ensure that dropped kerbs are
installed at all crossing points
and where the pavement is
interrupted by a side road or
access.
Disabled Access to Countryside.
Create a register of suitable access
routes to the countryside for the
elderly and disabled to encourage
greater use.

o

Parish Council to create and maintain a
map of suitable access routes to the
countryside for the elderly and
disabled, to include any degree of
severity.

13.25

Medium

Published
within one
year

Lead: Parish
Council in liaison
with HCC &
SDNPA

HCC &
SDNPA to
provide
funding

Parish Plan

Encourage Volunteering.

The Parish Council with advice from
Community First to:

11.54,
11.57 &
12.49

High

6 months

Lead: Parish
Council in liaison
with Community
First and local
voluntary
organisations &
charities.

Staff time to
set up and
maintain
data base
and website

Parish Plan





Promote
the
work
of
volunteers as an important part
of the Bramshott and Liphook’s
caring community such as
Liphook-in-Bloom, driving for
Liphook
Voluntary
Care,
Carnival, Youth Club, Radford
Park working party etc.
Set up and maintain a database
of volunteers with advice from
Community First.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

o

o

o

o

Conduct a study of pedestrians
crossing the London Road,
Midhurst Road by surgery and
Haslemere Road at the junction
with Manor Fields.
Ensure that dropped kerbs are
installed at all crossing points and
where the pavement is interrupted
by a side road or access.
Install school warning signs on the
Headley Road by the zebra
crossing.

Set up and maintain a register of
local volunteers for use by local
charities.
Promote the work of volunteers by
advertising the service on the
council & community websites and
in local magazines.
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Section
No
13.18 &
14.27

Priority

Timescale

High

9 months

Neighbourhood Plan to set policies.

15.60 &
15.61

High

Environment

Litter Management Plan. Review
and establish a Parish-wide “litter
management plan” and a standing
working group to continue to tackle
the issue.

Parish Council to develop a litter
management plan.

13.19

Settlements Gaps. Maintain the
gaps between settlements to
preserve the unspoilt, rural nature
of their environment and the
individual character of the separate
hamlets.
Similarly,
new
developments should include the
provision of several small green,
open areas.

Neighbourhood Plan to set policies.

14.19,
15.63 &
15.65

Hamlets

Ser

The Action

23.13.

How it will be tackled

Countryside Management. Set up
a working group of like-minded
people with the aim of assisting the
regulatory authorities to:

23.14.

23.15.

23.16.

Resource
Implications
Staff &
councillors
time

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Plan

With 18
months of
establishing
the NPSG.

Lead: NPSG
SDNPA, Parish
Council and
Action Groups

No resource
implications
once policies
are set.

Parish Plan

High

Plan within 3
months,
operational
within 6.

Lead: Parish
Council

Increase in
Precept
required.

Parish Plan

High

On-going,
enshrined
within JCS

Lead: NPSG
Planning
Authorities at
EHDC & SDNPA

No
resources
required

Parish Council

Environment

Environ

Environment

Environment

Help police the statutory
protection of the Parish’s
historic
and
ecologically
valuable property;
 Preserve public rights of way;
 Assist with overall public
understanding of these matters
and optimise public use and
enjoyment of such amenities
including heathland.
Preserve Views. Ensure that the
picturesque views across the
national park from Portsmouth and
Longmoor Roads are preserved.

Hamlets

Environment



Parish Council to set up a committee
(previously Highways, Byways &
Transport) to protect the countryside.
The committee should include
representatives from all groups such as
farmers, commoners, walkers, cyclists,
horse riders etc.

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: Parish
Council
Local community
including
representatives
from horse
riders, cyclists,
walkers and
Commoners

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.
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How it will be tackled

Section
No
14.28 &
18.13.3

Priority

Timescale

Medium

One year

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: HCC,
National Trust

Resource
Implications
Funding

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

23.18.

Preserve Hamlets. Prevent further
development taking place in all
hamlets in order to preserve the
character of these areas.

Neighbourhood Plan to set policies.

15.64

Medium

On-Going

Lead: NPSG
EHDC

None once
policies are
written

Parish Council

23.19.

Broadband & Mobile Signal.
Actively support the delivery of
superfast
broadband,
and
encourage mobile signal providers
to extend the 3G network to cover
the whole of the parish.

HCC & BT are currently installing
superfast broadband to Liphook but
should also extend the service to
Passfield. In addition they should
ensure that mobile signal providers
extend the 3G/4G network to cover the
whole of the parish.

7.66,
9.21,
9.22,
9.23 &
14.24

High

On-going

Lead: HCC, EHDC,
BT & Vodafone

No local
authority
resource
implications

Parish Council

Infrastructure. Consider the full
impact on existing infrastructure
and residents that all housing
developments will have before
granting planning permission.

Parish Council to obtain sustainability
studies by:

5.33,
5.36,
6.65,
12.58,
14.26,
21.11 &
21.12

High

One year

Lead: Parish
Council, EHDC,
SDNPA & Utility
Companies

SSE &
Thames
Water to
fund studies

Parish Plan

Infrastructure

23.20.

Infrastructure

HCC in conjunction with the National
Trust to improve the footpath along the
B3004 from Hill House Hill, Liphook to
Passfield. Path with a bound surface to
make it safe for children walking and
cycling to school and to keep it clear of
vegetation and overhanging trees.

Infrastructure

Improve Footpath. Improve the
footpath along B3004 from Hill
House Hill to Passfield for walking
and cycling.

Communications

23.17.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

o

o

Scottish & Southern Electric
(SSE) to ensure that the
national grid can cope with the
existing and future demand.
Independent consultants to
ensure that the current foul
sewers are capable of taking
existing
waste
and
accommodate the planned
growth in housing.
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23.21.

Community Facilities. Investigate
the need for community facilities in
central locations big enough to
accommodate a growing elderly
and disabled population; carers;
youth; single mothers, and services
to support the unemployed. The
facilities to include Wi-Fi.

Medical & Disabled

23.22.

County Boundary Consultations.
Encourage discussions between
Hampshire, Surrey and West Sussex
Health Authorities to ensure that
the county, cross-border transport
problems and the need for a
demand-responsive bus service will
enable people to get from Liphook
to Haslemere Hospital. Thereby
delivering a full range of medical
services in a cost effective and
efficient way without imposing
financial hardship and distress on
those patients who, for a variety of
reasons, are unable to attend cross
boundary appointments.

How it will be tackled
Liphook Development Trust to raise
funds for a study into the provision of
community facilities in central locations
for:
o Elderly & disabled.
o Carer respite.
o Single mothers
o Youth facilities etc.
NHS England to review:
o

o

Provision of funding for crossborder medical services that
include a demand-responsive bus
service, particularly between
Hampshire, Surrey and West
Sussex Health Authorities.
Make greater use of Chase rather
than Haslemere Hospital.

Section
No
11.58,
12.50 &
20.63

Priority

Timescale

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: Liphook
Development
Trust, Parish
Council & EHDC

Resource
Implications
Funding
could be
obtained
from several
charitable
sources &
agencies.

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Plan

Medium

Within 2
years

11.53 &
18.2

High

Within 12
months

Lead: NHS, EHDC
and local
surgeries

Unknown

Parish Council

NHS Dentist.
Encourage the
provision of a NHS dental practice in
the village.

NHS England to provide NHS dental
practice in the village.

11.56

High

On-going

Lead: NHS

None

Parish Council

23.24.

Enhance Medical Services. Provide
more minor treatments in the
community for the elderly and
disabled.

NHS to provide more minor treatments
in the community for the elderly and
disabled by enlarging and equipping
surgeries to accommodate visiting
consultant, physiotherapists etc.

4.31,
6.61,
11.55 &
18.2

High

On-going

Lead: Clinical
Commissioning
Group

Unknown

Parish Council

Medical

23.23.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.
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23.26.

Planning & Development

23.25.

How it will be tackled

Design & Conservation. Ensure all
design statements for any future
development within the parish
complement the existing housing,
rural landscape setting and
environment
especially
the
retention of existing trees. Where
the latter is impractical there should
be new planting of native trees
along roadsides. Ensure that all
conservation areas are maintained.

Reform the Village Design Statement
Steering Group to complete the
Statement, exhibit its findings and once
adopted assimilate policies into the
Neighbourhood Plan.

Affordable Housing.

EHDC to:



o





Provide
more
affordable
housing
in
all
new
developments.
Permit extensions and/or
conversions
of
existing
properties in accordance with
the rural exception policy.
Ensure that the £1.75 million in
CIL paid by the developers of
Bramshott Place Village for offsite affordable housing is spent
in the parish.

o
o

o

o

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

Press for on-site provision of
affordable
housing
on
all
residential developments within
the settlement boundaries.
Consider converting appropriate
dwellings for multiple occupation.
If development is permitted in the
SDNP outside the SPB ensure that
priority is given to affordable
housing in accordance with DEFRA
Circular 2010.
Support SDNPA policies to ensure
that affordable housing is provided
in perpetuity to meet local needs..
Ensure that the £1.75 million in CIL
paid by the developers of
Bramshott Place Village for off-site
affordable housing is spent in the
parish for that purpose within the
next two years.

Section
No
15.56,
15.57,
15.65 &
15.59,

Priority

Timescale

High

Within 12
months

4.28,
6.59 &
14.20

High

On-going

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: VDSSG
EHDC,
Preservation
Society &
Neighbourhood
Plan to write final
policies

Resource
Implications
Minimum
funding
other than
providing an
exhibition

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

Lead: EHDC
NPSG &
Developers

None

Parish Council
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23.27.

Housing
Development
Ensure that all developers:






How it will be tackled
Land.

Provide housing solutions that
meet the community’s needs.
Incorporate traffic mitigation
schemes.
Provide sufficient car parking
spaces for visitors as well as
residents.
Incorporate green open areas.

NP to draft policies that will:
o

o

o

Section
No
5.34

Priority

Timescale

Medium

On-going

Provide housing solutions that
meet the community’s needs
backed by robust evidence.
Incorporate traffic mitigation
schemes within their housing
proposals that will help to ease
traffic congestion in the Square.
Provide sufficient car parking
spaces for visitors and residents.

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: NPSG
EHDC &
Developers

Resource
Implications
None

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

Neighbourhood Plan (NP). Parish
Council to set up a NP.

Parish Council to set up a NP that would
ensure the infrastructure is in place to
support and sustain the enlarged
community when the additional houses
are built. The NP should also look into
including vehicle weight and size limits,
and/or banning parking other than
residents.

4.27,
5.35 &
15.55

High

On-going

Lead: Parish
Council

Funding
required for
consultants

Parish Plan

Fire Station. Strongly support the
retention of the Liphook Fire and
Rescue Station, actively encourage
the recruitment of more trained
volunteers and assist the Service by
helping to reduce the number of
false alarms.

Parish Council
encourage:

12.53 &
12.54

Medium

On-going

Lead: Parish
Council
Local community

Just publicity

Parish Plan

Risk Management

23.29.

Risk Management

23.28.

Planning & Development



Risk Management

Ser

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

o
o

to

adverts

and

Volunteers to join the local Fire
Service.
The community to assist the
Service by helping to reduce the
number of false alarms.
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23.30.

Minimize Fire Risk. Ensure that the
public is aware:

Fire & Rescue Service to ensure that the
public is aware:



o




23.32.

Risk Management

23.31.

How it will be tackled

Of the availability of free fire
risk assessment to the
vulnerable.
That rubbish is not allowed to
accumulate.
Of the need to report all heath
and grass fire to the
authorities.

o
o

EHDC to improve confidence in public
safety by providing:



o

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

More police presence within the
parish.
o Traffic wardens to deter illegal and
anti-social parking.
o Permanently installed ‘flashing’
speed indicator signs on the
Haslemere, Portsmouth, Headley
London and Longmoor Roads.
Parish Council to continue operating a
fully equipped and trained volunteer
‘speed watch’ team.
Parish Council to list areas in which the
risk of flooding is high and agree with:
o

o

Priority

Timescale

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: Fire &
Rescue Service.
Heathland
Project

Resource
Implications
None

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

High

On-going

12.48,
12.51,
12.52 &
20.59

High

Within one
year

Lead: Police &
Crime
Commissioner,
EHDC, Parish
Council &
volunteers

Funding of
more police
officers

Parish Plan

12.57 &
12.59

High

On-going

Lead: Parish
Council, Thames
Water & HCC

Ensure that
responsible
authorities
adequately
fund flood
prevention
schemes.

Parish Plan

Of the availability of free fire risk
assessment to the vulnerable.
That rubbish is not allowed to
accumulate.
Of the need to report all heath and
grass fires to emergency services.

Improve Deterrence.
Improve
confidence in public safety by:
Demanding
more
police
presence within the parish to
deter crime and anti-social
behaviour.
 The introduction of traffic
wardens to deter illegal and
anti-social parking.
 Operating a fully equipped and
trained
volunteer
‘speed
watch’ team to deter motorists
from speeding through the
village.
Flood Prevention. Ensure that the
significant risk of flooding, similar to
those experience by the owners of
99 & 101 Midhurst Road and to 1
and 2 Tunbridge Lane, are not
repeated. In the case of Midhurst
Road any preventative measure
should include the storm drains
running between Network Rail’s rail
lines at Liphook Station.

Section
No
12.55

HCC, the responsible authority, on
what action should be taken to
reduce the risk.
Thames Water on what action they
can take to minimize the impact
flooding has on the foul sewage
system.
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Sport & Recreation

23.33.

23.34.

How it will be tackled

Section
No
17.51

Priority

14.21,
15.61,
17.50,
17.51,
17.52,
17.53,
17.59,
20.57,
20.59 &
20.60

The Liphook Development Trust, as
part of their remit, should arrange for
Sports England to conduct a feasibility
study into the need for a public
swimming pool in Liphook.
Bohunt School should be asked to
provide table tennis facilities that can
accommodate the playing and storage
of equipment for up to 4 tables.

New Liphook United FC (LUFC)
Ground.
Monitor the Club’s
progress in seeking funds to
develop the Bohunt Manor land
into a high quality, football pitch to
meet FA standards.

Despite the offer of land for a football
pitch on Bohunt Manor LUFC are
unable to raise funds to develop the
site to meet FA standards. The Liphook
Development Trust should therefore
incorporate the Club’s needs within its
overall
design
and
funding
requirements.

Alternative Sports Pitches
Leisure Centre. Press for:

The Liphook Development Trust to:

&

o

23.35.

23.36.

Sport & Recreation

Sports & Recreation

Alternative sites of up to 7.38
hectare for football pitches in a
central position with room for a
cricket pitch, goods vehicle
access, and the installation of
floodlighting.
Site to also
include a skate park.
 Include land for the provision
of hockey & rugby pitches at a
later date.
 Maintain village halls and
greens spaces for the benefit of
children and future generations
throughout the parish.
Swimming Pool.
Conduct a
feasibility study into the need for a
public swimming pool in Liphook.

Sports & Recreation

Sports & Recreation



Table Tennis. Provide facilities that
can accommodate the playing and
storage of equipment for up to 4
table tennis tables.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

o

Negotiate with landowners on the
provision of at least 7.38 hectare of
land for sports facilities and a skate
park.
Seek funding from sports charities
and other bodies to purchase and
develop such sites.

Parish Council to develop a programme
of work and or funding to help maintain
village halls and greens spaces.

Timescale

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: LUFC
Parish Council &
EHDC

Resource
Implications
The Club
needs to
raise over
£800,000

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Plan

High

On-going

Lead: Liphook
Development
Trust
EHDC Forward
Planning & NPSG

May require
compulsory
purchase
order.

Parish Council

17.57,
20.62 &
20.65

Medium

Within 12
months

Lead: Liphook
Development
Trust
Parish Council &
EHDC

Study under
£3,000

Parish Plan

17.58

High

October
2015

Lead: Bohunt
School
Parish Council

No
additional
funding
required

Parish Council

Noted
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How it will be tackled

Section
No
20.57

Priority

Timescale

Medium

On-going

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: Bohunt
School

Resource
Implications
None

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

Allotments. Insist that land for
allotments is included within all
large housing developments.

Parish Council to identify suitable sites
for allotments and incorporate them
into its funding plan.

17.60

Medium

On-going

Lead: Parish
Council

Land

Parish Plan

23.39.

School Congestion. Resolve the
traffic congestion in The Avenue,
along Longmoor & Headley Roads
and in The Square.

o

18.15

High

On-going

Lead: HCC,
EHDC, Local
Schools &
Parents

None

Parish Council

13.20,
14.25,
15.58 &
18.18

Medium

On-going

Lead: HCC
Highways
Department

Costs
unknown

Parish Council

23.40.

Traffic & Transport

23.38.

Traffic & Transport

Bohunt School to provide facilities for
playing hockey and rugby in schools.

Traffic & Transport

Hockey & Rugby. Include facilities
for playing hockey and rugby in
schools only.

Traffic & Transport

23.37.

Quiet Lanes.
Immediate steps
should be taken to introduce ‘Quiet
Lane’ classifications on some rural
lanes in Bramshott and Liphook.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

HCC to install a drive through road
within the Junior School grounds
for parent just to drop-off their
children but only if traffic
modelling shows that this will
improve the situation.
o All schools to update their travel
plans.
HCC to review the classification of all
country lanes within the parish and
introduce
‘Quiet
Lane’
where
appropriate.
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23.41.

Traffic Congestion.

HCC to:



o

Local Traffic Management.

Conduct an Origin/ Destination
survey to determine the dominant
traffic movements through the
Square.
o Based upon the findings develop a
comprehensive
traffic
management plan that can
accommodate the project growth.
o Consider constructing a relief road
between Haslemere Road and
London Road.
o Review the existing traffic signage
and consider improvements that
will direct it away from the village.
o Consider adding double yellow
lines to Tower Road near junction
with Headley Road.
HCC to:



o





Traffic & Transport

23.42.

How it will be tackled







Conduct an Origin/ Destination
survey to determine the
dominant traffic movements
through the Square and then
develop a comprehensive
traffic management plan to
accommodate the projected
growth
Consider constructing a relief
road between Haslemere Road
and London Road.
Discourage through traffic by
means of improved signage.

Reposition the Passfield sign
near the Conford junction to
beyond the junction and closer
to Passfield to avoid confusion.
Impose a 30 mph speed limit on
the road to Conford and Holm
Hills.
Extend the existing 40 mph
speed limit zone along the
Longmoor Road to the junction
with the A3.
Increase
traffic
calming
measures
in
Liphook,
particularly
along
the
Haslemere, Portsmouth and
Headley Roads, and keep the
zebra crossing in the Square.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

o
o

o

Reposition the Passfield sign near
the Conford junction to beyond the
junction and closer to Passfield.
Impose a 30 mph speed limit on
the road to Conford and Holm Hills.
Extend the existing 40 mph speed
limit zone along the Longmoor
Road to the junction with the A3.
Increase traffic calming measures
in Liphook, particularly along the
Haslemere,
Portsmouth
and
Headley Roads, and keep the zebra
crossing in the Square.

Section
No
4.29,
6.60,
13.23,
15.57,
18.16.5,
18.16.6
&
18.19.14

Priority

Timescale

High

On-going
subject to
the
availability
of funding

18.13.6,
18.14 &
18.17

High

Design
within 12
months,
delivery
within 2
years

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: HCC
Highways
Department

Lead: HCC
Highways
Department

Resource
Implications
Estimated
cost of
survey
£7,500

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

Parish Council
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23.43.

The Action
Public Transport. Provide more
public transport, subsidised if
necessary. In particular:




Promote the local 250 Bus
Service through displaying
timetables, signing stopping
points and making the public
aware that it can be hailed
provided it can stop at a
pavement. The 5 day with
afternoon service should be
restored.
Service 13 should be improved
to cater better for school
children and people travelling
to and from work, and
commuters,
and
during
evenings and weekends.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

How it will be tackled
HCC to:
o

Restore the local 250 bus service to
5 whole days per week.
o Provide more public transport,
subsidised if necessary.
o Improve Service 13 to Whitehill &
Bordon that includes evenings and
weekends.
Parish Council to:
o
o

o

Section
No
6.60 &
18.5.6

Priority

Timescale

Medium

Within 12
months

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead:
1. HCC
EHDC & bus
companies.

Resource
Implications
Increased
subsidies
required

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Plan

2. , Parish
Council, HCC &
National Express

Promote the local 250 Bus Service.
Assist in funding for the
Haslemere/Petersfield to Liphook
bus service to come through West
Sussex.
Try to restore National Express
service to include Liphook.
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The Action

23.44.

Cycling. Continue to enhance road
safety measures for the benefit of
cyclists; this should include the
provision of off-road, trail and cycle
play areas and the feasibility of:

Traffic & Transport




23.45.

Providing more cycle stands.
Extending and improving cycle
routes.
 Changing Military Byelaws to
enable the public to cycle on
tracks in Woolmer Forest and
Weavers Down.
 The round-Liphook off-road
cycle route should be revised to
include the Canadian Memorial
Underpass.
 A combined pedestrian & cycle
path to Passfield as it is within
the statutory walking distance
to Junior & Bohunt schools.
Car Parking. Conduct a study into
car parking issues particularly:






Need for additional spaces
around the Square and in
Station Road.
In the Avenue and Longmoor
Road during school days.
On street commuter parking
around Liphook Station.
The feasibility of constructing a
2-storey parking facility on the
existing Station car park.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

How it will be tackled
HCC to provide a feasibility study into:
o

Providing more cycle stands
throughout the parish.
o Extending and improving cycle
routes, including signage, along
Longmoor Road to Griggs Green,
London Road to the Bramshott
Overpass, and between the
Bramshott A3 junction and the
Canadian Memorial Underpass.
o Changing Military Byelaws to
enable the public to cycle on tracks
in Woolmer Forest and Weavers
Down when danger flags are not
flying.
In addition, HCC should update the
round-Liphook off-road cycle route to
include the Canadian Memorial
Underpass.
EHDC to conduct a study into how the
many car parking issues throughout the
village can be resolved in the long-term.
In addition the study should look at the
feasibility of constructing a 2-storey
parking facility on the Station Car Park
to facilitate disabled access to the
southbound platform. This could
include the need for controlled street
parking such as permit holders only
near the Station.

Section
No
18.12 &
20.59

Priority

Timescale

Medium

On-going

5.34,
6.60,
7.60,
7.65,
15.61,
18.4 &
18.15.5

High

On-going

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: HCC
Parish Council

Resource
Implications
Some HCC
funding
required

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Council

Lead: EHDC
HCC, Parish
Council, SWT &
Network Rail

HCC have
agreed to
fund.

Parish Plan
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The Action

23.46.

Support for Young People. Help
young people by providing:


23.47.

Youth

Youth





Evening classes in cooking,
baking,
photography
and
motor mechanics.
Support to those interested in
horse riding, art, reading and
writing and acting so that
others may also take up these
beneficial activities.
Facilities for disco/rock band
sessions and children’s cinema.

Personal Development. Seek ways
of encouraging, enhancing and
supporting personal development
schemes, such as the Duke of
Edinburgh scheme, Scouts &
Guides, St. John Ambulance and the
Liphook Youth plus charitable
activities as they enrich both the
individual and the community.

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

How it will be tackled
Parish Council in collaboration with
Schools should look into the feasibility
of running evening classes for young
people in:
o

o

Section
No
20.58 &
20.65

Priority

Timescale

High

On-going

20.56 &
20.58

Medium

On-going

Practical subject such as cooking,
baking, photography and motor
mechanics.
Classical subjects such as art,
reading and writing and acting
similar to U3A.

Responsibility
(Lead & Partners)
Lead: Parish
Council
Education,
training
organisations &
voluntary
community
groups

Resource
Implications
Out of
hour’s use of
school
facilities;
Volunteer
teachers and
trainers.

Monitoring
Responsibility
Parish Plan &
voluntary
groups

Lead: Parish
Council & Local
community
groups

Minimal
funding
required

Parish Plan

Parish Council should:
o
o

Support the Liphook Youth Club.
Provide facilities for disco/rock
band sessions and children’s
cinema.
The community should through the
Parish Council look at ways of
encouraging, enhancing and supporting
personal development schemes for the
long term benefit of the younger
generation.
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SUMMARY OF ACTION POINTS BY LEAD PARTNER
Lead Partner
Para.
Action Point
Bramshott & Liphook Parish Council
23.1
Liphook Development Trust (LDT).

Partners
EHDC, SDNPA, HCC & Business Group

Monitor
Parish Plan

23.11

Disabled Access to Countryside.

HCC & SDNPA

23.12

Encourage Volunteering.

Community First Hampshire, local voluntary organisations & charities.

23.13

Countryside Management

Local community including representatives from horse riders, cyclists,
walkers and Commoners.

23.15

Litter Management Plan.

23.20

Infrastructure.

23.28

Neighbourhood Plan (NP).

23.29

Fire Station.

Local community

23.32

Flood Prevention.

Thames Water & HCC

23.38

Allotments.

23.42

Public Transport

HCC & Bus companies

23.46

Support for Young People.

Education, training organisations & voluntary community groups

23.47

Personal Development.

Local community groups

Liphook Business Initiative (LBI)
Liphook United FC (LUFC).

23.2
23.33

Business Group.
New LUFC Ground.

Lead: & Parish Council
Parish Council & EHDC

Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
(NPSG)

23.5

Optimise size of Schools.

HCC Education Authority & Bohunt School

Parish Council

23.14

Preserve Views.

SDNPA, Parish Council and Action Groups

Parish Plan

23.16

Settlements Gaps.

Planning Authorities at EHDC & SDNPA

Parish Council

23.18

Preserve Hamlets.

EHDC

23.27

Housing Development Land.

EHDC & Developers

Village Design Statement SG

23.25

Design & Conservation.

EHDC, Preservation Society & NPSG to write final policies

Fire & Rescue Service.

23.30

Minimize Fire Risk.

Heathland Project

Police & Crime Commissioner

23.31

Improve Deterrence.

EHDC, Parish Council & volunteers

Parish Plan

Liphook Development Trust (LDT)

23.21

Community Facilities.

Parish Council & EHDC

Parish Plan

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

EHDC, SDNPA & Utility Companies
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Lead Partner

Partners
EHDC Forward Planning & NPSG

Monitor
Parish Council

23.35

Action Point
Alternative Sports Pitches & Leisure
Centre.
Swimming Pool.

Parish Council & EHDC

Parish Plan

23.3

Regenerating Shops & Businesses.

Chamber of Commerce, SDNPA & Parish Council

LDT

23.4

Local Employment.

Chamber of Commerce, SDNPA & Parish Council

23.7

Career Opportunities.

Parish Council & Chamber of Commerce

Parish Plan

23.26

Affordable Housing.

NPSG & Developers

Parish Council

23.45

Car Parking.

HCC, Parish Council, SWT & Network Rail

Department of Education

23.6

Further Education & Training.

Bohunt School

SWT & Network Rail

23.09

Disabled Access to Trains.

EHDC, SDNPA, Developers & local community

Hampshire County Council (HCC)

23.08

Nursery Provision

Children’s Services

23.10

Pedestrian Crossings.

23.17

Improve Footpath.

National Trust

23.19

Broadband & Mobile Signal.

EHDC, BT & Vodafone

23.39

School Congestion.

EHDC, Local Schools & Parents

23.40

Quiet Lanes.

23.41

Traffic Congestion.

23.42

Local Traffic Management.

23.43

Public Transport.

23.44

East Hampshire District Council
(EHDC)

National Health Service

Bohunt School

Bramshott & Liphook Parish Plan.

Para.
23.34

Parish Plan

1.

Parish Council

EHDC, Parish Council & bus companies

Parish Plan

Cycling.

Parish Council

Parish Council

23.22

County Boundary Consultations.

EHDC and local surgeries

23.23

NHS Dentist.

23.24

Enhance Medical Services.

Clinical Commissioning Group

23.36

Table Tennis.

Parish Council

23.37

Hockey & Rugby.
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